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ABSTRACT 

 

 Over the past two decades, the number of listed companies in the U.S. has dramatically 

fallen by over 50 percent, a trend frequently replicated in other global exchanges, largely as a 

result of the lack of emerging small firm listings (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014).  The firms that 

remain listed, tend to be larger, older and generally more established, with institutional 

investors holding the majority of the equity.   Yet the contrarian Australian Securities Exchange 

(“ASX”) experience has seen a near doubling of listed firms over this period, stemming largely 

from small/micro-cap IPO listing. In the absence of a large private equity sector in Australia, 

comparative to other global economies, the ASX is a major source of early-stage capital.  

Small/micro-IPOs comprise over 78 percent of all new ASX listings over the past two decades.  

They list under the same conditions as their larger counterparts, effectively extending the utility 

of small and emerging firms financing ‘upstream’, thus in effect encroaching on the more 

traditional private funding options; - and it is for this reason, we study the ‘hybrid’ venture 

capital/ASX IPO listings over this period.  

Small firms are a vibrant component of any successful economy, accounting for 99.9 

percent of all U.K. private sector enterprises, 59.1 percent of private sector employment and 

thus providing a critical pipeline for future economic growth (Amini 2013).  Access to equity 

capital is critical (Deeds, Decarolis & Coombs 1997), yet in many global economies, small 

firm capital access is frequently limited to more traditional routes of private funding options, 

such as venture capital, private, equity or crowdfunding, or alternatively  restricted to second 

board exchanges.  In the absence of a large venture capital market in Australia, the ASX appears 

to fill a vital early-stage equity funding gap for emerging firms, with a particular cluster in the 

mining and resources industry and tech sectors.  This research examines the factors that 
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contribute to the success of this early-stage public equity finance through a series of three 

papers.   

 Paper One examines the first-day discounts and long-term performance of all 2,018 

available ASX IPOs over a 21-year period to December 31, 2019. This paper updates 

Australian research, and for the first time in academic literature includes the effect of 

small/micro and delisted IPOs in long term return calculations.  Despite vast institutional 

differences in the sell-side factors of issue size, listing location or industry sector composition, 

and the buy-side institutional versus free-float investor structural characteristics, we find the 

average closing price discounts of 18.45 percent to be surprising close to the considerably 

larger observed U.S. IPO counterpart discounts of 16 percent (Ritter 2020). Additionally, 

longer term buy-and-hold returns of 1.25 percent, improved slightly to 1.66 percent upon 

accounting for dividend returns, but increased to a significant 12.95 percent upon including the 

effects of delisted IPOs.  We found the over-all long-term performance of 12.95 percent hides 

a size related dependency, ranging from a high 18.62 percent return for small/micro-IPOs, 

17.40 percent for mid-size IPOs reducing to a lower 2.28 percent for large IPOs.  

Within the extensive array of literature examining IPO performance, the comparison of 

size related IPO performance has largely been missed in current literature.  Additionally, our 

finding of the uplifting effect of the inclusion of delisted IPOs across all three small, mid, large 

size categories with highest returns found in small-cap IPOs, are at odds with widespread 

‘higher risk/ less profitable/ failure to grow’ perceptions of small firm IPOs.   Paper One 

proposes that the success of the small cap IPOs is due to two factors, the first being due to a 

‘main board effect’, and secondly, the localised early-stage supportive financial ecosystem in 

WA.   

Paper Two thus extends Paper One’s discussion by examining more deeply the 

supportive IPO ecosystems within the ASX’s flexible “if not, why not’ governance systems, 
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across the three ASX listing offices of New South Wales (NSW), Victoria (VIC) and Western 

Australia (WA).  We understand this paper to be the first to consider the influence of spatial 

location on public equity access, within a standardised regulatory environment. Our test for 

impacts of regulatory influences upon the mining sectors, upon the introduction of the ASX “if 

not, why not’ discretionary corporate governance guidelines find the regulatory requirement 

did not appear to either encourage or discourage new capital raisings of any size.  Instead, we 

find evidence that localised financial ecosystems are particularly important.  Capital raising 

endeavours characterised by issue size or industry concentration are reflective of the vibrant 

activity of the regional economy, supported by a local ecosystem of legal infrastructure, 

brokerages, technical expertise and other financial advisors.  In bringing together this localised 

ecosystem with a public exchange, we propose that the ASX listings for small caps, have 

developed into a ‘hybrid’ of main board listing post-VC preceded by a protypical VC 

incubation.    

Finally, Paper Three delves deeper, using a mixed methodology approach to extend 

Paper Two’s perspective risk tolerances within the financial ecosystems.  Specifically, we 

examine WA’s concentration of small-cap firms to examine the posited higher financial risk 

tolerance towards more speculative early-stage IPOs.  In doing, so we address the often raised 

anecdotally proposition of segmented financial risk tolerances between each of the three ASX’s 

listing offices (New South Wales, Victoria and Western Australia).  Using qualitative interview 

methodology, we find that WA’s concentration of small, earlier-stage IPOs (51 percent of all 

ASX small IPOs) appears to reflect the localised ‘entrepreneurial’ risk attitudes, in comparison 

to NSW and VIC.  WA’s underlying risk attitudes are influenced by shared confidences in key 

‘gatekeepers’ [advisors] recognition and management of risk, which increases the propensity 

to participate in more speculative opportunities.  We further find that a standardised regulatory 

environment does not produce standardised capital raising financial risk tolerance attitudes, 
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rather the ‘dominant logic’ or beliefs in the perception of local ecosystem capabilities provides 

the confidence to proceed with higher risk transactions and the outward presumption of WA’s 

higher risk tolerance towards small, earlier-stage IPOs.  

This thesis has important applications to both academic and industry, by providing an 

in-depth update of Australian IPO data, parts of which have already been presented to industry 

and reported in local and international press.  We discuss that our findings have nothing to do 

with whether private or public equity is better for small, early-stage firms, rather question the 

theoretical debate that second board exchange options or more traditional private 

equity/venture capital is the only/best predestined early-stage funding.    

 

 

Key words: First-Day Discounts, Long Term Performance, Capital Raising Ecosystem, 

WA, Financial Risk Tolerance, IPO, small-cap firms 
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CHAPTER 1: General Introduction  

 

“The small company initial price offering (IPO) is dead”   (Rose & Solomon 2016) 

 

1.1 Background to why this research is important 

The research objective of this thesis shall interrogate the abovementioned proposition! 

Over the past two decades, the number of listed firms in many developed countries, including 

major markets such as U.S., U.K, and France has fallen dramatically; up to 50 percent in the 

case of the U.S (Doidge, Karolyi & Stulz 2017; Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014).  The U.S. is of 

particular interest due to their 40 percent dominance of global market capitalisation. The  

decline in listed U.S. companies is particularly pronounced in small or emerging firms listing 

(Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014), leaving remaining listings tending to be larger, older, and on average 

less profitable.  (Kahle & Stulz 2017).  In spite of the decline, U.S. listed company, total market 

capitalisation has grown exponentially, from 115 percent of GDP in 2010 to over 194 percent 

of GDP by 2020, well above global averages of 133 percent of total GDP, or Australia’ average 

of 130 percent 1.  Thus, a vast majority of extant IPO literature examines the “virtual 

disappearance of the small company IPO’ (Rose & Solomon 2016 p.84).   

The Australian Security Exchange (“ASX”) is an exception.  Having managed to defy 

the global decline, ASX listings have doubled over the past two decades, with the majority of 

ASX’s listed company growth occurring predominately in small/micro-IPO listings.  

Small/micro ASX listings comprise some 78 percent of all IPOs undertaken over the past 21 

years.  We show that Australia’s nascent private equity industry provides comparatively low 

VC/PE investment in comparison to other countries of similar economic development, and thus 

 
1 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/CM.MKT.LCAP.GD.ZS?end=2020&locations=AU-US-

1W&start=1975&view=chart 
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the ASX is the major source of funding for early-stage companies.  The ASX’s ‘success’ in 

listing small/micro-cap firms on a main board exchange is the reason for this study.   

1.2  Research Objective  

 Early-stage, potentially high growth ventures provide an important economic pipeline 

of future growth and innovation in successful economies (Amini 2013; Colombo, Cumming & 

Vismara 2016).  Contributing as much as 60 percent of employment and 50 percent to GDP 

(Sebastian & Merino 2019),  access to equity capital is critical for small firm’s growth and 

development (Deeds, Decarolis & Coombs 1997).  In view of the ASX’s ‘success’, capital 

listings in public exchange markets have a role to play (Carpentier & Suret 2018).   

In contrast to other major global stock exchanges, the ASX allows firms to choose to 

list in one of three (previously five) state listing offices of New South Wales (NSW), Victoria 

(VIC) or Western Australia (WA) regardless of company headquarters.  Additionally, it allows 

small/micro-cap IPOs to list on the same main board, at earlier stages of development and 

subject to the same listing regulations, regardless of IPO issue size or industry sector.  The 

ASX’s overarching management and regulatory enforcement provides a standardised listing 

environment, raising the proposition that a firm, of any size and in any industry sector might 

reasonably raise IPO capital in any location with a reasonable outcome of similar success.  

These two factors are unique to a major global public equity exchange 2. 

In doing so, the ASX fundamentally integrates early-stage capital raisings on a main 

board public exchange at early and smaller stages than usually standard in the usual 

angle/friends/family financing followed by VC and then IPO exit cycle.  This is in stark 

 
2 ASX consistently ranks as a global ‘top 10 exchange leader’ Australian Securities Exchange 2020, 

Capital with confidence: A launch pad to accelerate your growth, Available at: 

https://www.asx.com.au/documents/products/listings-presentation.pdf, pp. 1-84. 
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contrast to a large body of existing literature which finds that early-stage, small  IPOs cannot 

be successfully listed on a public exchange (Rose & Solomon 2016), and often restricted to 

second board listings, private equity, venture capital or other forms of private funding.   Small 

firm IPOs are found to have a ‘different lifecycle’ to larger firms with only 55 percent 

remaining still listed after five years, compared to 61 percent and 67 percent for middle and 

larger capitalised firms, adding to the widespread ‘higher risk/less profitable/failure to grow 

perceptions (Rose & Solomon 2016 p. 83).  As such, large bodies of literature focus on the 

performance of predominately large cap IPOs listed on main board exchange, with global 

evidence suggesting that IPOs generally underperform compared to the market 3. Small firm 

IPOs are frequently excluded from analysis on the basis of their speculative nature4, or if 

restricted to listing on regional small-stock exchanges and ‘second-tier’ boards listings, they 

are analysed within the gambit of that exchange, and thus not directly comparable to their larger 

counterparts (Acedo‐Ramírez, Díaz‐Mendoza & Ruiz‐Cabestre 2018).    

Yet the ASX listing success suggest that public equity has its role to play in early-stage 

funding.  Under the ASX’s standardised regulatory regime, the research objective of this 

project shall specifically compare the success of the ASX in listing small, mid and large market-

cap IPOs.  In this study we ask:   

 
3 Long term performance: U.S.A. (1977-1987) -13.7 percent (Aggarwall and Rivoli 1990) , U.S.A 

(1975-1984) -29.1 percent (Ritter 1991), Australia (1966-1978) -6.5 percent (Finn and Higham 1988), 

 

4. For example in Ritter, JR 1991, 'The long run performance of intial public offerings', The Journal of 

Finance, vol. 46, no. 4, pp. 3-27., small IPO’s with an offer price of less than $1 per share were 

excluded, as have many subsequent studies, such as $3 per share Ibbotson, R & Jaffe, J 1975, '"Hot 

Issue" markets', ibid., vol. XXX, pp. 1027 -1042., and $8 per share Loughran, T & Ritter, J 2002, 'Why 

don't issuers get upset about leaving money on the table in IPOs?', in The Review of Financial Studies, 

pp. 413-443.. 
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“is the ASX early-stage listing functioning as a ‘hybrid’ substitute for venture 

capital/public equity funding?” 

In the absence of a large private equity/venture capital sector, the ASX is a major source 

of funding for early-stage firms that might more traditionally in other jurisdictions, raise capital 

through private equity sources.   We now present the structure of our discussion on the relative 

success of the ASX in listing small-cap- early-stage IPOs as follows.   

1.3 The Structure of the Thesis 

The structure of this thesis has five chapters including this introductory chapter.  

Chapters Two, Three and Four presents the three separate but related papers that have been 

prepared for publication in peer-reviewed journals.   The papers were developed in tandem 

with findings in one paper guiding directions in other papers. Each paper comprehensively 

conforms to the requirements of the journal it has been submitted to.  Papers in Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 4 have been accepted for publication.    

Each paper contains the usual abstract, introduction, literature reviews, theoretical 

frameworks, gap identification, research methodology and discussions and findings.  Each 

paper adopts a different methodology and thus incorporates different styles and formats as 

required by the journal and editors’ comments received.  In undertaking this research, two 

interview groups were interviewed. The first interview group formed the data source ostensibly 

used in Chapter Four.  Interviews with key financial advisers were undertaken to capture the 

underlying biases, social interactions and historical events that influence the evolution of WA’s 

perceived higher risk tolerance.  A further second group of interviews was used to provide 

further insight, corroboration, and direction into each of the papers, although not directly 

referenced in any paper.  Additionally, quantitative data was obtained from four different data 

bases and reconciled into one master data source.  Thus, while each paper discusses the data 
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used for that paper, we highlight that each data source has been reconciled across all three 

papers to provide a consistent and extended analysis of the Australian ASX over 21 years.  

Appendix 1 provides further detailed information on each data source utilised within this thesis, 

data cleansing and data reconciling between each data source.  

To address the research objective, in Chapter Two we first focus is on the comparative 

performance of short-term discounts and long-term return performance of all ASX IPOs, over 

a 21-year period from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2019.  We then document the diversified 

characteristics of ASX IPOs across each of the three listing locations New South Wales (NSW), 

Victoria (VIC) and Western Australia (WA), and deconstruct our results by, issue size (small, 

mid and large IPOs) and industry sector.  We document that in spite of a vastly different 

underlying structural investor composition and IPO issue size comparative to the U.S., the 

average closing day discounts of 18.45% are remarkedly similar to the U.S results of 16% 

indicating IPO discounts do not appear to be driven by industry composition.   

We then examine the comparative long-term performance of all IPOs using a dynamic 

‘Buy and Hold’ (BHR) geometric return calculation, where no money is invested after the 

initial date and the portfolio is adjusted daily as new IPO list or are delisted.  In addition to our 

findings of the overall portfolio return hiding a significant performance differential according 

to issue size ranging from -6.39% for large IPOs, 4.54% for mid-sized IPOs and a strong 

12.04% return for small IPOs, we identify that the inclusion of the impact of the 63% of IPOs 

who delisted during this period, further increased overall portfolio returns from just 1.25% to 

a considerably larger 12.95%.  Our results indicate that IPOs are delisting for positive reason 

on average, and not for the usual suspected reason of failure as widely documents.   

With the ASX’s uniform regulatory requirements removing factors of ‘regulatory 

overreach’ impacting IPO characteristics in each listing location, Chapter three examines the 

effect of the localised financial ecosystems supporting the regional diversification, focusing on 
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the concentrated small firm IPO market in WA.  With WA having 10 percent of the total 

Australian population, the WA office of the ASX undertakes 51 percent of all small cap IPOs, 

which are overwhelming from the metals and mining industry 5.  We are guided by empirical 

findings of greater capital raising success when located closer to financial networks, due to 

reasons of improved information asymmetry, access to analysts and investors (Loughran & 

Schultz 2006; Loughran 2008). 

We document the influence of regulation on supporting small firm public equity access, 

upon the ASX’s introduction of the 2003 ‘if not, why not’ flexible governance guidelines, 

finding flexible governance guidelines were not associated with any noticeable increase or 

decrease in IPO listings across any issue size.  These finding are consistent with extant literature 

finding explanations that ‘regulatory overreach’ do not fully explain the decrease in the 

number of small company U.S.  IPOs; as demonstrated when regulatory changes to the U.S. 

Sabines Oxley Act (SOX) of 2002 to decrease regulatory and cost burdens, did not increase 

small company IPOs. The hypothesis of economies of scale in assisting firms to market was 

found more important. (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014) 

In lieu of finding little evidence of regulatory change impacting firm listings, we 

therefore extend the discussion to examine the specialised and supportive local ecosystem that 

support the success of the small/micro-cap listing firms.  The ASX is the only major exchange 

that allows firms to list in one of three listing locations: (i.e. NSW, VIC and WA).  Our research 

is grounded by prior findings that factors of information asymmetry is a main driver of equity 

issues and locational proximity to main financial markets puts firms at an informational 

(dis)/advantage thereby affecting equity issuance (Loughran 2008).  Informational 

 
5 https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/people/population/national-state-and-territory-population/latest-

release#states-and-territories 
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asymmetries that arise from the cost and quality of conveying the information decrease with 

distance i.e., it may not be worthwhile to drive out and visit a single company, less accurate 

analyst coverage (Bae, Stulz & Tan 2008; Ivkovic & Weisbenner 2006; Gao, Ritter & Zhu 

2014).  We are further guided by literature of ‘home bias’ , where concentrations of industry 

sectors and firms have evolved around regional locations capital raising expertise; - such as the 

small cap, early-stage mining sector in WA (Coval & Moskowitz 1999).  We discuss the 

structural characteristics of the supportive ecosystem and present evidence of the ASX 

appearing to juggle ecosystem costs and localised competitive economics of scale across IPO 

sizes, within the national domain.  We find that WA small firm concentration depends on the 

localised ecosystem of brokers and lawyers supporting the dynamic nature of the regional 

activity, rather than locational proximity to major public markets or regulatory guidance.  We 

understand this to be the first study to examine the influence of spatial location on early-stage 

capital funding where all firms are subject to the same listing regulations regardless of issue 

size, listing location or industry sector.   

Finally, Chapter Four extends the investigation into inherent structural influences 

within the supporting ecosystem by examining the underlying factors influencing the biases 

and heuristic guiding perceived diversified financial risk tolerance attitudes towards early-stage 

IPOs between the three listing offices. Our research objective addressed the anecdotal 

perception of a higher financial risk tolerance toward the concentration of early-stage IPOs 

within the WA financial ecosystem.    

A mixed method approach was adopted to provide greater validity and reliability into 

this exploratory study.  We utilised the empirical data from papers one and two to highlight the 

regional segmentation of capital raising characteristics in each listing location via issue size 

and industry. The concentration of WA’s small firm, early-stage IPOs (i.e. 51% of all ASX 
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small, [predominately mining] IPOs) raised the proposition of a higher risk tolerant attitude 

within the WA financial ecosystem.   

Guided by emerging literature on ‘social transmission’ mechanisms within financial 

markets, influencing the economic thinking and intuitive investment behaviours (Hirshleifer 

2020; Hong, Kubik & Stein 2004), we find that social interactions were found to support 

institutional processes gain legitimacy and widespread industry acceptance, a finding also seen 

during the early development of  Silicon Valley (Sorenson & Stuart 2001; Bruton, Fried & 

Manigart 2017).   

We found that past success and failures shared through (in)/formal social practices  

influence the identification, assessment and communication of management practices 

underlying continuous innovation (Allen & Babus 2008).  The underlying risk tolerant attitudes 

were influenced by the shared confidence in the underlying capabilities perceived within the 

WA financial ecosystem to recognise and manage early-stage risk, thus increasing the 

propensity to undertake more speculative transactions, and WA’s presumptive higher risk 

tolerance.    

Chapter 5 provides the overall discussion of the key findings, limitations and future 

directions for subsequent research.  Appendix A provides further detail on each qualitative and 

quantitative data source used within each chapter, and the use of and reconciliation between 

each data source, to provide a further layer of validation across this thesis.  Appendix B details 

two newspaper articles, the first in Business News, and the second in Barron’s Marketwatch 

(Wall Street Journal) reporting on findings.  
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1.4  Significance, Originality and Contribution to Literature 

When read both separately and together in this thesis, the three research papers address 

a number of theoretical and empirical gaps in theory and practice, thereby providing a 

substantial and original contribution to existing theoretical research.   

IPO discounts and returns is a widely studied field within finance literature, with many 

existing papers predictably focusing on specific aspects of IPO performance.  As we show, 

existing research frequently uses smaller data samples, over relatively limited time periods 

after IPO issue and is frequently restricted to ‘still- listed’ IPO, often excluding both small or 

delisted IPOs. Small issue and delisted IPOs are a function of any public exchange, yet research 

examining the holistic performance of the combined IPO portfolio is not available.  

In allowing small, early-stage listings on the same main board exchange, the ASX is 

unique for other major global exchanges.  Yet existing research on Australian IPOs is limited 

and dated. The ASX is predominately characterised by 78 percent of IPOs that are defined as 

small, early-stage firms who list under the same regulatory guidelines as their larger 

counterparts, on the main board exchange.   The unique institutional structure of the ASX thus 

provides the ideal environment within which to address several gaps in the extensive range of 

extant IPO literature.  Additionally, limitations found on the availability of data sources further 

restrict the ease of future replica studies in other global exchanges, as we discuss below.  The 

following sections expand on each research contribution (RC), methodological and theorical 

approaches.     

RC: 1 Update Outdated and Limited Australian IPO Research  

First, this research updates limited and outdated existing research on Australian IPO 

capital raisings.   We outline the current research on Australian IPO capital raising examining 

relatively few IPO issues in specific industry sectors as follows.  Finn and Highams (1988) first 
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considered IPO performance on the Sydney Stock Exchange/Australian Associated Stock 

Exchange, finding large and widespread closing price discounts (29.2 percent on average) and 

a negative, non-statistically significant after market performance. However, this research was 

prior to the amalgamation of the individual state exchanges into the modern ASX structure in 

1987, and therefore of limited value.   

How (2000) subsequently updated Finn and Highams (1988) research by examining the 

initial first-day discounts and long-term performance of 130 Australian mining IPOs between 

1979 to 1990, finding under-pricing of 19.75 percent on average and no evidence of significant 

long run underperformance for those mining firms.  Lee et al. (1996), updated this research to 

consider performance for 266 industrial IPOs between 1976 to 1989, finding evidence of 

underperformance in the industrial IPOs for a period of three years after issue.   

Dimovski et al. (2011) provide the most recent research by examining 358 industrial 

and mining IPOs from 1994 to 1999 and discuss the relationship between IPO under-pricing 

and underwriter reputation.  Finding under-pricing on average of 29.6 percent, and evidence of 

the greatest discounts by firms that engaged more prestigious underwriters, their research 

findings of a negative relationship between underwriter reputation and under-pricing is at odds 

with a large body of the research.   

Our research thus contributes to Australian by updating current findings across the 

entire portfolio of 2,018 IPOs undertaken over twenty-one years to December 2019.  We further 

extend existing research by deconstructing and directly comparing IPO and listed company 

characteristics by issue size, industry concentrations, ASX listing location, short-term closing 

price discounting, long term performance, and the impact of return performance of delisted 

IPOs on a public exchange.  This research thereby extensively documents the ASX listed 

company and IPO characteristics, updating dated research and evidences a perceivably 

segmented market within a uniform regulatory environment.   
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RC2: Data Gap: Inclusion of small IPO performance  

Our second contribution addresses a data gap of comparative IPO returns across issue 

sizes. Numerous studies exist that document long run IPO performance finding [predominately 

large, listed] IPOs significantly underperform in limited three to five year periods after issue 

(Ritter 1991; Ibbotson & Ritter 1995).  However, in U.S. public markets, IPOs issues under $5 

are considered “penny stocks”, or more speculative under the Penny Stocks Reform Act of 

19906.  Small-cap IPOs are thus excluded entirely from return calculations, on the perception 

of their more speculative/ higher risk/less profitable/failure to grow perception 7 .   

As such, much of the existing long-term research focuses predominately on large IPOs, 

with small IPOs either filtered from sample data, restricted from listing on a global main board 

exchange by regulatory requirements or examined within the bounds of ‘second market’ 

exchanges such as the United Kingdom’s Alternative Investment Market (‘AIM) or Toronto 

Stock Exchange Venture (TSXV).  Small [listed] IPOs that are examined on second board 

exchanges are not directly comparable.  

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to directly compare small-cap IPO 

characteristics to large cap IPO characteristics.  As 78 percent of all ASX IPOs are categorised 

 
6 US Penny stock under the [US] Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990 requires brokers to provide investors 

with additional material [“Risk Disclosure Document required by Rule 15g-2 of the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934] in relation to effecting a transaction in penny stocks 

(https://www.finra.org/rules-guidence/notices/93-55) 

 

7 For example Ritter (1991) excluded small IPO’s with an offer price of less than $1 per share Ritter, 

JR 1991, 'The long run performance of intial public offerings', The Journal of Finance, vol. 46, no. 4, 

pp. 3-27., as have many subsequent studies, such as $3 per share Ibbotson, R & Jaffe, J 1975, '"Hot 

Issue" markets', ibid., vol. XXX, pp. 1027 -1042., and $8 per share Loughran, T & Ritter, J 2002, 

'Why don't issuers get upset about leaving money on the table in IPOs?', in The Review of Financial 

Studies, pp. 413-443. 

https://www.finra.org/rules-guidence/notices/93-55
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as small IPOs, the institutional IPO characteristics are at odds with the vast majority of US 

studies. We further highlight that with an average ASX issue price of $0.65 ($2.93 for large 

IPOs, $1.43 for mid IPOs and $0.39 for small IPOs) all ASX IPO on average, fall within the 

U.S. definition of penny stocks or more speculative investments.  Our results of strong positive 

returns of 19.46 percent for small cap IPOs (15.75 percent for medium size and 7.88 percent 

for the largest IPOs) are at odds with much of the existing research and widespread expectation 

of smaller firm higher risk/less profitable/ failure to grow perception of small firm capital 

raisings.  

RC3: Data Gap: Smooth macroeconomic events over an extended 21- year data period, and 

weighted geometric calculation 

Our third contribution involves the use of the extensive data sample over an extended 

twenty-one-year period, from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019.  As shown below in Table 

1.1, much overseas research into IPO under-pricing and long-term performance is frequently 

examined with relatively small data samples and often over a limited three-to-five-year time 

period after issue.  Additionally, the limited time periods after issue utilised essentially limit 

calculations to still listed IPOs and may be impacted by time specific macroeconomic events. 

As shown in Table 1.1, findings vary greatly  
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Table 1.1: Average Returns for 25 Countries 

Country Source Sample Size 
Time 

Period 

Average 

under-

pricing 

Australia Lee et al. 266 1976-89 11.9% 

Belgium Rogiers et al. 28 1984-90 10.1% 

Brazil Aggerwal et al. 62 1979-90 78.5% 

Canada 
Jog and Riding: Jog and 

Srivastava. 
258 1971-92 5.4% 

Chile Aggarwal et al. 19 1982-90 16.3% 

Finland Keloharju 85 1984-92 9.6% 

France 
Husson and Jacquillat; Leleux and 

Muzyka; Pilliard and Belletante 
187 1983-92 4.2% 

Germany Ljungqvist6 170 1978-82 10.9% 

Hong Kong McGuinness 80 1980-90 17.6% 

Italy Cherunbini and Ratti 75 1985-91 27.1% 

Japan 
Fukuda, Dawson and Hiraki; 

Hebner and Hirarak 
472 1970-91 32.5% 

Korea Dhatt et al 347 1980-90 78.1% 

Malaysia Isa 132 1980-91 80.3% 

Mexico Aggarwal et al. 37 1987-90 33.0% 

Netherlands Wessels; Eijgenhuijsen and Bhijs 72 1982-91 7.2% 

New 

Zealand 
Vos and Cheung 149 1979-91 28.8% 

Portugal Alpalhao 62 1986-87 54.4 

Singapore Koh and Walker 66 1973-87 27.0% 

Spain Rahnema et al. 71 1985-90 35.0% 

Sweden Ridder, Rydqvist 213 1970-91 39.0% 

Switzerland Kunz and Aggarwal 42 1983-89 35.8% 

Taiwan Chen 168 1971-90 45.0% 

Thailand Wethyavivorn and Koo-Smith 32 1988-89 58.1% 

United 

Kingdom 
Dimson; Lewis 2133 1959-90 12.0% 

United 

States 
Ibbotson et al. 10,626 1960-92 15.3% 

Data Source: See references above,  Where more than one set of authors is listed as a 

source of information, sample sizes have been combined    (Loughran, Ritter & Rydqvist 1994)  

 

Our study differs from previous studies, as we examine IPO portfolio returns using 

geometric weighted average calculations across the entire twenty-one-year period.  In contrast 

to the relatively shorter three-to-five-year periods after issue, our research examines all IPOs 

from the time of issue until the earlier of either delisting or 31 December 2019, in all industry 

sectors, thereby providing an examination of overall portfolio results that are less affected by 
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particular industry sector idiosyncrasies or macroeconomic time specific event such as Ritters 

(1984) hot issue period, stock market bull or bear periods.   

RC 4: Short term IPO first-day discount ‘Pop’  

Our fourth contribution identifies hidden size specific results not previously identified 

within existing literature. Upon examining all ASX IPOs, we find that despite vast structural 

buy and sell side differences, an ASX first day discount of 18.45 percent is remarkably similar 

to US findings of 16.0 percent.  However, the single discount result hides a considerable 

disparity upon deconstruction of the comparative breakdown of first-day discounts according 

to IPO size and listing location.  Our finding of the overall portfolio discount of 18.45 percent 

hides a considerable variability whereby smaller IPO discounts of 19.45 percent are at odds 

with mid 15.75 percent and large IPO discounts of 7.88 percent, a result evidenced across each 

listing location.    

RC 5: Long term IPO performance size disparity 

Similar to our contribution in RC 4, we address the wide variation of long-term IPO 

performance in existing literature and identify size related long performance not previously 

identified in exiting literature.  In contrast to existing studies, we allow for IPO performance to 

be considered over the life of the IPO rather than the usual 3–5-year time periods.   

We provide a robust approach to calculations by using two closing day data sources 

comprising of the closing price and the additional dividend adjusted closing price, to attempt 

to account for potential disparity in dividend yield returns between the large firm IPO [cashflow 

positive/higher dividend yield] and small firm IPO [frequently pre-revenue/capital gain] return 

outcomes.  Furthermore, we calculate performance returns  using a simple arithmetic return, as 

used in the many shorter term 1-5 year calculations, and an additional geometric weighted 

return used in longer term calculations for a less biased return (Jacquier, Kane & Marcus 2003). 
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Our findings of overall IPO portfolio performance of 1.25 percent for the entire 

portfolio over the extended period, and underperformance of -6.39 percent of large IPOs is 

generally consistent with existing literature. However, overall portfolio returns hides a 

considerable IPO issue size related variance that ranges from a -6.39 percent for large IPO 

returns, to 4.54 percent for mid-sized IPOs through to a considerable stronger 12.04 percent 

return for small/micro sized IPO firms.  We discuss this finding as ‘a wrinkle that has been 

largely missed in the current literature’.  

RC 6: Inclusion of delisted IPOs performance  

Our sixth contribution examines the effect of delisted IPO long term performance on 

the ASX.   Delisted IPOs are a function of any exchange, yet in using the shorter three-to-five-

year time period, delisted IPOs are frequently deemed as failure and excluded from return 

calculations  

 As 63 percent of all IPOs delisted during our two-decade period, this was considered 

particularly important, and to our knowledge, the first time it has been included in IPO return 

calculations within this field of literature.  Firms may delist for many reasons that may not 

include indicate failure, such as merger and acquisition, delisting to list on another global 

exchange better suited or privatisation.   Our finding shows that upon the inclusion of delisted 

IPOs, overall IPO performance dramatically increases from an annualised average of 1.25 

percent to 12.95 percent.  Additionally, the positive effect of delisted IPOs was evidenced 

across all issue sizes.    

The dramatic increase upon the inclusion of delisted IPO is an important finding for the 

ASX which is an important source of capital financing for small and early-stage firms, and 

thereby discombobulates the perception of high delisting rates indicative of failure.   
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  RC 7: The ‘Hybrid’ venture capital/ASX public exchange  

As previously highlighted small firms are frequently prevented from listing on the main 

board exchanges by regulatory guidelines, or restricted to alternative or second board 

exchanges established for smaller or earlier stage listings, such as the United Kingdom’s 

Alternative Investment Market (‘AIM’), Canada’s T. SX Venture Exchange or Tokyo Stock 

Exchange Mothers Market. (Sebastian & Merino 2019).  

Second board exchanges are found to frequently underperform, due to reasons of  small 

caps failure to thrive and illiquid secondary trading, which contributes to the general perception 

of small cap firm’s unsuitability for public exchange listings (Vismara, Paleari & Ritter 2012).  

Reasons abound on why small firms are less suitable for public equity such as investor 

sentiment (institutional investors may be restricted by investment mandate from small firm 

equity), large holding may trigger SEC takeover provisions (Brav & Gompers 1997), theories 

of regulatory overreach, high rates of small firm failure/profitability growth (Rose & Solomon 

2016),  less access to analyst coverage (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014), and so early stage/start-up 

firms traditionally venture down  private equity or venture capital access routes.  

Yet, ASX listings are the major source of early-stage funding for companies in 

Australia.  This is particularly true for the metals and mining sector who comprise one third of 

all IPOs (by number of IPOs) and listed ASX companies and are predominately small, early 

stage exploratory or junior miners.  In spite of the predominance of small, early stage IPOs, we 

show that ASX returns are on average above those for 1,085 North American VC funds (Harris, 

Jenkinson & Kaplan 2014), and returns could reflect different investor segments. Without 

seeking to provide a definitive answer, we raise the proposition that if by encouraging emerging 

company listings, is the ASX early-stage listing functioning as an ‘hybrid’ substitute for VC, 

and has it essentially extended the utility of earlier stage private investment rounds that are 

more common in other global jurisdictions such as the U.S.   
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RC 8: Localised Ecosystems Structural Support and ‘main board effect’ 

Eighth: - in proposing that the ASX fills the early-stage equity gap as a form of hybrid 

venture capital/ public equity model within a uniform public listing environment, we discuss 

the structural financial ecosystem that supports the early-stage listing of small IPOs.  

ASX documentation openly pitches that it is “optimized for early-stage growth 

companies”  (Australian Securities Exchange 2020 p.16)  We propose the ‘success’ of the ASX 

lies in its ‘main board effect’, providing access to main board investor liquidity, standardised 

governance standards, thereby removing the perception of small firm inability to meet larger 

firms governance standards, and earlier access/greater visibility to benchmark indices.   We 

further propose that capital raising success depends on expertise developed within the regional 

financial ecosystems, with an additional potential source of difference emerging from the 

investor structural composition, where free-float investors (with holdings not large enough to 

trigger public disclosure requirements) comprise some 62% of Australian equity ownership, a 

stark contrast to 19% held in the U.S. equity market ownership.  

RC 9: Segmented Financial Risk Tolerances within ASX’s Standardised IPO Regulatory 

Environment 

Our final contribution delves deeper into the underlying social processes and historical 

factors influencing investment decisions.  While the notion of various financial biases guiding 

investment decision-making is not new in the financial literature, less attention has been paid 

to the interactive social factors shaping the evolution of the underlying guiding biases of 

investors.  

Specifically, we address perceived differentiated financial risk tolerance attitudes 

between each of the three ASX listing offices, with a focus on WA’s presumptive higher 

financial risk tolerance towards smaller, earlier stage IPOs.  WA’s 51 percent concentration of 
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small cap ASX IPOs appears to indicate a localised ‘entrepreneurial’ attitude towards smaller 

higher risk transactions.  Using a qualitative interview methodology, we find that a uniform 

regulatory system does not encourage uniform capital raising behaviours in each location.  In 

line with Bruton et al. (2017) findings of high co-operation informally spread information and 

shaping intangible determinates of financial behaviours (Bruton, Fried & Manigart 2017; 

Hong, Kubik & Stein 2004), we find WA’s localised industry practices are shaped by social 

interactions and past experiences which shape the both the institutional behaviours and 

localised funding attitudes.   

1.5 Summary Research 

Public listings are traditionally viewed as the exit mechanism once a firm has first grown to a 

successful size, possibly through private equity sources where supportive governance and 

direction is provided by general partners of the private capital providers.  Our findings have 

nothing to do with whether private or public equity is a better equity funding mechanism for 

small, early-stage firms.  Rather we present our data to question the theoretical debate that 

private equity is the only/best predestined early-stage funding model. We now present our 

research findings.  
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CHAPTER 2: ASX Small Firm/Microcap Listings: The IPO ‘Pop; and 

Two Decades of Subsequent Returns (Paper One) 

(As published in Accounting and Finance 1 December 2021) 

 

2.1 Abstract 

We examined IPO discounts and average returns for all available ASX (de)/listed IPOs from 

1999 to 2019. We found that the average 18.45 percent offering discount was close to that 

observed in the US, as were the discount time series behaviour and distribution. Furthermore, 

the average annualised return on a market-weighted portfolio of the ASX small/microcap IPOs, 

from close-of-listing-day price to delisting or 31 December 2019, is 18.62 percent compared 

to 2.28 percent for large-caps. Small/microcap post-listing return differentials were highest for 

listings filed in Western Australia, and for the metals and mining and software industries.  

2.2 Introduction  

Compared to 20 years ago, fewer public corporations are listed in the US and many 

other countries today, and the remaining listings tend to be larger, older, and, on average, less 

profitable (Kahle & Stulz 2017; Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014). The Australian Securities Exchange 

(ASX) listings are an exception. They have grown, mainly on account of small/microcaps, 

which have constituted approximately 78 percent of all new ASX listings over the last two 

decades. For this reason, these new initial price offerings (‘IPOs’) listings, their discounts and 

subsequent post-listing investor returns are the primary focus in this study. 

The ASX listing success suggests that investors in its IPOs have done well, and we 

show that they indeed have ex post: for small/microcap IPOs, with an average 19.46 percent 

‘pop’ from the offer price to the listing day close price, and a subsequent 18.62 percent 

annualised average geometric return for a value-weighted portfolio of all small cap listings 

since 1 January 1999. The premium of average small-cap discounts over average large-cap 

discounts was remarkably stable in the two subperiods of 1999−2009 and 2010−2019, despite 
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the ‘tech wreck’ and global financial crisis in the first subperiod, with a higher 11.65 percentage 

point premium for small microcaps over large in the first subperiod and 9.61 percentage points 

in the second. 

Interestingly, this historical record conflicts with the widespread ‘higher risk/less 

profitable/failure to grow’ perception of the ASX small-cap IPO market.8 One possible 

explanation offered in our current analysis is that the modal average return across all IPOs is 

negative, so by definition, it is the most commonly observed. Moreover, in Australia, 

perceptions are likely reinforced by overseas evidence of negative returns on specially 

established regional small-stock exchanges and ‘second-tier’ boards to which the 

small/microcap listings are frequently relegated9 (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014; Rose & Solomon 

2016), in contrast to the ASX Main Board listing. 

Small/microcap ASX listings are a major source of equity funding for early-stage 

companies in Australia where VC/PE funding (hereafter VC) has been particularly low in 

comparison to VC investment in many other countries with similar economic structures, such 

as Canada, the US, or the UK (Cumming & Johan 2014). We discussed in Gilbey et al. (2021) 

how early-stage listings may function as a ‘hybrid’ substitute for VC funding. 

 
8 The modal perception is plausibly amplified by disproportionate media attention to colourful 

anecdotes of select deals gone awry (e.g. the recent Powerwrap-EL&C Baillieu case chronicled in the 

Australian Financial Review).  

 

9 For example, South Africa’s Alternative Exchange (“AltX”), United Kingdom’s Alternative 

Investment Market (“AIM”), Canada’s TSX Venture Exchange, and Tokyo Stock Exchange Mothers 

Market. Sebastian, A & Merino, A 2019, 'Is the alternative exchange achieving its objectives? A capital 

structure perspective', Journal of Economic and Financial Sciences, vol. 12, no. 1. 
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We briefly summarise the Australian equity market environment and highlight that 

individual investors hold a higher fraction of equities than typically seen globally. On the 

entrepreneur side, the small size of Australia’s VC market drives a high rate of early-stage 

public market issues seeking essentially VC risk capital. Both the sell- and buy-sides arguably 

contribute to the ‘Wild West’ perception of small/microcap IPOs. However, despite such a 

perception, we found that for all 2,018 ASX listings between 1 January 1999 to 31 December 

2019, including, stocks that were subsequently delisted before 31 December 2019, the average 

close-of-first day price discount is 18.45 percent (19.46 percent noted above for the smallest 

IPOs, 15.75 percent for the medium size, and 7.88 percent for the largest). These are 

comparable to discounts in the US, as reported by Ritter (2019). Specifically, from 1 July 2009 

to 30 June 2019, the issue price on all US IPOs has been at an average 16 percent discount to 

the close price on the first day of trading (Ritter 2019). We will further show that the frequency 

distribution of discounts across issuers and year-by-year behaviour of ASX and US discounts 

are also roughly similar. Ipso facto, the IPO discounts do not appear to be driven by Australia’s 

distinctive industry composition. That is, Australia-specific IPO market characteristics do not 

lead to Australia-specific characteristics in IPO pricing outcomes. The one salient difference 

between ASX and US listings appears to be less underwriting of the former; we posit that the 

effects of Australia’s rendition of underwriting tend to be ‘washed out’, or substituted by, a 

specialised ‘financial ecosystem’. 

Regarding buy-and-hold returns (BHR) for an average investor, this is where such an 

investor invests in all new ASX lPOs at the close price on listing day, at market weights (i.e., 

a ‘dynamic BHR’, where the investment universe changes over time with new listings and 

delisting’s). No money is invested beyond the initial capital, and positions are adjusted as new 

IPOs are added or delisting occurs. The net asset value of the resulting portfolio is marked-to-

market daily. Rebalancing costs are ignored; however, the portfolio is otherwise feasible for 
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the average investor (unlike an equally weighted portfolio). The annualised geometric average 

return on the portfolio of small/microcap IPOs from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019, was 

18.62 percent, while the corresponding average returns were 17.40 percent and 2.28 percent 

for the medium and large IPO categories, respectively. 

In a return attribution, we show that: (i) average returns are higher on small/microcap 

IPOs with more volatile returns, contrary to both the frequently observed negative excess 

average returns in many markets for small difficult-to-short stocks, and to the zero-to-negative 

returns post-2000 for (US) VC returns (Harris et al., 2015); (ii) IPOs filed in Western Australia 

(WA) were the smallest and had the highest average returns for IPOs, 20.86 percent; and (iii) 

the higher returns for small/microcap holds over our sample period across the earlier-stage 

mining, energy, tech, and health industry classes (comprising 63 percent by number of IPOs). 

However, maintaining a constant IPO size, returns (unlike IPO discounts) do vary by industry. 

Furthermore, they are highest for small/microcap IPOs in the mining and metals industry, and 

thereby especially vary for those small/microcaps filed in WA. 

Our study contributes to the literature in several important respects. First, it is one of 

the few up to date (post-millennial) studies of IPO discounts and long run average returns on 

listings, especially for small/microcap, in any capital market. To the best of our knowledge, it 

is also the first study of ASX small/microcap listings, especially their returns across 

characteristics such as IPO size, industry, and ASX listing location. 

Second, we are the first to consider early-stage ASX IPO listings as a ‘hybrid’ substitute 

for later-stage VC (plus eventual IPO exit) in the Australian context. Reputation is critical in 

both cases: for the ASX, its reputation attracts investors and other listings, and in VC, general 

partner reputation likewise attracts investors and deal flow. The obvious differences between 

pre-exit VC, and early-stage IPO listing, are in the multiple rounds (classes) of VC financing 
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and likely lower VC liquidity. Generally, VC returns are higher for larger capital investments 

(Harris et al., 2015), whereas returns tend to be higher for smaller IPOs, albeit value weighted. 

Our third contribution is predominantly related to data. Delisted IPOs are a feature of 

any public market; however, in existing IPO research that considers limited three- to five-year 

horizons, delisted IPOs are frequently excluded. Given the 63 percent delisting rate in our 

sample, we were careful to include and consider the returns of both still-listed (as of 31 

December 2019) and delisted IPOs in our analysis. 

Fourth, existing literature shows wide variation in the usual three-to five-year horizon 

analysis, with respect to estimates for expected returns and return attribution, which are 

frequently impacted by (ex post) ‘hot issue’ periods or macroeconomic effects of that time. Our 

large data sample spanning an extended 21-year timeframe allows for a more unconditional 

analysis of macroeconomic ‘time specific regime’ conditioning events. We further considered 

subperiod performance, where we split the sample into two equal subperiods pre- and post-

GFC, incorporating potentially different economic situations. We do see variation in subperiod 

returns, which could be sampling variation or differences in ex ante expected returns in the 

different economic situations. The time series record of comparable VC returns (in the US) 

suggests the latter (Harris et al., 2015); however, even with our relatively large dataset, we 

could not confidently reach a conclusion. 

The format of the paper is as follows: Section 1 provides a brief description of the 

Australian financial and institutional context for the ASX listings process; Section 3 describes 

the data sample; Section 4 presents and discusses the evidence on IPO discounts; Section 5 

reports average BHR returns by IPO issue size, industry, and IPO filing location; and Section 

6 contains a short summary and discussion. 
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2.3 ASX Listing Process Background 

The ASX listing guidelines require firms to meet the minimum criteria of 300 investors 

($2000 each)10, a free float of 20 percent, and either a ‘profits test’ requiring $1 million total 

profit over the last three years, plus $500,000 consolidated profit over the last 12 months, or an 

‘assets test’, which requires either $4 million net tangible assets or $15 million market 

capitalisation.11 A company may equally choose to file for listing at any of three regional listing 

offices in New South Wales (NSW), Victoria (VIC), or WA under a process that is standardised 

regardless of IPO size, industry or other factors.12 These requirements accommodate ASX 

listings in the micro-to-small IPO range, providing these companies with access to a main board 

exchange and constituency in benchmark indices at comparatively earlier stages—what in other 

markets might be considered a ‘VC stage’ of company development  (Australian Securities 

Exchange 2020; Posnett 2018) These small/micro capital raises are, for example, conducted by 

junior mining companies seeking exploration project finance capital and which, by definition, 

frequently have no income from existing mining operations at the time of the IPO. For such 

pre-revenue stage companies, the ASX provides a necessary and commonly utilised capital-

raising mechanism, supporting a pipeline of economic growth (Kreuzer, Etheridge & Guj 

2007). 

However, by including early-stage listings on its main (and only) board, the ASX puts 

its reputation on the line. Small and emerging firms are the backbone of much domestic 

economic growth, yet in many countries, VC and PE equity firms commonly provide early-

stage financing by also using their reputation, with the IPO providing the role of a liquidity 

 
10 All $ in this paper are AU$ unless otherwise indicated 

11 https://www2.asx.com.au/listings/how-to-list/listing-requirements (@June 2020) 

12 Two additional listing offices of South Australia (SA) and Queensland (QLD) were also available to 

companies for the majority of the 21-year study period. They were subsequently consolidated into ASX 

operations in 2016, although they have been included and displayed separately in the results.  

https://www2.asx.com.au/listings/how-to-list/listing-requirements
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event once a required profitability or development threshold is achieved. The most obvious 

difference between VC funding and funding via a public listing is in the ability to have complex 

incentive-compatible rounds of financing for VC, typically limited to a few key investors, as 

opposed to the single, or at most dual-class, equity that is issued to the broad public. In 

principle, an IPO casts a much wider net for investors, with a concomitant standardisation in 

governance and reporting requirements. The public listing is supported with VC-like and angel-

investor skills supplied by a ‘localised financial ecosystem’ (Gilbey, Marsh & Purchase 

2021b). This local ecosystem of brokers, lawyers, and other technical advisors plays roughly 

the same role as a general partner in the traditional VC business (Gilbey & Purchase 2022), 

with the qualification that the former faces more retail investors, whereas the latter deals 

predominantly with institutional clients. 

Early-stage ventures IPO on the ASX public exchange which openly pitches that it is 

‘optimized for early-stage growth companies’ (Australian Securities Exchange 2020 p. 16). 

ASX’s early-stage IPOs are to VC funding much the same as exchange traded funds (ETFs) 

are to mutual funds; Viz. ETFs use the well-developed public securities market infrastructure 

to offer portfolios/indices that replicate mutual funds, while mutual funds offer private holdings 

similar to VC/PEs. Therefore, a start-up listing on the ASX can ‘have its (VC) cake and eat it 

too with public liquidity’, the reservation being that low trading volume/illiquidity can limit 

that apparent market depth. Lately, the arrival of platforms such as EquityZen and Linqto has 

begun to ‘change the game’ by enhancing the peer-to-peer market for private offerings, which 

may lead to increasing convergence between conventional VC and small/microcap IPO 

mechanisms. However, our description better fits the prior two decades. 

A potential source of differences between early-stage IPOs and VC funding in Australia 

emerges from the composition of buy-side investors in the two alternatives. In particular, the 

institutional buy-side has little presence in the small/microcap IPO market. Microcaps do not 
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perceptibly ‘move the needle’ and, by and large, fall outside institutional mandates. Indeed, 

some 62 percent of all Australian equity ownership is held as ‘free-float’ equity, comprising 

one of the highest retail ownership rates globally, standing in sharp contrast to 19 percent in 

the US, 39 percent in Germany, or 22 percent in the UK (De La Cruz, Medina & Tang 2019). 

Below, Figure 2.1 presents this breakdown across countries. ‘Free-float investors’ here refers 

to retail and other investors who directly hold shares, but whose holdings are not large enough 

to trigger public disclosure requirements; therefore, investors buying and trading IPOs tend to 

be self-managed superannuation funds, small hedge-fund shops, and individual investors (often 

the original angel investors and advisors).  

Figure 2.1: OECD Market Capitalization Weighted Average Ownership by Category of 

Investor (end of 2017) 

 

 Data Source: OECD Capital Market Series. Owners of the World’s Listed Companies (De 

La Cruz, Medina & Tang 2019) 

 

Especially with our limited data on Australian investors, it is difficult to structurally 

predict how institutional specifics affect pricing in the IPO market versus in a VC market 
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substitute for early-stage funding. Indeed, a major motivation for conducting this research was 

to ‘see what the data says’ over a period that is recent enough to be instructive. We now 

investigate what is the case after describing our data.  

2.4 Data Sample 

2.4.1 Descriptive Characteristics of the IPO Data Sample 

Thompson Reuters Connect 4 was used to obtain IPO listing amount, ASX filing 

branch, market capitalisation at IPO, initial issue price, closing share price, and whether each 

IPO was fully, partially, or not underwritten. After excluding equity placements, convertible 

notes, rights issues, IPOs which did not proceed, and duplicates, we filtered our search for 

ordinary share IPOs to obtain our sample of 2,018 IPOs over the period of 1 January 1999 to 

31 December 2019. With no ASX-defined classification for IPO size, we adopted Rose and 

Solomon’s (2016) definition based simply on total market capitalisation at time of IPO, and 

split our data set into the following three size categories:13 

• Large: $700 million market capitalisation upon listing  

• Medium-sized IPOs: $75 million to $700 million market capitalisation upon listing, 

and  

• Small/micro-IPOs: less than $75 million market capitalisation upon listing. 

Further examination of recent literature revealed varied but limited research on the 

definition of micro-cap IPOs. Knyazeva’s (2019) research into ‘Financial Innovation in 

Microcap Public Offerings’ used the US Securities and Exchange Commissions’ Regulation A 

guidelines. Tier 1 IPO offerings up to US$20 million and Tier 2 IPO offerings up to US$50 

million allow specific listing exemptions based on smaller IPO size, which are therefore 

defined as small/microcap (Knyazeva 2019). Blecher (2020) further divided small/microcap, 

 
13 Refer to Appendix A2 for further description of IPO size classification criteria. 
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defining ‘small-caps’ as between US$250 million and USD$2 billion and ‘micro-caps’ as 

between US$50 million and US$250 million. A further category of ‘nano-caps’ under US$50 

million was separated out, although ultimately, the last two were grouped together, and all 

companies under US$250 million were referred to as ‘micro-caps’ (Blecher 2020). Finally, the 

US defines any stock trading lower than US$5 per share as a ‘penny stock’ under the Penny 

Stock Reform Act of 1990.14 Penny stocks are considered less liquid, more speculative, suitable 

for higher risk tolerant investors, and therefore subject to more stringent regulatory constraints. 

Accordingly, as ASX ‘small’ companies under $75 million fall comfortably into the 

small/microcap category, we used that label as a reminder that the ASX ‘small’ caps are indeed 

often ‘micro small’ (terms used interchangeably throughout this paper). Table 2.1 shows 

summary statistics for our data sample. 

  

 
14 US penny stocks under the [US] Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990 require brokers to provide investors with 

additional material (“Risk Disclosure Document required by Rule 15g-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 

1934) in relation to a penny stock transaction (https://www.finra.org/rules-guidence/notices/93-55). 
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Table 2.1: Year-by-Year IPO numbers and capital raised by IPO size: (1999-2019) 

IPO Raised (1999-2019) 

Small 

Companies 

(<$75m Market 

Cap) 

Mid 

Companies  

($75m - $700m 

Market Cap) 

Large 

Companies 

(>$700m 

Market Cap) 

  
Total 

IPO 

$b  

No of 

IPO’s 

Ave 

IPO 

Raised 

$m 

Median 

IPO 

Raised 

$m 

Min 

IPO 

Raised 

$m 

Max IPO 

Raised $b 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

$b 

No of 

IPO’s 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

$b 

No of 

IPO’s 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

$b 

No of        

IPO’s 

1999 $13.6 108 $125.87 $34.10 $4.50 $2.31 $2.128 78 $3.519 24 $7.947 6 

2000 $14.6 157 $93.20 $28.86 $2.40 $4.15 $3.340 123 $5.261 31 $6.030 3 

2001 $3.7 55 $67.56 $15.27 $2.61 $0.86 $0.797 47 $1.249 6 $1.670 2 

2002 $3.8 60 $63.93 $13.83 $2.60 $2.22 $0.836 54 $0.784 5 $2.217 1 

2003 $8.3 79 $104.48 $11.88 $4.11 $2.31 $1.133 64 $2.052 12 $5.068 3 

2004 $11.4 154 $73.99 $20.56 $3.06 $1.26 $3.220 127 $4.803 24 $3.370 3 

2005 $11.8 144 $81.91 $28.86 $2.40 $4.15 $2.396 119 $3.579 22 $5.820 3 

2006 $10.2 164 $62.13 $13.09 $3.00 $1.91 $2.488 141 $4.594 21 $3.109 2 

2007 $16.5 235 $70 .32 $15.83 $2.77 $2.81 $3.768 203 $5.552 28 $7.205 4 

2008 $2.4 65 $36.39 $19.00 $4.40 $0.63 $1.146 58 $1.220 7 $0.000 0 

2009 $4.5 37 $120.79 $18.64 $5.19 $2.38 $0.855 33 $0.418 2 $3.197 2 

2010 $11.5 92 $124.80 $21.61 $4.10 $6.22 $1.755 75 $2.285 15 $7.441 2 

2011 $4.8 101 $47.73 $15.00 $3.34 $1.07 $1.469 91 $1.498 8 $1.854 2 

2012 $1.2 41 $29.66 $13.66 $2.87 $0.48 $0.588 39 $0.628 2 $0.000 0 

2013 $15.0 51 $294.91 $57.63 $5.36 $3.50 $1.007 28 $5.035 18 $8.998 5 

2014 $28.8 76 $378.51 $142.1 $8.28 $5.67 $1.163 32 $9.241 35 $18.387 9 

2015 $15.6 86 $181.35 $88.38 $8.93 $2.29 $1.959 45 $8.661 38 $4.976 3 

2016 $11.0 88 $124.60 $37.59 $5.02 $1.31 $2.192 60 $5.289 25 $3.484 3 

2017 $7.4 101 $73.62 $25.89 $3.98 $0.88 $2.363 83 $4.193 17 $0.879 1 

2018 $11.5 78 $146.91 $25.48 $6.15 $4.86 $2.093 64 $3.726 12 $5.641 2 

2019 $6.8 46 $148.69 $62.14 $7.54 $1.37 $0.861 25 $4.613 20 $1.366 1 

Total $214. 2018 $106.51 $22.44 $2.40 $6.22 $37.56 1589 $78.20 372 $98.66 57 

      percent of total 17.52% 78.74% 36.47% 18.43% 46.01% 2.82% 

By ASX Listing Branch       

WA $23.2 855 $27.14  $2.40 $0.78 $13.04 812 $8.99 41 $1.56 2 

NSW $101.5 602 $168.58  $2.61 $4.14 $13.88 384 $40.32 189 $47.28 29 

VIC $69.9 340 $205.68  $4.26 $5.67 $6.39 212 $23.07 105 $40.47 23 

SA * $2.2 81 $27.38  $3.53 $0.178 $1.36 74 $0.86 7 $0 0 

QLD * $17.6 140 $125.52  $5.37 $6.22 $2.88 107 $5.35 30 $9.34 3 

 $214. 2018 $106.51  $2.40 $6.22 $37.56 1,589 $78.20 372 $98.66 57 

** SA and QLD offices now closed 

Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 
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Table 2.1 highlights the predominance of small/microcap IPOs on the ASX, with 78.7 

percent of all IPOs raising only 17.5 percent of the total capital, whereas the largest 57 IPOs 

(2.8 percent) raised nearly half of all IPO capital. The mean capital raised was $106 million, 

while the median was $22 million, highlighting the strong skew towards small/microcap raises. 

The smallest raise was $2.4 million. Given the unique ASX option to file in any of three 

regional offices for the listing, a review of IPO capital raised by the top ten industries in each 

office highlights that, while NSW dominated in capital raised with $101 billion, WA undertook 

the largest number of IPOs, with 855 IPOs raising only $23 billion, over half of which were 

undertaken in the mining industry (Figure 2.2).  

Figure 2.2: IPO Capital Raised between Jan 1, 1999 and Dec 31, 2019, by Top Ten 

Industries in ASX Branches of NSW, VIC and WA (Ranked by Market Capitalization) 

Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 

 

 2.5 IPO Discounts: Issue Price to First Day Close: ‘Pop’ and ‘Money left on the 

Table’: January 1, 1999 – December 31, 2019 

We further examined listing-day pricing of ASX IPOs with an emphasis on 

small/microcaps. Pricing is important, since the IPO discount (i.e., the close price at the end of 
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the first trading day minus the ‘discounted’ issue price) is, on average, a substantial component 

of the total return for investor who bought new listings at the IPO price and held them until 

subsequent delisting or 31 December 2019. 

Despite the large body of literature on IPO pricing determinants (a Google Scholar 

search for ‘IPO under-pricing’ returns 26,700 items) there is little consensus regarding which 

factors are most critical. Rock’s (1986) adverse selection model perhaps comes closest, 

highlighting the risk that the least-informed IPO investors tend to find themselves under-

allocated the under-priced quality issues and over-allocated the lemons. The lemons risk and 

any number of other contributors to pricing, such as post-issue illiquidity of the IPO stock, 

offer size, owners’ retained interests, behavioural biases, and under-pricing to reduce post-issue 

litigation risk, could à priori lead to ASX small/microcap pricing differences with other 

markets, or indeed, ASX’s own larger cap IPOs. Next, we will analyse whether differences in 

discounts across IPOs can be attributed to the following four potential determinants: 

underwriting, filing office location, industry, and IPO size.  

2.5.1 Analysis of Under-pricing in ASX IPOs 

Notable in Table 2.3(A) below is the average issue price of $2.93 for large-cap IPOs 

and an average of $0.65 across all IPOs, placing ASX IPOs within the more volatile/speculative 

US penny stock category. Additionally, the paucity of large cap ASX IPOs noted at the outset 

is shown clearly in Table 2.3(D). However, despite the predominance of small/microcap or 

medium-size issues, the average IPO discount on listing day is remarkably similar to that for 

much larger US exchange IPOs. As shown in Table 2.3(B), first-day ASX issue discounts 

average 18.45 percent overall, and 19.45 percent, 15.75 percent, and 7.88 percent, respectively, 

for small/microcap, medium, and large issue sizes. The total ASX pricing discount equates to 

$24.6 billion left on the table by the ventures being financed, with the largest dollar discounts 
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being in the 429 mid and large IPOs, rather than the 1,589 early-stage IPOs (Table 23(C)). For 

the US, Ritter (2019) reported that, from 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2019, the issue price on all US 

IPOs was at an average 16 percent discount to the close price on the first day of trading 

(excluding IPOs with an issue price under US$5, banks, and American depositary receipts). 

Money left on the US table was over US$43 billion by 1,155 companies, representing 

approximately 5 percent of the post-issue market capitalisation of the firm (Ritter 2019). 

The first-glance parity of ASX and US IPO discounts may be partly ‘mechanical’. 

Supposing that the issuing company and its advisors/underwriters in the respective countries 

are equally proficient and incentivised in valuation and price discovery, in their last step, they 

would apply a rule to ‘set the issue price at a 10−15 percent discount to the estimate of 

aftermarket price’. Then, the equality of discounts could roughly be expected, so long as there 

is sufficient market integration15 that the parties use the same figures. 

  

 
15 In Australia, ‘…the underwriter/corporate adviser will generally undertake market research to 

determine the appropriate final issue price for the industry in which the company being listed operates. 

The final issue price will commonly be set at a discount to the price at which the shares of listed 

companies in the same industry are trading. As a benchmark, this discount is usually 10% to 15%’. 

PWC, ‘Listing a Company on the Australian Securities Exchange’, July 2019, p. 22. In the US, ‘...the 

goal of an IPO is not just to make as much money as possible; it is also to build a foundation of happy 

shareholders, and a shareholder is happy if he gets a nice return from his IPO investment. Normally 

companies try to set the offering price so that the initial investors earn something like 10 percent on 

IPO day, so in that regard the 73 percent return the initial investors received [on Twitter] is on the high 

side’.  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2013/11/08/how-does-ipo-pricing-work/?sh=3899f97e2b74 

 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2013/11/08/how-does-ipo-pricing-work/?sh=3899f97e2b74
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Table 2.3: Average Issue Price, IPO Closing Price and Under-pricing IPO Discount: 2,018 

ASX IPOs by Listing Office Location (2009-2019)  

(A) Issue and Closing Day Price Small Mid Large Total 

Average Issue Price $0.391 $1.432 $2.930 $0.654 

Average Closing Day Price $0.453 $1.632 $3.152 $0.747 
 

    
(B): Under-pricing 

Discount  
Delisted Listed Small Mid Large Total 

WA 22.27% 19.94% 21.49% 21.59% 7.50% 21.47% 

NSW 15.32% 28.75% 18.31% 14.72% 9.08% 16.74% 

VIC 15.92% 16.87% 18.45% 14.17% 7.21% 16.37% 

Total * 18.10% 19.03% 19.46% 15.75% 7.88% 18.45% 

 

(C): Money Left on 

the Table ($ 

Billion) 

Delisted Listed Small Mid Large Total 

WA $3.05 $1.55 $2.60 $1.88 $0.118 $4.60 

NSW $4.35 $7.51 $2.12 $4.68 $5.05 $11.86 

VIC $3.19 $2.57 $1.02 $2.20 $2.54 $5.77 

Total * $12.26 $12.34 $6.39 $10.12 $8.08 $24.60 

 

(D): Number of 

IPO’s 
Delisted Listed Small Mid Large Total 

WA 559 296 812 41 2 855 

NSW 353 249 384 189 29 602 

VIC 181 159 212 105 23 340 

Total * 1,268 750 1,589 372 57 2,018 

       

(E): Total IPO 

Issued ($ Billion) 
Delisted Listed Small Mid Large Total 

WA $14.37 $8.83 $13.04 $8.60 $1.56 $23.20 

NSW $53.22 $48.26 $13.88 $40.32 $47.28 $101.49 

VIC $33.76 $36.17 $6.39 $23.07 $40.47 $69.93 

Total * $119.16 $95.26 $37.56 $78.20 $98.66 $214.41 

*SA and QLD are including in Total results but not separately detailed due to office closure 

Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 

Reading across the columns on Table 2.3(B) reveals a higher discount on smaller issues 

for each location. The higher discount for smaller IPOs is consistent with much research finding 
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greater IPO discounts for higher uncertainty about the stock value prior to listing (Ibbotson & 

Ritter 1995). However, reading down the columns, there is no substantial difference in 

discounts across the NSW and VIC locations, with the possible exception of WA small/mid 

and delisted IPOs. This invariance of discounts to location, all else being equal (‘all else’ is 

IPO size in Table 2.3), is unsurprising, as all filing locations have uniform rules and procedures, 

and filings can be made in any office. 

When viewed side-by-side, the time series of ASX and US listing-day IPO discounts 

starting in 1999 (Figure 2.3(a)) roughly mirror each other’s annual behaviour. Both series of 

discounts were highest in 1999, at the beginning of our sample period, which was during the 

dotcom boom. IPO number and discounts in both the ASX and US markets then hit a low 

around 2001, following the ‘tech wreck’, before steadily climbing with the bull market until 

the 2007−2009 global financial crisis, which prompted another dip in IPO activity and 

discounts, followed by a gradual subsequent recovery back up to 25 percent discounts by the 

2019 sample end. 

In Figure 2.3(b), the scatter plot appears to show a strong positive correlation (0.586) 

for year-to-year US IPO Discounts against ASX IPO Discounts. However, Figure 3(b) also 

clearly shows that much of that high correlation is due to two outliers. These outliers are for 

the above-mentioned dotcom years of 1999 and 2000, and if they are excluded, the correlation 

is a much lower 0.092 for the remaining years (see Figure 2.3(c) or 2.3(a)). However, the 

outliers are instructive. The huge wave of Internet IPOs and high valuations that swept the 

world in 1999 and early 2000 provides à fortiori evidence that IPO discount variation is not a 

single-country phenomenon limited to ASX 
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Figure 2.3 (a): U.S. vs ASX IPO First-Day Discounts over the 21-year Time Series (1999-

2019) 2.3(b) Correlation of U.S. vs ASX IPO First-Day Discounts over 21-year Time Series 

2.3(c) Correlation of U.S. vs ASX IPO First-Day Discounts Time Series– excluding years 

1999 and 2000 outliers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3(b) Correlation of U.S. vs ASX IPO 

First-Day Discounts over 21-year Time 

Series 

2.3(c) Correlation of U.S. vs ASX IPO 

First-Day Discounts Time Series– 

excluding years 1999 and 2000 outliers. 

 

* Data Source: Thompson Reuters Connect4, https://www.investogain.com.au/  and U.S. 

IPO Discounts obtained from Ritter (2020)  

 

Further evidence of similarities among First Day IPO discounts for ASX 

small/microcaps, ASX all-caps, and the US is demonstrated in the histograms of those 

discounts. The histograms for the three sets of discounts likewise bear a reasonable 

https://www.investogain.com.au/
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resemblance, especially between ASX all-caps and small/microcaps. Figure 2.4 shows the 

following histograms: (a) all ASX IPO discounts for our sample period 1 January 1999 to 31 

December 2019, (b) ASX small/microcap discounts, and (c) US IPO discounts from Ritter 

(2019). 

Figure 2.4: Histogram of First Day Discounts 2.4(a): Histogram of First-Day Discounts for 

all 2,018 ASX IPOs from January 1999 to December 2019 2.4(b) Histogram of First Day 

Discounts for all 1,589 micro/small IPOs (<$75m market cap at IPO) from January 1999 - 

December 2019 2.4(c) Histogram of First-Day Discounts for 1,155 operating company U.S. 

IPOs from 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2019 (Ritter 2019) 

 (a): All 2,018 ASX IPOs  (b) 1,589 micro/small ASX IPOs 

 

(c)  1,155 operating company U.S. IPOs from 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2019.   (Ritter 2019) 

 

Data Source: Thompson Reuters Connect4 and https://www.investogain.com.au/ 

 

While spill over effects from fluctuations in the US economy have been found to drive 

both macroeconomic and financial variables that influence global asset pricing (Bhattarai, 

Chatterjee & Park 2020; Kose et al. 2017), we might have expected the histogram for ASX 

small/microcap discounts in Figure 2.4(b) to be substantially ‘fatter tailed’. Much of the extant 

https://www.investogain.com.au/
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literature divides listings into small and other size IPOs, with small IPO issues having prices 

below a designated level simply screened out to reduce the influence of extreme microcap 

discounts.16 For example, IPOs with issue prices below $5 in the US (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014; 

Ritter 2020) or $US8.00 (Loughran & Ritter 2002) were screened out. However, the average 

issue price for all ASX IPOs is $A0.654 (Table 2.2(A)), and that average has remained 

relatively steady over the past 20 years. Especially with our interest in small/microcap issues, 

we included the low-price IPOs, or better, all IPOs irrespective of issue price and size. 

2.5.2 Under-pricing by Industry 

In early analyses of US ‘hot’ IPO markets, Ritter (1984) noted that much of the average 

IPO discount was in the energy/resources exploration and development sectors, particularly for 

start-ups or firms with less than US$500,000 in sales (Ritter 1984).  Ritter (1984) also found 

that during ‘hot’ markets, an astonishing 116.6 percent gap appeared in (under-)pricing 

between natural resource and non-resource issues, with much of the discount due to start-up 

firms’ higher risk levels, using sales as a risk proxy (most had no sales). After further 

consideration of ‘institutional factors’, a ‘speculative bubble hypothesis’ and ‘monopsony 

power’, Ritter (1984) concluded that underwriters were increasingly under-pricing natural 

resources in comparison with other industries, consistent with the monopsony power 

hypothesis. 

We did not attempt to distinguish between ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ ASX IPO markets, but 

examined industry discounts, particularly those in mining. Our caveat in using standard (GICs) 

industry classifications is that they lack clarity and have changed considerably over roughly 

 
16 Among these smaller offerings, the same small say, $0.01 movement in a $0.5 issue price produces 

a greater percentage volatility in returns than that same $0.01 movement would for a higher-priced 

issue. However, very little extra volatility is apparent in the distribution of at least first-day discounts. 
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the last 20 years (e.g., the rise of biotech and ‘software’ specialities within tech; mining has 

also become more technological). 

Recalling the overall average ASX market IPO discount of 18.45 percent, Figure 2.5 

shows that the energy or mining and metals industry sectors, with issue price discounts of 17.94 

percent and 18.27 percent, respectively, and which collectively account for 43 percent of IPOs 

(by number of IPOs), are not significantly different from average ASX discounts on listing day. 

Clearly, each industry exhibits different characteristics; however, the only obvious visible 

outliers are for industries with a limited number of IPO observations (Figure 2.5).  

Figure 2.5: Average of First-Day Discounts for 2,018 ASX IPOs for Fully, Partially and 

Non-Underwritten IPO’s by Industry Sector (Ranked by Total IPO Listed per Industry 

Sector: January 1, 1999 to December 31 2019) 

 Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 

For these cases, as the number of IPOs decreases, discounts might appear more erratic, 

with greater swings around the overall mean discount, but we propose that the swings are 

simply a ‘small sample’ result. For example, the automobile under-pricing differential is 

primarily the result of a 93 percent first-day gain for one of eight IPOs undertaken during our 

data period. Similarly, the 47 percent discount for the three semiconductor IPOs is despite a 20 
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percent listing-day drop for one material industry IPO, where the price fell from $0.25 at issue 

to $0.20 at closing.  Small numbers of observations aside, there is no one industry driving the 

level of IPO discounts. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the ‘VC-like’ determinants 

of discounts (e.g., information asymmetry) do not lie along industry lines, or if they do, they 

are ‘neutralised’ for ASX IPOs by angel investors and advisors with the required expertise. 

2.5.3 Underwriter Influence on Under-pricing 

US IPOs almost always include one or more underwriters in their syndicates. 

Consequently, large bodies of research exist that examine various aspects of the underwriter’s 

role and the resulting influence on under-pricing. The US listings process typically involves 

mature companies and the familiar roadshows, underwriting, thick prospectuses, book-

building, and allocations, where underwriters manage much of the information relay between 

managers, analysts, investors, and the firm, often leading to upward or downward IPO price 

revisions (Corwin & Schultz 2005). Unsurprisingly, it has been found that under-pricing and 

poor long-term return performance are ameliorated (almost by definition) with the engagement 

of more prestigious underwriters (Carter, Dark & Singh 1998). Examples abound of investment 

banks protecting their credibility and reputations by selecting only ‘higher-quality’ IPOs, 

thereby essentially signalling potentially more successful IPOs to the market (Colombo, Meoli 

& Vismara 2019). 

When book-building is part of the IPO process, issues are often oversubscribed (i.e. 

demand outstrips supply for those issues at the IPO prices), which may increase opportunities 

for underwriters or advisors to allocate under-priced issues to favoured clients (Lee, Taylor & 

Walter 1996; Rock 1986). As noted above, a major potential risk to investors in such allocations 

arises when all players do not share equal information regarding the continuing worth of the 

issuer; a ‘winner’s curse’ problem for an uninformed investor in that he or she gets under-
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allocated when the issue is truly under-priced as known to the cognoscenti, and over-allocated 

on the lemons. The winners’ curse or ‘lemons problem’ is indeed widely proposed to explain 

an important part of observed US IPO discounting. However, does the winner’s curse appear 

in the largely non-underwritten ASX IPOs and their respective discounts? 

While underwriting is an important feature of new listings in the US, approximately 

two-thirds of ASX IPOs are not underwritten (Table 2.4(A)). Thus, it could appear surprising 

if such an underwriting difference did not create a divergence in their respective IPO pricing. 

By more closely examining the Australian context, we can investigate whether average 

discounts are affected. Below, we first summarise extant Australian research on IPO 

discounting and underwriting, although it is limited and dated. 

Finn and Higham (1988) initially considered IPO underwriting between 1966−1978 on 

the Sydney Stock Exchange, prior to the establishment of the current nationwide ASX. They 

reported under-pricing of some 29.2 percent, noting that the results did not appear related to 

the initial size of the IPO/firm, as the new-issue firms were almost ‘invariably small’ (Finn & 

Higham 1988 p. 347). Lee et al. (1996) later pointed out that Australia’s underwriting 

restrictions on allocation rights and ‘stand-by’ underwriting agreements17 could increase the 

likelihood of uninformed investors subscribing for shares (Lee, Taylor & Walter 1996). That 

is, more Australian underwriting could, if anything, aggravate the winner’s curse. Thereafter, 

Dimovski et al. (2010) considered 358 IPOs between 1994−1999, and also found bigger 

discounts for ASX listings associated with underwriting, not less as with US IPOs (Dimovski, 

Philavanh & Brooks 2011). 

 
17 Stand-by agreements are when an underwriter agrees to buy shares not taken up by investors at the 

issue price Lee, PJ, Taylor, SL & Walter, TS 1996, 'Australian IPO pricing in the short and long run', 

Journal of Banking & Finance, vol. 20, pp. 1189-1210. 
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Table 2.4: IPO Underwritten Statistics (2009-2019) 

(A) Number of 

Underwritten IPO’s 

(1999-2019) 
Small Mid Large Total 

 percent of 

Total 

Not Underwritten 1,126 122 42 1,290 63.92 % 

Partially Underwritten 71 18 4 93 4.61 % 

Fully Underwritten  392 232 11 635 31.47 % 

Total    1,589 372 57 2,018  

 percent of Total 78.74%  18.43% 2.82 %  

(B) IPO Issue Amount 

Raised (AUD Billion) 
Small Mid Large Total  % of Total 

Not Underwritten $23.99 $28.15 $82.51 $134.65 62.67% 

Partially Underwritten $1.61 $3.33 3.55 $8.48 3.96 % 

Fully Underwritten  $11.96 $46.72 $12.60 $71.28 33.24 % 

Total $37.56 $78.20 $98.66 $214.41  

 percent of Total 17.52 % 36.47 % 46.01 %  

(C) First-Day Under-

pricing (Discount) 
Small Mid Large Total 

Correlation of 

Discounts to 

Underwriting 

Not Underwritten 18.22 % 6.94 % 9.38 % 16.86% 0.3031 

Partially Underwritten 3.08 % 13.04 % -12.85 % 4.32 % 0.5615 

Fully Underwritten  25.98 % 20.60 % 9.69 % 23.73% 0.6528 

Total    
19.46 % 15.75 % 7.88 % 

18.45 

% 
 

Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 

 

With this background of Australian underwriting research, Figure 2.5 shows first-day 

discounts divided into those on fully, partially, and non-underwritten IPOs in each industry, as 

sorted from left to right by number of IPOs in each industry. 

Perhaps the most salient result presented in Figure 2.5 is that software and technology 

IPOs are more likely to be fully underwritten, suggesting a greater lemons problem due to their 

intangible and non-transparent nature. However, contrary to the previous Australian research 

summarised above, there appears to be little evidence in our more recent data of a correlation 
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between discounts and underwriting within industry ‘buckets’. The results shown in Figure 2.5 

are consistent with our own analysis in the previous section, indicating that unconditional on 

underwriting, industry ‘does not matter’. Finally, the IPO discount average of 18.3 percent for 

the mining industry is closest to Ritter’s (1984) resource industry classification. Thus, rather 

than standing out as in Ritter, the mining discount is almost equal to our 18.45 percent overall 

sample average. 

However, by sorting discounts by IPO size and then underwriting, the results in Table 

2.4 (C) show that IPO discounts for small/microcap and medium-cap listings tend to be bigger 

when they are fully underwritten. In this respect, our results are consistent with earlier 

Australian evidence. We conjecture in Gilbey et al. (2022) that underwriting’s impact on 

discounts may be intertwined with that of the ‘financial ecosystem’ that in Australia tends to 

‘substitute’ for formal underwriting, which is consistent with the fact that IPO discounts appear 

to be affected by underwriting for small/microcaps, but not large caps (since more uncertainty 

in the smaller/midsize IPOs means both more of an underwriting role and bigger discounts, all 

else being equal). 

2.6 ‘Dynamic’ Buy and Hold Returns (BHR) from 1 January 1999 to 31 

December 2019  

Next, we will examine the long-run BHR performance for our Australian IPO data. As 

noted above, a data problem with much of the current global research on IPOs, especially IPO 

returns, is small and/or delisted IPOs being entirely removed from long-term IPO return 

calculations.18 The removal of small-cap IPOs tends to produce results indicating that IPO 

 
18 For example, in Ritter, JR 1991, 'The long run performance of intial public offerings', The Journal of 

Finance, vol. 46, no. 4, pp. 3-27., small IPOs with an offer price of less than $1 per share were excluded, 

similar to many subsequent studies, such as $3 per share in Ibbotson, R & Jaffe, J 1975, '"Hot Issue" 
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stocks, particularly small/microcaps, significantly underperform over the three years after 

listing (Ritter 1991; Ibbotson & Ritter 1995).19 Additionally, the ‘long-term’ returns are 

frequently calculated and reported for these limited three- to five-year horizons; thus, they are 

more short term than long term. 

Although ignored delisting’s are essentially truncated as IPO failures, companies delist 

for various reasons do not necessarily represent company failure, such as a restructuring, 

takeovers, mergers, privatisation, or relisting on another international exchange better suited 

for the company’s purpose.20 How’s (2000) research into Australian mining IPOs is an 

 
markets', ibid., vol. XXX, pp. 1027 -1042., and $8 per share Loughran, T & Ritter, J 2002, 'Why don't 

issuers get upset about leaving money on the table in IPOs?', in The Review of Financial Studies, pp. 

413-443.. 

19 Across other global markets, Aggarwal and Rivoli (1990) found abnormal returns of -13.73% for 

1,598 US IPOs between 1977−1987 in the first 250 days after issuing. Aggarwal, Leal and Hernandez 

(1993) found three-year returns of -47.0%, -19.6%, and -23.7% for Brazil, Mexico, and Chile, Lewis 

(1993) found varied adjusted returns of between -8.3% and 23% for 712 UK IPOs between 1980−1988, 

while Ritter (1991) found three-year returns of 16.4% in the US for 1,526 IPOs between 1975−1984. 

Lewis, M 1993, 'The long run performance of initial public offerings: The UK experience 1980-1988', 

Financial Management, vol. 22, no. 1, pp. 28-41, Ritter, JR 1991, 'The long run performance of intial 

public offerings', The Journal of Finance, vol. 46, no. 4, pp. 3-27, Aggarwal, R, Leal, R & Hernandez, 

L 1993, 'The aftermarket performance of initial public offerings in Latin America', Financial 

Management, vol. 22, no. 1, pp. 42-53, Aggarwal, R & Rivoli, P 1990, 'Fads in the inital public offering 

market', ibid., vol. 19, pp. 45-57. 

 

20 We then identified IPOs that subsequently delisted by matching all IPOs against the official list of 

currently listed ASX company codes and names as of 31 December 2019. Of the original 2,018 IPOs, 

we found 1,268 (62.9%) had delisted over this period, while 750 (37%) remain listed. In our sample, 

only 17.6% of the companies listed failure as the reason for delisting. Other reasons included 22 

privatisations and 9 ticker changes; the others were predominately by-products of takeovers identified 

as ‘scheme of arrangements’ or ‘name changed’. Further information on classification of delisted IPOs 

is provided in Appendix A4. 
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exception to this short-sighted analysis of long-run returns. Finding evidence of significant 

average IPO under-pricing of 107.18 percent,21 How (2000) further found no significant long-

run underperformance. However, with a small data sample of 130 mining IPOs from 

1979−1990, which encompasses Ritter’s (1984) ‘hot issue’ period, the 1987 stock market 

crash, and a ‘short’ three-year long-term performance horizon, the research is limited and 

would benefit from an update (How 2000; Ritter 1984). 

2.6.1 Data Sample  

In our research, we took steps to avoid the shortcomings in extant research discussed 

above. We were particularly careful not to exclude the majority of small IPOs (78 percent of 

ASX listings) or delisted IPOs (63 percent of our sample). Both factors should be especially 

important to IPO investor return expectations. 

For our sample of 2,018 IPOs, daily historical trading information (‘closing share 

price’) was extracted from the Investogain Australia Company database, for both listed and 

delisted IPOs. We further attempted to account for the dividend yield component (‘dividend 

adjusted’) of long-run investment performance. Dividends are important, given a potential 

disparity in dividend yields between large, potentially more cashflow-established companies, 

which might be expected to generate sizable dividend payments, and the potentially cashflow 

 
21 Australian mining IPO mean under-pricing of 107.18% (median: 38.84%), reduces to 63.57% under-

pricing upon excluding outliers (> 3.5SD). How’s (2000) findings in the data period (between 

1979−1990) largely replicate Ritter’s (1984) results of average under-pricing of 110.9%, evidenced 

during the ‘hot issue’ period between January 1980 to March 1981 and additionally encompasses the 

1985−1987 Black Monday Stock Market Crash. How, JCY & Yeo, J, J.L 2000, 'The pricing of 

underwriting services in the Australian capital market', Pacific-Basin Finance Journal, vol. 8, pp. 347-

373, Ritter, JR 1984, 'The "Hot Issue" market of 1980', The University of Chicargo Press Journals, vol. 

Vol: 57, no. No 2: April, pp. 215-240. 
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negative, pre-revenue, small/micro companies where capital gains are the anticipated return 

outcome. However, extensive discussions with S&P Capital IQ subsequently revealed that 

daily ‘dividend adjusted’ share price data was generally unavailable for delisted stocks. 

All data were compared against Thompson and Reuters Connect 4 to match ASX listing 

branches, industry, issue price, and date. Where inconsistencies between databases were 

identified and could not be resolved, the issue was deleted from the sample. In summary, the 

listed and delisted IPO return data sources were as follows: 

i) Closing share price (CP)-based returns: 1,926 IPOs, comprising 723 still-listed 

IPOs and 1,203 IPOs that had delisted subsequent to the IPO and before 31 

December 2019.  

ii) Dividend-adjusted (DA) returns: for 676 still-listed IPOs on 31 December 2019. 

2.6.2 Return Calculation Methodology 

Returns were calculated daily over the 21-year period from the listing date up to 31 

December 2019 (listed IPOs). If an IPO stopped trading, changed its name, or delisted prior to 

31 December 2019, the date of the change in legal status was recorded (delisted IPOs).22 

Long-term geometric and simple average (unweighted) returns were then calculated on 

each data source as follows: 

i) Annualised average weighted geometric return (WGR) is the annualised log 

return of the daily change in net asset values for a portfolio, weighted by market 

capitalisation at close-of-issue day price, that holds all currently still-listed 

 
22 Delisted IPOs sometimes stopped trading up to three years before formally delisting (and recorded 

non-trading as the reason for delisting). Consequently, share prices were included up to the last date 

that they were available, with no adjustments made if delisting subsequently occurred, for example, 

three years later. 
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IPOs. This is the return that could be earned by the investor who holds the IPO 

positions while listed and does not add to or withdraw funds from the portfolio. 

It reflects the BHR, where holdings are rebalanced for new listings and 

delisting’s  

ii) Annualised ‘simple’ or unweighted arithmetic average return (UAR) is the 

average daily log return calculation frequently used in many existing 3- to 5-

year return calculations. It is simply an equal cross-sectional average of each 

still-listed IPO stock’s time series average return (the ‘grand average’ daily 

return). The UAR is neither a dynamic BHR nor a return that can be earned by 

the average investor (the average investor by construction holds assets at their 

market weight). 

UAR has been included to afford an ‘apples-to-apples’ comparison with existing 

(shorter-term) research studies and help in understanding the distribution of the returns across 

IPO stocks. However, further comments focus on the WGR as the more accurate and less-

biased measure over this longer-term, 21-year analysis (Jacquier, Kane & Marcus 2003). As 

shown in Table 5, the long-term CP-WGR performance return for all IPO stocks that were still 

listed as of 31 December 2019 was 1.25 percent (1.66 percent DA-WGR inc. dividends), or 

essentially zero. However, when we considered both listed and delisted companies, CP-WGR 

return jumped to 12.95 percent (even sans dividends for the delisted companies). Clearly, 

delisting’s are important, adding to returns on average, and therefore deserving of more 

investigation. 
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Table 2.5: Annualized Unweighted Average Return (UAR) and Weighted Geometric Average 

Return (WGR) for Listed and Delisted IPO’s – By IPO Size (January 1, 1999 to December 31 

2019) 

CLOSING SHARE PRICE (“CP”) * 

DIVIDEND ADJUSTED 

LISTED SHARE PRICE 

(“DA”)** 

Size of 

IPO 

No of 

IPO’s  

Total IPO 

Raised (AU$ 

Billion) 

UAR  WGR UAR WGR  
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Total 

Listed/ 

Delisted 

Total 

Listed/ 

Delisted 

Total  

Listed  

No 

of 

IPOs 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

Total 

Listed 

Total 

Listed 

Small 531 994 $14.83 $21.27 -12.62% -17.05% -19.15% 18.62% 12.04% 493 $13.73 -9.34% 10.29% 

Mid 170 178 $39.01 $34.32 -8.21% -14.89% -14.93% 17.40% 4.54% 161 $36.81 -2.73% 8.16% 

Large 22 31 $37.38 $52.54 -10.39% -7.30% -7.64% 2.28% -6.39% 22 $37.38 -8.09% -2.95% 

Total 
723 1,203 $91.22 $108.1 

-14.76% -17.07% -18.37% 12.95% 1.25% 676 $87.92 -10.91% 1.66% 
1,926 $199.36 

* Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and https://www.investogain.com.au/ 
**Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and  S&P Capital IQ 

 

Table 2.5 shows that averaging returns across all IPOs hides a strong size-related 

dependency. The CP-WGR large IPO (still listed) returns are -6.39 percent (-2.95 percent 

including dividends), which is generally consistent with conclusions in existing BHR literature 

that IPOs generally underperform (typically for three- to five-year horizons for (still) listed, 

large IPOs). However, as can be seen in Table 4, small IPOs had strong positive CP-WGR 

returns of 12.04 percent (10.29 percent including dividends23). When delisted IPOs were 

included, small IPO CP-WGR returns increased further to 18.62 percent (and reassuringly 

increased for all IPO sizes). Overall returns increased from 1.25 percent to 12.95 percent, 

highlighting a ‘wrinkle’ that has largely been missed in the current literature. 

The explanation for small and delisted IPOs’ positive contributions to returns requires 

some background knowledge of the essential business exit model behind many smaller 

delisting’s, particularly in the predominant junior mining exploration sector. Junior miners may 

 
23 The ‘negative dividend yield’ reflects small differences in samples. 

 

https://www.investogain.com.au/
https://www.investogain.com.au/
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intentionally delist for positive reasons, such as after a successful exploration outcome and 

pursuant to acquisition by larger mining groups to continue development (a frequently sought 

exit event), or upon conversion from the ‘riskier’ no liability (NL) to limited liability (Ltd) 

company status upon reaching desired profitability levels.24 However, as further discussed 

below, considerable variation can be seen across industries. Negative events occur more 

frequently for industry/sectors that tend to IPO at more mature stages of growth, such as 

diversified financials, capital goods, and healthcare. 

2.6.3 Subperiod Returns 

With considerable variations in long-run IPO returns when viewed across time periods, 

we next considered average returns in two roughly equal-length subperiods: 1999−2009 and 

2010−2019. Specifically, we examined whether the inclusion of small and delisted IPO long-

term returns makes a robust, positive long-run contribution. 

The sample characteristics differed somewhat in each decade.25 First, 1,176 (61 

percent) of all IPOs were undertaken in the first 10 years, and 750 in the second. Second, the 

first subperiod’s high 80 percent of delisted IPOs was also characterised by an 84 percent 

 
24 A no liability company is an Australian company, under the Corporations Act 2001, with its stated 

purpose and activities restricted to a mining company. It is a limited liability company that is not entitled 

to call on unpaid issue price of shares, and designed to encourage investment in earlier stage, potentially 

risky ventures, by allowing shareholders to withdraw unpaid shares with no legal consequences. 

 

25 The full time series covers an unprecedented stretch of economic growth over 30 years 

(1991−2020), or the longest period of growth without a recession for a developed country, and the 

only major economy to avoid a recession during the global financial crisis. The second period 

(2010−2019) is additionally characterised by a marked increase over that period, of positive economic 

activity in the Australian market Bogle, J 2020, '2020 Vanguard Index Chart: Stay the course- A 

timely reminder:' Connect with Vanguard, Available at: 

https://static.vgcontent.info/crp/intl/auw/docs/resources/indexchart_2020.pdf..  
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majority of small IPOs. The relatively higher level of these first-subperiod delisted IPOs can 

partially be attributed to the two big market hiccups in 1999−2009, viz. the 2001 dotcom crash 

and the 2008−2009 global financial crisis. As could be expected, a greater proportion of IPOs 

from the second time period remained listed as of 31 December 2019. 

Table 2.6: Annualized Unweighted Average Return (UAR) and Geometric Average of 

Weighted Return (WGR) for Listed and Delisted IPO’s - By IPO Size (January 1, 1999 to 

December 31 2009) 

Period 1- 11 Year Period: January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2009 

CLOSING SHARE PRICE (“CP”) *     

DIVIDEND ADJUSTED 

LISTED SHARE PRICE 

(“DA”) ** 

Size of 

IPO 

No of 

IPO’s  

Total IPO 

Raised (AUD 

Billion) 

UAR  WGR  UAR  WGR  
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Delisted 

Total 

Listed/ 

Delisted 

Total 

Listed 

No 

of 

IPOs 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

Total 

Listed  

Total 

Listed 

Small 198 790 $3.9 $16.9 -7.84% -22.6% -20.57% 13.58% 9.10% 191 $3.88 -4.01% 10.72% 

Mid 35 128 $6.7 $23.3 -11.7% -20.7% -19.00% 13.40% 1.43% 34 $6.17 -4.68% 7.04% 

Large 5 20 $8.0 $28.8 -17.9% -13.8% -13.53% 0.13% -13.36% 5 $8.05 -14.18% -10.05% 

Total 
238 938 $18.7 $69.1 

-14.5% -22.4% -20.42% 11.57% -2.69% 230 $18.10 -9.63% -1.37% 
1,176 $87.73  

Period 2:  10 Year Period: January 1, 2010 to December 31 2019 

CLOSING SHARE PRICE (“CP”) * 

DIVIDEND ADJUSTED 

LISTED SHARE PRICE 

(“DA”)** 

Size of 

IPO 

No of 

IPO’s  

Total IPO 

Raised (AUD 

Billion) 

UAR WGR  UAR  WGR 
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Listed/ 

Delisted 

Total 

Listed/ 

Delisted 

Total 

Listed 

No 

of 

IPOs 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

Total 

Listed  

Total 

Listed 

Small 333 204 $10.9 $4.37 -24.2% -18.8% -24.75% 4.64% 2.49% 302 $9.85 -20.92% 3.45% 

Mid 135 50 $32.3 $11.02 -9.0%. -15.7% -15.49% 4.70% 0.15% 127 $30.64 -5.68% 3.24% 

Large 17 11 $29.3 $23.69 2.8% 3.8% 4.94% 10.15% 4.67% 17 $29.33 3.07% 7.12% 

Total 
485 265 $72.5 $39.05 

-20.7% -18.1% -22.64% 5.92% -0.22% 446 $69.82 -17.24% 1.93% 
750 $111.63 

* Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and https://www.investogain.com.au/ 

**Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and  S&P Capital IQ 
 

https://www.investogain.com.au/
https://www.investogain.com.au/
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Table 2.6 shows that, in each subperiod, the inclusion of delisted IPO returns increases 

the CP-WGR relative to that for listed returns, from -2.69 percent to 11.57 percent and -0.22 

percent to 5.92 percent in Periods 1 and 2, respectively. The positive returns from including 

delisted IPOs in the subperiods are evident across all IPO size categories. Additionally, while 

contrary to much of the extant literature, yet consistent with our 21-year results, Period 1 small 

IPOs have strong, positive CP-WGR returns of 9.10 percent (13.58 percent including delisted). 

As such, small IPOs also outperformed their large IPO counterparts, which had CP-WGR 

returns of -13.36 percent (0.13 percent including delisted). 

Average realised returns for the second subperiod of 2010−2019 IPOs of 

small/microcaps were 4.64 percent (listed and delisted), as compared to 10.15 percent on large-

cap IPOs. This inversion in relative ex post returns could simply reflect sampling variation, or 

it could reflect variation in the structure of conditional expected returns for funding innovation. 

Nevertheless, sampling variation is an entirely plausible explanation. For example, the CP-

WGR large average return of 10.15 percent was heavily influenced by two very successfully 

delisted firms, Trade Me Group, Ltd. and Vega Group, Ltd., which were acquired by UK PE 

Apex Partners for NZ$2.56 billion and Equifax, Inc. (NYSE:EFX) for US$1.9 billion, 

respectively. However, for the CP-WGR small IPO returns between 2010−2019, mining 

returns averaged 30.04 percent with delisted IPOs included. With respect to shifting conditional 

expected returns between 2010−2019, it is easy to envision that the market, VC unicorns, and 

large IPO stocks together all had conditional expected returns revised downward (leading to 

increased prices and hence realised returns) during this period. 
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2.6.4 Long-term Performance by ASX Listing Branch and Industry 

Next, we considered in more detail whether some return differences that appeared 

related to IPO size might also be explained by location and industry characteristics. As shown 

in Table 7, the sizeable IPOs undertaken in NSW and VIC dominated the Australian market in 

terms of capital raised (47 percent and 33 percent of total IPO raised, respectively), which 

directly contrasts WA’s higher number of 826 IPOs (43 percent of all ASX IPOs). These WA-

filed listings comprise the bulk of the small/micro-sized IPO listings yet raised only 11 percent 

of the total capital. 

Both location and industry are frequently cited as potentially resulting in firm risk 

through ‘local factor’ asset pricing  (Coval & Moskowitz 1999). For example, local factor 

prices could be differentially impacted across locations depending on the industries situated 

there (Tuzel & Zhang 2017). If the major industry significantly covaries with the aggregate 

economy, local factor prices could be procyclical, conceivably influencing local profitability, 

risk, and, hence, cross-sectional variability in return premiums, while initial IPO discounts are 

primarily related to non-local ‘factors’ determining issue price (Tuzel & Zhang 2017). 

A review of IPO listing offices reveals some differences among average CP-WGR 

returns for the locations, ranging from -2.81 percent (-1.04 with dividends) in NSW to 11.31 

percent (7.67 percent with dividends) in VIC. Delisted IPOs do not explain the locational 

differences. NSW returns increased from -2.81 percent to a considerably stronger 11.30 percent 

with delisting’s, yet including delisted IPOs in VIC reduced returns to an annualised CP-WGR 

of 8.29 percent, a result we attribute to the concentration of larger, more established industrial 

companies in VIC. As shown below in Table 2.7, delisting’s of large industrial companies do 

not help their returns. 
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Most dramatically, the annualised CP-WGR return of 9.29 percent (13.60 percent with 

dividend) for WA increases to 20.86 percent when delisted IPOs are included. This 20.86 

percent is the highest average return of any location. It is approximately equal to the overall 

small/microcap CP-WGR average return of 18.62 percent in Table 2.4, and the small/microcap 

mining and tech CP-WGR average returns of 24.0 percent and 16.5 percent, respectively. in 

Table 2.7. Clearly, small, mining and tech, and WA-filed IPOs all exhibit ‘one and the same’ 

public market post-listing average returns when delisting’s are included. 

Table 2.7: Annualized Unweighted Average Return (UAR)* and Geometric Average of 

Weighted Return (WGR)* for Listed and Delisted IPO’s - By ASX Listing Branch (January 1, 

1999 to December 31 2019)  

CLOSING SHARE PRICE (“CP”) * 

DIVIDEND ADJUSTED 

LISTED                                   

SHARE PRICE (“DA”) ** 

ASX  

Listing 

Branch 

No of 

IPO’s 

Total IPO 

Raised 

(AU$ Billion) 

UAR  
WGR 

 
UAR WGR 
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Listed/ 

Delisted 

Total 

Listed/ 

Delisted 

Total 

Listed 

No of 

IPOs 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

Total 

Listed 

Total 

Listed 

WA 286 540 $8.87 $13.87 -15.97% -14.72% -17.82% 20.86% 9.29% 267 $8.24 -11.1% 13.60% 

VIC 149 173 $35.40 $31.37 -5.15% -13.91% -15.74% 8.29% 11.31% 147 $35.28 -3.8% 7.67% 

NSW 242 327 $47.80 $45.90 -13.30% -18.30% -18.42% 11.30% -2.81% 220 $42.49 -9.0% -1.04% 

Total ^ 
723 1,203 $94.24 $108.1 -14.76% -17.07% -18.37% 12.95% 1.25% 676 $87.92 -10.9% 1.66% 

1,926 $199.36          

* Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and https://www.investogain.com.au/     

**Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and  S&P Capital IQ 

^ SA and QLD are including in Total results but not separately detailed due to office closure in 2016 

 

Regarding industry effects on post-listing BHR associated with IPO size, Table 8 

presents the average returns for the top five industries by issue capital raised (size) and number 

of IPOs (comprising 68 percent by number of IPOs). Over the entire 21-year period, CP-WGR 

https://www.investogain.com.au/
https://www.investogain.com.au/
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returns for traditionally earlier stage, higher perceived risk mining, tech, and energy industries, 

all seem to be higher on average with dividend adjustments, and particularly with inclusion of 

delisting’s (i.e. CP-WGR returns increased to 16.6 percent, 8.4 percent, and 29.2 percent for 

mining, tech, and energy industries, respectively). This is again consistent with delisting 

typically occurring for these smaller, earlier-stage industries for positive reasons. Conversely, 

these industry returns by IPO size reveal that small/micro-cap CP-WGR returns were 24.0 

percent, 16.6 percent, and 8.8 percent, respectively. Accordingly, these small/microcap returns 

far outweigh medium and large IPO returns, which can be attributed to higher growth from the 

smaller, earlier-stage firms. Or, if those higher growth rates are capitalised into public pricing, 

the higher average returns are consistent with higher priced risk for the small/microcaps (e.g., 

illiquidity or Merton’s [1987] neglected small stock effect). 

 Thus, the early-stage, small cap average returns with delisting’s included appeared 

similar to WA mining and tech with delisting’s. Taken together, the results are at odds with 

much of the existing literature (and some of the financial press) purporting to document negative 

post-small-cap-IPO returns on average. 

Turning to the more established industries (e.g., diversified financials, capital goods, 

and healthcare), which tend to list at later/larger stages of development and are predominately 

located in NSW and VIC, their returns are contrary to those for small/microcaps in mining and 

tech. In these three industries. CP-WGR average returns were 9.25 percent, 18.44 percent, and 

7.60 percent, respectively, and they decreased with the inclusion of delisted IPOs, to -4.45 

percent, 8.97 percent, and 5.46 percent, respectively. One possible explanation is that the three 

large industry/sectors are factors that essentially span the Australian market and together serve 

as a proxy for it (i.e., they are more in the nature of benchmark returns over our data period). 
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Table 2.8: Top 5 Industry/ Sector Annualized Average IPO Returns (68 % by number of 

IPOs)  (January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2019) 

 CLOSING SHARE PRICE   (“CP”)* 
DIVIDEND ADJUSTED SHARE 

PRICE   (“DA”)**       

 WGR - Listed and Delisted WGR - Listed 

Industry Sector Small Mid Large 

Total 

Listed 

and 

Delisted 

Total 

Listed 
Small Mid Large 

Total 

Listed 

Metals and Mining 

Buyout ¹ˊ² 
24.00% 2.94% 4.96% 16.63% 13.46% 16.54% -5.41% -0.02% 15.17% 

Software, Biotech & 

Tech B’O ¹ˊ² 
16.65% 3.86% 1.74% 8.43% 5.07% 1.94% 4.90% 4.74% 6.18% 

Energy Buyout ¹ˊ² 8.82% 2.01% 0.00% 29.18% 6.62% -1.56% 7.83% -0.92% 8.45% 

Diversified 

Financials Buyout ¹ˊ² 
-0.38% 0.00% -1.48% -4.42% 9.25% 12.97% 5.40% 1.19% 13.30% 

Capital Goods¹ 5.73% 8.66% -2.60% 8.97% 18.44% 10.97% 6.63% -10.70% 9.89% 

Health Care & Serv 

Buyout ² 
7.85% -1.70% -1.43% 5.46% 7.60% -2.37% 7.33% 2.87% 5.45% 

Total Industry 

Return 
18.62% 17.40% 2.28% 12.95% 1.25% 10.29% 8.16% -2.95% 1.66% 

¹ Top 5 Industry Sectors by number of IPO’s undertaken 

² Top 5 Industry Sectors by total IPO raised (AUD Billion) 

  

 * Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and https://www.investogain.com.au/ 

**Data Source: Thompson and Reuters Connect4 and  S&P Capital IQ 

2.6.5 Distribution of long-term performance returns 

We end pre-summary by returning to one of the points with which we began, viz. why 

there is a reasonably widespread perception that small/microcap IPOs have not been good 

investments in the past. Figure 2.6 sheds some light on this question. It provides histograms of 

the (time series) average returns for each stock in each of the three IPO size buckets. The post-

IPO average returns are clearly ‘long tailed’ relative to a Gaussian (the ‘fat’ bars at the extremes 

should be ignored; they merely result from stacking all observations beyond the extremes at 

those points). The histogram in Figure 2.6(a) of small/midcap average returns reveals that the 

mode is small and negative, consistent with the equally weighted grand means (SURs) shown in 

the tables above. There is negative skewness, particularly concentrated to the left of the centre 

of the distribution.  This behaviour of return frequency could indicate an option-like payoff, 

https://www.investogain.com.au/
https://www.investogain.com.au/
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especially in the small/midcaps, or it could also be consistent with time-variation in the ex ante 

expected returns and volatilities. 

Figure 2.6: Histograms of Average Annualized Returns from January 1, 1999 to December 

31, 2019, Across Firms in 3 IPO Size Categories: Small/Midcap; Mid-Size, and Large 2.6(a) 

Histogram of Daily Average Simple Weight Returns – 1-525 Small IPOs  2.6(b) Histogram of 

Daily Average Simple Weight Returns – 348 Mid IPOs  2.6(c) Histogram of Daily Average 

Simple Weight Returns – 53 Large IPOs 

 Figure (a) Histogram of Daily Average Simple Weight Returns – 1,525 Small IPOs 

Figure (b) Histogram of Daily Average Simple Weight Returns – 348 Mid IPOs  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (c) Histogram of Daily Average Simple Weight Returns – 53 Large IPOs                          
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2.7 Summary and Discussion 

We analysed all ASX IPO-new listings since the turn of the millennium, with a focus 

on the effects of small-cap and delisting’s on IPO return discounts and post-listing long-term 

investment returns. Our finding of an average 18.45 percent discount, including small-cap 

IPOs, is remarkably close to Ritter’s (2019) 10-year 16 percent average, up to June 2019, for 

US discounts, which excluded IPOs with offer prices under US$5. An investor who had been 

able to purchase all ASX small/microcap IPOs (from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019) at 

their issue price and then sell (‘flip’) them after the initial price ‘pop’ on the issue day would 

have made a 19.45 percent average one-day gain. This small/midcap pop is considerably higher 

than that on mid-size and large IPOs with discounts of 15.75 percent and 7.88 percent, 

respectively. These discounts increased further to 25.98 percent, 20.60 percent, and 9.69 

percent if the issue was underwritten, in contrast to international evidence on underwriting’s 

impact. 

Our findings update those from How (2000) and Dimovski (2010) on higher 

underwriter discounts within the Australian market, additionally identifying the incremental 

small cap ‘pop’ for the first time. We found that the higher IPO discount for small/microcaps 

persists across industries and ASX filing locations and is plausibly due in part to the 

informational uncertainty at issue: the lemons problem for the buyside. Discounts on ASX IPOs 

did not appear to be particularly associated with Australian market characteristics, but rather 

to move roughly in tandem with global/US IPO discounts over the last decade. The 

comparability of the average ASX discount with its US counterpart suggests the opposite of 

ASX segmentation, even for small/microcaps. Rather, our findings suggest that an ASX main 

board listing appears to be a ticket to the ‘main board global club’ for small/micro-cap IPOs, 

with that access providing benefits, such as main board investor liquidity, possible earlier 
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inclusion in benchmark indices, and standardised governance standards at an early 

developmental stage. We briefly described how a ‘localised financial ecosystem’ supports the 

ASX listing process in such accomplishments. 

We verified that there is no cross-sectional relationship between IPO discounts and 

post-listing returns;26 however, the main board effect appears to positively extend to long-term 

post-IPO returns. If an investor bought (and continued to hold) all IPOs at their issue weights 

until either delisting or 31 December 2019, they would have earned an annualised geometric 

return of 12.95 percent (1.25 percent excluding delisted IPOs). Moreover, this averaged result 

also hides a size-related discrepancy not previously identified in the literature. Over our 21-

year sample period, the ASX post-listing returns for small/microcaps were 18.62 percent, and 

higher than both 17.4 percent for mid-cap IPO returns and 2.28 percent for large-cap IPO 

returns. The small/microcaps tend to be synonymous with IPOs filed in WA, which are, in turn, 

predominantly in the metals and mining industry. However, the size-based return differential 

persists across different industries and contrasts the oft-reported negative returns on early-stage 

volatile stocks. 

With nearly 63 percent of all ASX IPOs having delisted prior to 2019 (15 percent and 

50 percent delisted within two and five years, respectively), we examined them closely, 

particularly with regard to the oft-encountered perception that high delisting rates indicate 

considerable risk and failure for small/microcap issues. We suggest that this perception may 

partly be due to the use of unweighted arithmetic average returns for the predominately 

negatively skewed issues. In this respect, the results resemble those for [US] VCs with similar 

success−failure profiles. Harris et al. (2015) reported average returns of 3−4 percent annually 

for the 1,085 North American VC funds formed between 1985 and 2010. The ASX 

 
26If there were, it would be possible to use observable discounts to predict subsequent returns. 
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small/microcap IPO returns are, on average, above those reported for US VC/PE funding, and 

roughly the same as ASX large-cap IPOs. Harris et al. (2015) emphasised that VC returns vary 

considerably across different subperiods, yet after the 2000s, finish with a negative average, 

the opposite of ASX returns over a similar period (Jenkinson, Harris & Kaplan 2015). 

From another perspective, ‘…the best-performing 4 percent of listed companies explain 

the net gain for the entire US stock market since 1926, as other stocks collectively matched 

Treasury bills…more than half of the [US] stocks have negative returns since 1926…and the 

median stock has a listing lifetime of seven and a half years’ (Bessembinder 2018). That is, 

aside from VC comparisons, the median listing lifetime for large, publicly traded US 

(‘successful’) stocks is not much higher than the median ASX listing lifetime of five years on 

much smaller stocks.  
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CHAPTER 3: Localised Financial Ecosystems in ASX Funding for 

Business Ventures (Paper Two) 

3.1 Abstract 

With limited venture capital (VC) to support early-stage firms’ funding requirements in 

Australia, we study the ASX main board equity market that provides standardized and flexible 

micro-cap equity listing access for early-stage entrepreneurial ventures. The market offers a 

specialized and supportive “local ecosystem” with flexible governance and regulatory 

requirements, thereby resembling a hybrid of familiar VC firms and a mature public-listings 

market. This formula has been successful; despite overall listings falling in many global 

exchanges in the last two decades, the number of ASX-listed companies has increased, 

primarily driven by small- to micro-cap listings, most at early stages of development. 

3.2 Introduction 

While small entrepreneurial business ventures are often the pipeline for future economic growth, 

they frequently face development challenges due to their lack of access to sufficient equity and 

the consequent reliance on sub-optimally heavy debt loads (Deeds, Decarolis & Coombs 1997). 

As elements of public equity markets, we might expect stock exchanges to be valuable capital 

sources⎯able to provide a firm with essential capital access resources (Bruton, Chahine & 

Filatotchev 2009; Cichello & Lamdin 2014; Friedman & Grose 2016). Yet, smaller firms seeking 

capital on larger global markets are often hamstrung by regulatory listing requirements that 

legislate size or impose uneconomic transactional, financial or compliance barriers that 

frequently constrain early-stage small firms’ efforts to raise capital (Rose & Solomon 2016). 

Small firm capital access outcomes have been poor because of a decline in the “ecosystem” of 

underwriters and subsequent analyst coverage that focuses on small companies only after they 

list, due to low small firm bid-ask spreads and, in turn, in analysts’ incentive to cover small firms 
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(Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014). These reasons are frequently flagged as contributors to the marked 

decline in the number of listed small firms globally, leading many experts to comment on small 

firms’ historical unsuitability for public listings (Friedman & Grose 2016; Rose & Solomon 

2016; Kahle & Stulz 2017).     

 In this empirical study, we examine decision-making by small, early-stage Australian and 

international companies which choose to list on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) as a 

source of early-stage capital funding. The ASX is predominantly characterized by small- to micro-

cap companies, particularly in mining and technology, so guided by Gilbey et al. (2021) we define 

this group as companies that list with a market capitalization of less than $75 million27 (Posnett 

2018; Gilbey, Marsh & Purchase 2021a).  In the absence of a strong venture capital/private equity 

(VC/PE) market in Australia, such initial public offering (IPO) listings are the main way in which 

many small- and micro-cap companies raise early-stage capital, where the early-stage listings 

perform much of the VC function28, instead of listing as a funding exit step29 as in the case of VC.  

The ASX provides a standardized process whereby all firms are subject to the same 

core listing requirement despite size disparities and may choose to raise capital by listing in 

one of the three regional administration offices located in New South Wales (NSW), Victoria 

(VIC) and Western Australia (WA). Although listings range from $2.4 million to over $6 

billion in market capitalization size, over 78 percent of all IPOs in the past two decades have 

been undertaken by small/micro companies, most of them at pre-revenue development stages. 

 
27 All values in this study are in AUD unless stated otherwise  

28 A rough analogy is exchange traded funds (ETFs) replacing mutual funds by harnessing the 

already-existing, well-tested and substantial infrastructure of public markets to replicate all or much 

of the function of mutual funds, or a bond exchange replacing much of the function of bank lending. 
29An alternative to listing for early-stage funding exit is sale to an established (already listed) firm, 

e.g., a successful mining exploration sale to BHP. We don’t single out these large buyouts in the 

discussion here. 
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This is the main reason that the ASX micro-cap listings success merits a closer look in this 

study.  

In this aspect, the ASX’s approach and structure contrast with most other public 

markets, where small- and micro-cap early-stage firms are relegated to second boards or other 

more traditional private capital raising routes. Second board exchanges’ average long-run 

performance is frequently considerably worse than for main board IPO listings. A study by 

Vismara et al. (2012) on IPOs returns in Europe’s four largest markets (i.e., France, Germany, 

Italy and London) found a -19 percent average three-year buy-and-hold abnormal return 

(BHAR) for second market IPOs, which compared extremely poorly against the +12.3 percent 

for main market IPOs. It found even larger differences particularly in the UK, with +25.3 

percent returns on the LSE Official List IPOs against the much worse -27.5 percent for the 

Alternative Investment Market (AIM) (Vismara, Paleari & Ritter 2012). Specialized exchanges 

fared the worst. Of the 11 second-tier and specialized exchanges established since 1995 by the 

four largest European economies (Germany, France, Italy and the UK), including a European 

NASDAQ branch, only five remain, the others having failed to thrive due to few listings and 

illiquid secondary trading (Vismara, Paleari & Ritter 2012).  

 In light of the many exchange listing failures and the still-vivid memories of the 1999-

2000 “tech wreck,” some governments have tried to encourage younger entrepreneurial growth 

ventures with supplemental risk capital or tax support legislations, while others have attempted 

public/government VC funds or similar alternatives to alleviate the entrepreneurial equity 

capital gap (Colombo, Cumming & Vismara 2016). However, many of these initiatives have 

failed without the broader supportive structural framework of technical expertise, well-

developed financial and legal infrastructure, overarching legislative and regulatory 

enforcement controls, and talented people with exceptional ideas and other intangible 

prerequisites (Venkataraman 2004). The uniformity of the ASX listing process across the three 
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filing locations makes for an ideal “field environment” across the regional administration 

locations, with different features that are important to listing success without confounding 

regulatory differences. To our knowledge, this is the first study to consider the influence of 

spatial location on public equity access to early-stage capital funding within a uniform financial 

market. We hypothesize that the concentration of firms and industry sectors has evolved around 

regional sectors of risk capital-raising expertise, resulting in a form of “local” or “home bias” 

in filing locations, such as in the case of small mining and metals companies in WA. Our 

research objective contributes both theoretically and empirically to extend prior research 

findings that connections to financial networks are important for success in early-stage capital 

raising (Loughran 2008) and that due to information asymmetries, the closer a firm is located 

to the financial center and nearby investors, the less expensive is investor monitoring and 

therefore, more is the scope for firms to issue equity early (Cichello & Lamdin 2014). We are 

further guided by literature on locational proximity preference, which finds that clustered 

investment preferences are influenced by localized informational and organizational ties 

(Coval & Moskowitz 1999), and that the “diversity, heterogeneity and differentiation” of firms 

within a localized financial ecosystem may enhance or restrict information transfers, ultimately 

influencing the initial propensity and potential to go public (Wojcik 2009 p. 193).  

We find that the proximity of early-stage issuer to a financial center is not critical and 

document how financial ecosystems in various Australian locations supply the supportive 

infrastructure needed to make the early-stage ASX listings viable. In particular, the Perth WA 

office has stood as a surrogate for clustering in the small early-stage metals and mining 

industry, by submitting listing applications via the ASX WA office rather than through the 

larger VIC office. We show that capital-raising success depends on localized financial 

ecosystems characterized by size of capital raised, industry concentration, supportive 

brokerage, and legal infrastructure, along with investors displaying some local/home bias. 
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Within a standardized regulatory environment, capital-raising endeavors are reflected by the 

vibrant activity in the local economy and the financial ecosystem, rather than locational 

proximity to major public markets or direct overarching regulatory governance (Amini, Keasey 

& Hudson 2010).  

 Our paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the ASX structure and how 

the use of early public equity issuance in Australia has evolved to fill early-stage 

entrepreneurial capital requirements in the absence of more traditional VC and PE funding 

sources. In Section 3, we show how these early-stage listings are locally concentrated, 

particularly the small metals and mining industry in Perth. In Section 4, we describe our data 

sources and methodology, along with a descriptive breakdown of the local clusters of early-

stage issuers in different local ecosystems by industry and size. In Section 5, we discuss how 

the local concentration of early-stage capital raising takes the form of supporting ecosystems 

that encompass local investor information and advisory expertise. Section 6 discusses our 

findings, especially for prior research into the negligible regulatory influence on small firm 

IPOs (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014) – we show that there is no significant impact of the 2003 ASX 

regulations on fund raising, despite ASX’s intended support to small/micro IPOs. Section 7 

contains the summary, discussion, and conclusion.  

3.3 Capital raising for early-stage ventures and the ASX  

The Australian population of 25.6 million in April 202030 is just 0.33 percent of the global 

population, similar in size to that of Taiwan, Madagascar or Sri Lanka, or just 8 percent of the 

U.S. or 37 percent of the UK. However, with a nominal GDP of US$1.5 trillion, the Australian 

economy is the 14th largest in the world, accounting for 1.7 percent of the global economy.31 

ASX Ltd, a public company, owns and operates Australia’s main board equity exchange, 

 
30 https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/australia-population/ (April 2020) 
31 https://www.austrade.gov.au/International/Invest/Why-Australia/resilient-economy (March 2021)  

https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/australia-population/
https://www.austrade.gov.au/International/Invest/Why-Australia/resilient-economy
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providing securities trading, clearing, settlement and listing services, including its own listing. 

ASX managed over 2,000 companies with a total market capitalization of over $2.6 trillion in 

2019, placing it as a “top 10 global securities exchange by value and the largest interest rate 

derivatives market in Asia” (Australian Securities Exchange 2020). 

 The structure of the ASX is unusual in that, while execution and main administration 

services are centralized in Sydney, applications could be lodged and initially reviewed in any 

of five regional offices located in each major Australia city, until 2016, when the ASX 

consolidated operations into the current three regional offices. Each ASX office implements 

the same countrywide core regulations overseen by the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) and 

the Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC), along with uniform ASX 

criteria.  

ASX has steadily increased the number of listed companies, from 982 in 1980 to 2,208 by 

April 2020; the new listings are predominantly early-stage small- or micro-cap. The ASX 

listings success is in stark contrast to the global market experience in the last few decades: To 

put the Australian listed company landscape in perspective, over the last 20 years (1980-2020), 

the number of firms listed on U.S. public markets has steadily declined by nearly half, from a 

high of over 8,000 companies at its 1997 peak, to just 4,266 companies in 2019 32. A similar 

decline has taken place in most other global markets over the same period and has been 

particularly marked in the small firm space (Doidge, Karolyi & Stulz 2013).  

ASX is driven in large part by a sizeable superannuation (retirement/pension fund) industry, 

which grew out of the 1991 Australian federal budget mandate for a compulsory 

superannuation (super) contribution from employment income. At $3.0 trillion in total assets 

under management, the super funds represent the 4th largest pension pool of investable funds 

 
32 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/CM.MKT.LDOM.NO?locations=US (February 2022) 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/CM.MKT.LDOM.NO?locations=US
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globally33(Australian Securities Exchange 2020). About 54 percent of pension funds are placed 

with investment managers, who are constrained by investment mandates to invest largely in 

ASX equities, typically within the top indexed ASX 200 or ASX 300 companies. However, a 

relatively high 41 percent of superannuation funds are directly invested by self-administered 

investors. Guided by personal risk preferences, experience, and direct control over personal 

portfolios, many choose to invest outside the indexes, forming a comparatively contrarian 

investor segment that balances the more conservative institutional superannuation funds. As 

we discuss in Section 5.5, our evidence is consistent with this “aggressive” and/or self-

perceived-as-better-informed individual investor segment as the source of primary investor 

demand for small/micro-cap early-stage capital investment.  

One reason that public listings have grown in Australia as an important source of capital for 

small and medium Australian companies is that in Australia a relatively low fraction of 

investment activity is financed via a combination of angel investors, VC and PE funds, unlike 

in most other global economies. Australian VC is approximately 0.01 percent of the GDP, 

compared to approximately 0.20 percent in the U.S. (Cumming & Johan 2014). This 

difference is just as pronounced in dollar terms, with Australia’s VC investment level 

remaining relatively unchanged over the past 12 years, and at just 0.40 percent of U.S. 

investment levels in 2019 (Table 3.9). 

  

 
33 https://www.superannuation.asn.au/resources/superannuation-statistics (March 2021)  

https://www.superannuation.asn.au/resources/superannuation-statistics
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Table 3.9: OECD statistics on global venture capital investment (US$ million): 

Year Australia Canada France 
United 

Kingdom 
United States 

2006 456.335  .. .. .. 29,031.811  

2007 680.293  1,732.632  1,079.592  2,033.481  37,402.906  

2008 755.760  1,175.317  982.681  2,188.745  36,346.407  

2009 532.683  812.036  718.028  951.774  26,592.491  

2010 367.836  1,055.607  735.731  959.950  30,481.141  

2011 246.528  1,406.973  703.623  1,124.939  43,759.226  

2012 331.331  .. 609.866  944.485  39,675.845  

2013 252.934  1,829.854  880.418  820.150  45,622.947  

2014 265.918  1,868.301  798.352  1,101.267  69,630.382  

2015 288.485  1,794.671  942.553  1,207.200  80,534.173  

2016 165.773  2,383.045  960.590  1,006.665  79,367.041  

2017 354.855  2,782.109  1,423.638  2,405.171  83,255.444  

2018 428.866  2,640.803  1,751.675  2,747.642  137,856.936  

2019 487.311  3,335.710  2,320.308  2,926.383  135,648.691  

Data Source: OECD: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. Available 

at  https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=VC_INVEST (March 2021) 

 

A second consideration is ASX’s active effort to “optimize” early-stage companies’ access 

to finance via various regulatory and discretionary listing mechanisms (Australian Securities 

Exchange 2020). In 2016, ASX introduced a formal pre-listing overview of applications 

allowing firms to receive input prior to formal application; before this, it required the majority 

of applications to go from the regional branch to a national committee for approval. In an effort 

to be transparent and to inform the market, the ASX publishes a list of reasons for rejected 

applications. The resulting inevitable degree of subjectivity in applying criteria and regulations 

in turn gives rise to the importance of advisors (i.e., legal/broker/technical etc.). Clearly, all 

else being equal, prospective issuers would prefer to be guided by advisors with up-to-date 

knowledge of current ASX considerations, knowledge of recent rejections, and a close working 

relationship with the ASX.  

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=VC_INVEST
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Strong listing requirements and profitable post-listing operative performance are critical to 

prevent poor returns as well as avoiding the reputation of being a “lemons” market (Carpentier 

& Suret 2010). Reputation is especially important as the ASX faces discipline via competition 

domestically from the NSX and internationally from regional exchanges such as of Singapore 

and global exchanges such as of London and Toronto (Dwyer & Kotey 2015). The regulatory 

moves to deal with listing issues such as information asymmetry, protection of public investors, 

and longer-term company viability need to be weighed against excessive constraints on 

companies’ access to capital markets, an important concern for small business (Deeds, 

Decarolis & Coombs 1997; Friedman & Grose 2016). 

3.4 Local ecosystems as reservoirs of capital raising knowledge  

Financial intermediaries such as technical and financial advisors, stock exchanges, commercial 

and investment banks, fund managers or early-stage investors are unable to operate as an island 

on their own, yet together form an integral and critical part of an interwoven financing 

ecosystem (Lin 2015). Angel investors and advisors de facto play a similar role in the beginning 

of what would be, for example, a sequential angel/friends-and-family to VC-PE to exchange-

listing process in the U.S.. For ASX, the regulatory authority ASIC performs a supervisory role 

equivalent to the Securities and Exchange Commission or the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission in the U.S. In the micro-cap public equity listing step, early-stage governance is 

essentially provided by an ASX/ASIC regulatory policy, supported by local ecosystem advisors 

(i.e., legal, financial and technical), who then regularly take equity holdings or hold board seats 

to control direction, similar to VC firms.   (Lowry, Officer & Schwert 2010) 

Conventional theory proposes that the volatility of early-stage or younger firms’ IPO 

returns often fluctuate dramatically over time, with traditional capital-raising theory predicting 

higher returns for such firms, stemming from valuation difficulties arising from often limited 

available financial history at early stages of development, or more simply, higher information 
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asymmetry (Lowry, Officer & Schwert 2010).  ASX participants in small firm IPOs are 

therefore effectively seeking VC returns (and collectively bearing the early-stage risk) but 

doing so through a much earlier entry into the public market than through the VC-PE route.  

Clustering in angel financing and IPO public financing reflects the localization of like-

minded business attitudes and supporting infrastructures, plus “supply chain” sharing of 

services and ideas common to the Silicon Valley VC world. These partnerships and networks 

that constitute the local clusters are frequently regional in nature to facilitate pooling the 

demand for specialized knowledge and knowledge spill-overs (Saxenian 1994). Where 

complexity in VC financing structures is ostensibly to solve various contracting problems 

between entrepreneurs and financiers, the financial ecosystem of early listing is structured to 

solve the same problems with early-stage ASX listing prospect as funding.  

The economic success of a region tends to attract financial support and technical and 

commercial infrastructure, which in turn creates a dynamic ecosystem supporting increasing 

numbers of entrepreneurial startups and subsequent IPOs (Shepard & Zacharakis 2001; Deeds, 

Decarolis & Coombs 1997). This, in turn, encourages local investment from other firms in 

similar industries, investors, advisors and C-suite executives with local knowledge of the firms 

and businesses. The networking leads to greater empathy and understanding of the operations, 

resulting in a home advantage or local bias toward similarly located businesses (Jiang, Qian & 

Yonker 2018).  

Locational proximity provides a regional advantage as the key to successful ecosystems 

with their dense communication, high rates of technical innovation, exchange between firms, 

knowledgeable professionals, research innovation; technical, professional and commercial 

infrastructure; and to users of the innovations (Shepard & Zacharakis 2001; Saxenian 1994; 

Ferrary & Granovetter 2009; Deeds, Decarolis & Coombs 1997; Loughran 2008). Technical, 

financial or engineering specialists often change firms or start their own, and employees 
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frequently mix informal social and more formal business functions. Nevertheless, a financial 

ecosystem with such flexibility and cooperation differs importantly from proximity per se to a 

financial center.  

We now look to the data to help us define and analyze financial ecosystems within the 

broad institutional framework outlined.  

 3.5 Distribution of issuers across locales and characteristics  

3.5.1 ASX Listed Companies 

As of April 2020, the ASX had 2,208 listed companies with a total market capitalization of 

$1.8 trillion (this partly reflects the COVID-19 slump in securities prices). A small number of 

banking firms, 18, dominate the public equity markets with a market capitalization of $272 

billion (15.01 percent of total ASX market capitalization). Yet, with 629 listed companies, the 

metals and mining industry (hereafter, miners) dominates by number, comprising nearly one-

third of all ASX listed companies (Figure 3.7).  

The disparity between the large number of miners and relatively smaller value of average 

industry market capitalization reflects the large number of junior explorers seeking exploration 

funds. Many have insufficient funds to meet operational costs past a two-year time frame, due 

to the nature of the exploration ventures (Kreuzer, Etheridge & Guj 2007), while others are 

frequently at pre-revenue stages of development, with funds raised more akin to project funding 

or early-stage venture funding, than for financing established business cashflow ventures. Due 

to the inherent nature of exploration funding, each capital raising is often perceived as offering 

the prospect of high risk, high rewards, assuming exploration success but also likely poor 

shareholder returns (Brook & Alexander 2001; Crowson 2001).  
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Figure 3.7: Top 20 ASX industry groups (ranked by number of listed companies in each 

industry @7 April 2020) 

* Comprising three GICS Industry Classifications of i) Software and Services, ii) 

Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology and Life Sciences, and iii) Technology Hardware and 

Equipment (together ‘technology”) 

Data Source: https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx-listed-companies; Thompson and Reuters 

Connect4  

The metals and mining industry is followed (by number of companies) by 285 

technology companies, ($241 billion, comprising 13.31 percent of ASX market capitalization) 

and then, 228 pooled investment funds and exchange traded funds ($66.6 billion comprising 

3.68 percent of ASX market capitalization). There is no definitive classification for technology 

under, say, the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) industry classifications used by 

the ASX or the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) often used in the U.S..  

A cynic of the usefulness of industry/sector classifications might point out that 

nowadays almost all industries are technology-driven in some way. Here, we use a common 

sense amalgamation of industry recommendations to reflect technology dimensions (Peneder 

2003; Dam 1995). For this research, we use three GICS groupings to represent technology: 

software and services, technology hardware and equipment, and pharmaceutical biotech and 
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life sciences. In sum, mining and technology, the two largest industries by number of 

companies, together comprise 914 listed companies (41 percent of total listed companies) and 

30.2 percent of total market capitalization. Not surprisingly, mining and technology sector 

companies dominate the small/micro capital raising space and for this reason, we focus on them 

to examine the public equity or capital-raising decision-making processes.  

Figure 3.8 indicates that companies have tended to cluster by industry so defined, with 

similar size and investors among these regional offices. In the specialization of listings by 

location, we find NSW to be the primary location of choice for 704 listed companies with an 

aggregate market capitalization of $829 billion. However, with only 345 listed companies and 

total market capitalization of $682 billion, VIC is the filing location that the biggest companies 

choose. For these reasons, NSW and VIC are regularly referred to as the traditional finance 

centers of the ASX.  

Figure 3.8: ASX listed companies by industry in ASX branches of NSW, VIC, WA and QLD 

(ranked by market capitalization @7 April 2020) 

Source: Thomson Reuters Connect4 and https://www.marketindex.com.au/ asx-listed-

companies 
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However, with 786 companies, WA is the ASX listing office where the largest number 

of companies filed, though with a much smaller aggregate market capitalization of $179 billion. 

As WA’s capital city with a population of 2.1 million, Perth has just 8 percent of Australia’s 

total population34 and is far from the finance centers of VIC and NSW. WA accounts for 36 

percent of all listed companies, and 42 percent of all ASX IPO filings. It is posited that the high 

number of listed WA firms is the result of firms choosing to list in WA to access public equity 

markets.  Mining dominates the WA economy, housing 69 percent of all mining companies. 

Technology firms are reasonably evenly distributed by number across VIC, NSW and WA but 

vary in characteristics of firm size (a possible proxy for firm maturity) and, as we show in more 

detail, an important consideration reflective of the local financial ecosystem infrastructure. 

3.5.2 ASX Capital Raising Data Sample 

We now look at more granular data for capital raising by location, size, and industry. Guided by 

Gilbey et al. (2021), we examine 2,018 IPOs undertaken on the ASX across Australia between 

1999 and 2019.  Guided by Rose and Solomon (2016), we use the classification of IPO size 

adopted by Gilbey et al. (2021), to filter companies into small, mid and large capital raises:  

 Small (and micro) firm IPOs with market capitalisation of less than $75 million 

upon listing 

 Middle firm IPOs with market capitalisation $75-$700 million upon listing 

 Large firm IPOs with market capitalization >$700 million upon listing 

The ASX listing branch and head office locations were obtained for each IPO and matched 

with listed company data obtained from the ASX website. A summary of our data is provided 

in Table 3.10. 

 
34 Western Australia’s total population of 2.6 million at 30 June 2020 comprises just 10% of 

Australia’s total population: https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/3101.0 (March 2021) 

https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/3101.0
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Table 3.10: IPOs filed by ASX branch office (1999-2019) 

No. of IPOs  NSW VIC WA QLD * SA * Total % total 

Small  384 212 812 107 74 1589 78.74% 

Mid 189 105 41 30 7 372 18.43% 

Large 29 23 2 3 0 57 2.82% 

 Total 602 340 855 140 81 
2,018 100.00% 

% Total 29.83% 16.85% 42.37% 6.94% 4.01% 

IPO Raised (AU$ Billion)     

Small  $13.88 $6.39 $13.04 $2.88 $1.36 $37.56 17.52% 

Mid $40.32 $23.07 $8.60 $5.35 $0.86 $78.20 36.47% 

Large $47.28 $40.47 $1.56 $9.34 $0.00 $98.66 46.01% 

Total  $101.49 $69.93 $23.21 $17.57 $2.22 
$214.41 100.00% 

 percent Total 47.33% 32.62% 10.82% 8.20% 1.03% 

Max IPO (billion) $4.14 $5.67 $0.78 $6.22 $0.18 $6.22  

Min IPO (million) $2.61 $4.26 $2.40 $5.37 $3.53 $2.40  

Mean IPO (million) $168.31 $205.68 $27.20 $125.52 $27.38 $106.51  

Median IPO (million) $50.00 $46.51 $12.40 $28.15 $12.88 $22.44  

*QLD and South Australia (SA) ASX offices are now closed upon ASX consolidation in 

2016 but are included for completeness of data presentation.  

(Data in Bold, Italics indicates significance using 95 percent confidence interval mean in Table 

3) 

Source: Thomson Reuters Connect4 

 

Table 3.10 highlights the predominance of small company financing via listings: Small 

firm capital raises account for 78.7 percent of all IPOs undertaken while raising only 17.5 

percent of capital within the Australian capital market. Conversely, the largest 2.8 percent of 

IPOs raised nearly half of all IPO capital. The smallest IPO was $2.4 million in 2005. The 

average IPO size over this period was $106 million but that number is heavily influenced by 

the few large IPOs, as seen in the median value of $22.44 million reflecting strong positive 

skewness in the data. 

As to location, the larger IPOs were filed in NSW and VIC, while the predominance of 

small- and micro-cap IPOs filed in the WA office. With just 10 percent of Australia’s 

population, WA accounts for 42 percent by number of ASX IPOs listed. Clearly, factors other 
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than location close to main financial centers influence the choice of IPO filing location. The 

next section illustrates how the role of localized financial ecosystems on these factors.    

3.6 Factors that lead to localized financial ecosystems 

We examine empirical evidence for a number of factors that contribute to the emergence of 

financial ecosystems: regulatory influences; impact of regional ASX office location for listing 

application; industry clustering; headquarters location; and investor access. We begin by 

looking at the results of a “natural experiment” in the form of new Corporate Governance 

Principles and Recommendations (CGPR) first introduced by the ASX in 2003, specifically 

acknowledging that firms have different governance attitudes and structures based on factors 

such as size, complexity, history and corporate cultures (Australian Securities Exchange 2019). 

As this governance structure was implemented equally across all states to support smaller 

firms, we might reasonably expect to see an increase in small firm access to capital, with little 

difference between state localities.  

3.6.1 “If Not, Why Not” Regulatory Changes in 2003 and ASX Microcap Listings 

Once listed on the ASX, a company’s board and corporate behavior, relationships and 

recommended board structures are guided by the non-mandatory CGPR, introduced by the 

ASX in 2003 and substantially revised in 2007, with a third revision in 2014. The CGPR 

provides: “… the framework of rules, relationships, systems and processes within and by which 

authority is exercised and controlled in corporations” (ASX CGPR, 2014, p3). The use of the 

term “relationships” in the CGPR definition highlights the diversity of companies’ governance 

choices and hints at the less prescriptive, more discretionary nature of the CGPR principles 

(Lama & Anderson 2015; Shimeld, Williams & Shimeld 2017). Recognizing that a one-size-

fits-all corporate governance structure often creates a greater burden on small, early-stage 

companies, by imposing the same requirements on them as on their larger counterparts, the 
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CGPR introduced an “if not, why not” alternative (Australian Securities Exchange 2019). 

Broadly interpreted, this governance framework means that a company board may voluntarily 

choose not to adopt various CGPR company or board governance recommendations. The 

rationale for declining can be based on a range of factors such as size, history, corporate culture 

or complexity, but a listed ASX company must disclose to the market its reasons for not 

adopting the recommendation (Australian Securities Exchange 2019). 

There is limited literature on the experience with the Australian “if not, why not” 

governance structure and the relatively similar UK version termed “comply or explain,” which 

was introduced in the UK in 1992 (Lama & Anderson 2015). The underlying precept of the 

UK “comply or explain” governance principles is also that one size does not fit all, where small 

companies would be subject to greater compliance burdens (Nedelchev 2013). With the ASX 

predominantly comprised of small listed firms and concomitant high numbers of small firm 

IPOs, the CGPR reform was considered particularly important in supporting and balancing 

small and large firm costs and benefits associated with operationalizing governance 

requirements (Hamilton 2003). 

Many studies explore the effect of strengths and weaknesses of corporate governance on 

company performance, where governance stretches from voluntary practices to mandatory 

regulatory codes. Increased regulation has frequently resulted in increased drop-out of firms 

due to the wrong adoption of approaches. That is, without restraint, regulatory overreach can 

stagnate financial markets (Brammertz & Clacher 2010). In the U.S. for example, the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act (SOX) of 2002, and the 2003 Global Settlement’s effect are often raised as having 

imposed considerable compliance costs on listed U.S. companies that fall disproportionately 

on smaller firms (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014). Additional public and private litigation, less analyst 

coverage, improvements in economic opportunities offered in alternative equity outlets, or 

financial demise soon after listing, are all cited as deterrents to small firm capital raises (Rose 
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& Solomon 2016). Yet, when the SEC introduced the JOBS Act in 2012, with the aim of easing 

some of the burdens around SOX, little direct effect was seen in bringing more IPOs into the 

market (Rose & Solomon 2016).  Indeed, several investigations into the easing of regulatory 

burdens in general to bolster small firm IPOs have reached mixed conclusions. Rather than 

increased regulatory burden, the absence of profitable small companies, higher rates of failure, 

or the inability to grow and earn higher returns for investors, often seem to be more important 

factors in small firm IPO outcomes (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014).   

 In light of the mixed global evidence on the effects of changes in regulatory compliance, 

especially for small firm capital raising, we look at the evidence on the impact of the intended 

fix for overreach in the form of the 2003 introduction of the Australian “if not, why not” 

regulatory changes. We plot the results in Figure 3.93.9, showing the introduction of this 

regulation in 2003.  

Figure 3.9: Small, mid and large firm IPOs by total IPO raised and number of IPOs 

undertaken (1999-2019) 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Connect4 
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Figure 3.9 indicates that with the exception of two periods where $18.4 billion (2014) was 

raised in an unusually nine large IPOs and 203 small IPOs (2007) as shown in Table 2.1, the 

capital raised by firms and the number of IPOs undertaken in all size categories appears to 

have changed little or declined after 2003 as shown in the overlaid trend line. However, IPO 

characteristics are strongly positively skewed, include outliers, and are not normally 

distributed. Using a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (Table 3.11), results indicate that neither 

the capital raised, nor the number of listings significantly changed due to the 2003 legislation. 

That is, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that the introduction of the “if not, why not” 

principle had an influence on the number of IPOs undertaken by small, mid or large firms 

pre- and post-CGPR 2003.  

The conclusion that emerges is that softening in regulations, at least in the form of the 

CGPR, did not appear to encourage nor discourage new capital raisings in any size category. 

The evidence is consistent with a priori reasoning that the regulation might not have any effect 

on the state of listing since all locations within Australia are subject to the same regulation. 

This Australian evidence is also consistent with the U.S. studies that demonstrate that when 

various burdens associated with SOX were eased in 2012, little direct effect was observed on 

IPO activity (Rose & Solomon 2016). 
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Table 3.11: Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test for small, mid, large and total IPOs introduction 

of the CGPR (pre- and post-2003) 

  
Small IPOs Mid IPOs  Large IPOs Total IPOs 

Pre- and Post-2003 

Introduction of the 

CGPR 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

No. of 

IPOs 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

No. of 

IPOs 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

No. of 

IPOs 

Total 

IPO 

Raised 

No. of 

IPOs 

T1 Test Statistic 47 58.5 43 50 59 61 49 56 

T1 Mean 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 

Standard Error of T1 12.11 12.11 12.11 12.11 12.11 12.11 12.11 12.11 

Z Test Statistic -0.66 0.29 -0.99 -0.41 0.33 0.50 -0.50 0.08 

                  

Two-Tail Test                 

Lower Critical Value -1.960 -1.960 -1.960 -1.960 -1.960 -1.960 -1.960 -1.960 

Upper Critical Value 1.960 1.960 1.960 1.960 1.960 1.960 1.960 1.960 

p-Value 0.509 0.773 0.322 0.680 0.741 0.620 0.620 0.934 

Do not reject the null hypothesis 𝑯𝟎that distribution means of both populations are equal 

Data Source: Thomson Reuters Connect4 

 

3.6.2 Choice of Filing Office Location on ASX Microcap Listings 

Whilst regulatory changes seem to have had no significant impact on small- or micro-cap ASX 

listings or listings in general, we now show that choice of ASX listing office where applications 

are filed does have an effect. The suggestion that location is important was already 

foreshadowed in Table 3.10, which indicates that the predominant number of small- and micro-

cap IPOs were filed in the WA office, with larger issues filed in NSW and VIC. We therefore 

expect filing office location to be important since it is an integral component of the local 

financial ecosystem and test parameters. 

The 5 percent and 95 percent confidence intervals for testing whether capital raised, 

and number of IPOs, differ by ASX filing location are given in Table 3.12, the test results there 
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were also coordinated with Table 3.10 (highlighting in bold/italic the values in Table 3.9 that 

fall outside the confidence intervals for a null or no effect).35  

Table 3.12: 95 percent Confidence intervals on IPOs initiated in NSW, VIC, WA, QLD and 

SA locations (1999-2019) 

5 percent and 95 

percent Confidence 

Intervals 

No. of IPOs 
Total IPO Raised (AU$ 

billion) 

Limits 

Pop. 

Mean  

µ 

Pop. 

Standard 

Deviation 

σ 

Limits 

Pop. 

Mean  

µ 

Pop. 

Standard 

Deviation 

σ 

Small 
Lower 53.22 

317.60 301.62 
$2.46 

$7.495 $5.741 
Upper 581.98 $12.53 

Mid 
Lower 9.95 

74.60 73.76 
$1.53 

$15.655 $16.112 
Upper 139.25 $29.78 

Large 
Lower -0.47 

11.40 13.54 
$0.05 

$19.731 $22.453 
Upper 23.27 $39.41 

Total 
Lower 119.33 

403.60 324.32 
$6.62 

$42.880 $41.374 
Upper 687.87 $79.15 

 

Table 3.10 and Table 3.12 indicate that the location of filing for listing is not random 

across size and number of listings. In the small IPO space, the 812 small-cap IPOs undertaken 

in WA are significantly higher in number than the 581.98 upper limit for IPO filing randomness 

by location. Both WA and NSW total capital raised of $13.04 billion and $13.88 billion, 

respectively, were significantly large. With 384 IPOs undertaken, the average small IPO size 

for NSW of $36.1 million is more than twice as large as WA’s average of $16.1 million capital 

raise. Within the mid to large IPO space, NSW and VIC dominate: both the number of NSW 

IPOs and amounts raised are greater than the 95 percent confidence bound for the hypothesis 

of no locational difference, while VIC also stands out as attracting large capital raisings.  

 
35 We have included SA and QLD listing office data as they were available listing location options for 

all but the last few years. However, as the results show, both listing offices were outside lower 

parameters, foreshadowing the ASX decision to close those offices. 
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We conclude that there is sufficient evidence to support our claim that clustering of 

small and large capital raises takes place in the regional ASX locations where listings were 

filed. In addition, filings for large capital raises tend to cluster around the large financial hubs 

of NSW and VIC, while filings for small capital raises dominate in WA, a city on the opposite 

side of Australia, well away from the large financial hubs.  

3.6.3 Headquarters Location or ASX Filing Location? 

We have shown that the ASX filing location is related to micro-cap capital raises. In Section 

3.5.2, we demonstrated that industry and size of the capital issues also appear to be specialized 

by location.  However, it is plausible that these concentrations by location reflect companies’ 

choice of headquarters location to be near similar-industry firms.  

We now argue the contrary - that ASX filing location is not a proxy for headquarters 

location, and that it is the former which is the important factor to financial ecosystems. Figure 

3.7 shows that number and size of capital raises clustered by industry, and in Figure 3.8 we 

previously showed that industry is in turn associated with location of IPO filing office. We 

propose that there are at least two reasons why these concentrations are not merely proxies for 

headquarters location. The first is that over the population of all mining and tech IPOs in WA 

from 2011 to 2018, only one-third of firms have any operations in WA.  A further one-third do 

not only have no WA operations, but they also don’t have any mining operations in Australia 

at all. Instead, these international firms operate in over 100 African, South-East Asian and 

South American countries (Douglas & Main 2015). These companies with offshore operations 

could have chosen to list in NSW or VIC locations, or in the “traditional” finance centers, or 

even list outside of Australia and perhaps closer to their area of operations. Instead, they filed 

for an ASX listing, frequently via WA.  
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The remaining one third of the listings are tech companies or mining companies that 

have failed and backdoor listed into tech.36 WA in particular holds many “listed shells” of 

companies that previously listed but while still technically solvent under company regulations, 

are seeking new business ventures to improve profitability and stakeholder prospects. These 

companies reinvent themselves by ingesting another already-listed business, much like the 

recent Special Purpose Acquisition Companies in the U.S. In the course of their original 

ventures, such companies may come across new technology, often mining related, hence the 

frequent transition from mining to tech; in 2016, 60 percent of global mining tech was produced 

from Perth (Douglas & Main 2015) 

A second reason that headquarters location is “not the story” underlying financial 

ecosystems for capital raising is that it is not just the headquarters of companies in random 

businesses but headquarters of certain industry clusters that dominate regional-originated 

listings. Thus, it is not the headquarters that determine location but the location of the financial 

ecosystem that determines locating headquarters. For example, mining companies may have 

operations outside of Australia but strategically choose to locate their headquarters or an office 

in WA to access or remain close to capital sources and technical skills or to access other 

industry capabilities.  

3.6.5 Access to Local Investors and Expertise 

We now turn to the two factors that define the financial ecosystem and are thus key to the ASX 

early-stage funding process: (i) the advisory, legal, and broker support network; and (ii) the 

investors, from angel investors to those taking up shares in the ASX IPO. 

 
36This mining/tech backdoor listing swap also happened in the dot com era (see Durand, RB, Koh, S-

W & Ng, HG 2003, 'From gold to silicon', Journal of Multinational Financial Management, vol. 13, 

no. 3, pp. 273-286. 
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Like Silicon Valley (SV) with its Sand Hill Road cluster of venture capitalists, lawyers 

and advisors to support tech entrepreneurs, WA has developed a finance and technical 

infrastructure that is now an integral part of funding small capital raises for junior mining 

exploration. In the absence of significant VC financing in Australia, WA has developed the 

micro-cap skills and financial network infrastructure suited to small IPOs on the ASX, while 

the eastern states are largely focused on large, more traditional, stable industrials. At the same 

time, the micro-cap skills and capabilities used to finance WA’s junior miners are not bespoke 

to a particular industry. For example, the ecosystem can be applied to participation in the 

processing of other early-stage, small IPOs such as technology and particularly mining-related 

technology.  

More specifically, the WA financial ecosystem skills and “reputational capital” are 

embodied in the brokers who advise on the smaller IPOs, along with the (smaller/mid-tier) 

lawyers. The brokers are viewed colloquially as the gatekeepers in guiding firms through a startup-

to-IPO process that effectively interweaves the familiar U.S. institutional VC functions and IPO 

exit into a single early-stage funding step. Firms may undertake an IPO without using a broker, or 

they may choose to use any law firm to draw up documents. However, knowledge held within 

formal and informal networks, close working relationships with the local ASX and evolved 

systems, processes and capabilities37 are often portrayed as providing a competitive advantage.  

This depiction of the funding ecosystem parallels Coval and Moskowitz’s (1999) 

conclusion that a “home bias” investment preference is frequently related to three factors: small 

 
37The many small IPO firms and advisor networks in WA are closely located, frequently clustered in a 

couple of suburbs just outside the Central Business District, providing ready, often walking distance, 

access to soft and hard information. Personal ties within the ecosystem appear to be close. Indeed, issues 

are said to be resolved using knowledge gleaned from the sheer number of IPOs undertaken. Close 

working and (often) personal relationships formed between financial intermediaries also provide easy 

access to required information. This all plays into the advantages of the local ecosystem.  
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firm size, high leverage and output tradability: The WA start-ups are early-stage and small; 

highly leveraged equates to early-stage, high-risk capital raising and the information sharing in 

the WA ecosystem means tradability.  

For the small firms, the WA-based lawyers cite their “competitive advantage” as 

consisting of their systems, knowledge, and “boilerplates” to roll out listings. Anecdotally, it 

is cheaper and quicker to go through one of the WA law firms, rather than the large international 

firms with offices located in NSW/VIC that have significantly higher levels of documentation 

and compliance fixed costs and typically work on larger deals. Table 3.13 presents evidence of 

the WA small size advantage in statistics for the deals.  The differences in IPO size specialties 

and average costs stand out. We can see the cost advantage and attractiveness of WA in the 

small cap sector by reviewing all 1,872 (93 percent) of firms that reported legal costs. As can 

be seen, WA firms fill the top place for number of IPOs undertaken.  With legal fees at over 

one-third less than in NSW and VIC, competitive economies of scale become evident across 

all sizes in IPO sectors. A deeper review of this data at firm level, highlights that one WA-

based legal firm handles more than three times the number of IPO listings, than the next largest 

international firm. When viewed by total capital listed, this list varies greatly, with the larger 

international firms dominating in the large equity issuance space and listings originating from 

NSW and VIC.  
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Table 3.13: Average cost of legal fees by state location (1999-2019) 

 

 

No. of IPOs 

Recorded Legal 

Fees 

Average Legal Fees   (AU$) 

Total 

Average 

(AU$) 

 Large Mid Small Large Mid Small  

Adelaide 0 7 68 0 $255,714 $88,459 $104,069 

Brisbane 3 28 98 $2,883,333 $282,719 $125,448 $224,813 

Melbourne 20 94 198 $1,942,263 $464,030 $152,467 $359,638 

Perth 2 41 767 $273,454 $305,349 $56,397 $69,411 

Sydney 22 169 355 $1,326,842 $473,348 $123,907 $274,032 

Total 47 339 1486 $1,691,344 $429,292 $91,020 $188,194 

 

Data Source: Thomson Reuters Connect4 

 

The ASX itself appears to juggle ecosystem costs within its national domain. As 

mentioned earlier, it consolidated its operations in 2016 whereby its QLD and SA listings were 

managed by teams sitting in NSW and VIC, respectively: the last IPO filed in SA appears to 

have been in 2013 and QLD in 2016. Given the historically low number of listings in SA and 

QLD, the cost advantage of infrastructure to support them was plausibly becoming a cost 

disadvantage.  

Turning to the investor component of the early-stage funding ecosystem and 

concentrating again on WA, we note first that WA-based investors are perceived to have a 

higher tolerance or bigger appetite for risk and early-stage ownership interests in comparison 

to investors in the eastern Australian states. It has been argued that this “home bias” and higher 

risk appetite harks back to original settlers who were attracted to WA (and Australia) in the 

1800’s for gold prospecting opportunities.38 The foundation for continuing local investor 

 
38 More recent events such as the Poseidon Nickel ‘bubble’ in the late 1960’s reinforce 

the perception. In that ex post ‘bubble,’ shares increased in price from $0.80 to over $12 before 
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segmentation by risk appetite can be attributed to state boundaries that often amplify company 

information asymmetries, allowing local investors greater direct access to a company, technical 

advisors, managers, etc. and providing information advantages gained from social interactions 

and access to expert advisors (Coval & Moskowitz 1999). The parallel in the U.S. is with earlier 

VC days when entrepreneurs on the West Coast sought out West Coast VC firms and vice 

versa, while East Coast VCs invested primarily in East Coast startups.  

In Australia, there is an additional factor reinforcing investor segmentation in the form 

of local investor bias. Domestic institutional investors such as superannuation funds, ETFs and 

other pooled investment funds that are majority located on the Australian East Coast, with 

NSW and VIC together holding 33.5 percent of total domestic institutional equity. Another 

28.3 percent of Australian equities are foreign owned, however institutional investors 

frequently cannot invest in smaller IPOs under their investment mandates and therefore 

unlikely to fund small early-stage ventures (Figure 3.10). All else being equal, the situation 

leaves Australian retail investors as the most likely source of funds in the ASX funding 

ecosystem.  

 To take a more granular look at the WA ecosystem investors, we were able to obtain 

access to one (NSW-based) share registry which provided a list of WA-based company 

shareholder (individual and institutional) postcode locations at a custodian/shareholder level, 

for 38 percent of WA’s listed company market capitalization. For this sample, 31 percent of 

capital originates from within WA. Within the privacy restrictions, we found that the first and 

 

finally delisting in 1976, but not before many individual fortunes were made and lost. Many 

speculative investments have been ‘punts’—‘real options’—on mining that continue their 

success among the junior exploration miners. Higher risk tolerant investors may invest in penny 

stocks issued by the junior explorers in the anticipation that a positive result will provide a 

100%+ return if stocks increase from $0.01 to $0.02 or more.  
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third most frequent postcodes were 2001 and 3001, i.e., central business postboxes in NSW 

and VIC, indicating probable custodian holdings. The second most common shareholder 

postcode is 6011 for a majority $15.5 billion of the total WA holdings. Postcode 6011 belongs 

to the two Perth WA residential suburbs of Cottesloe (approx. 7,500 people) and Peppermint 

Grove (1,600 people and the smallest shire in Australia). These suburbs regularly feature in 

lists of Australia’s most wealthy suburbs.  

Figure 3.10: S&P/ASX 300 institutional and direct shareholders (@30 June 2020) 

 

*Direct shareholder holding was calculated by subtracting ASX300 institutional investor 

equity investment from total ASX300 market capitalization39 

Source: Orient Capital Investor Relations Division of Link Group (@30 July 2020); 

https://www.asx300list.com/; https://www.asx.com.au/about/historical-market-

statistics.htm#End_of_month_values   (@ July 2020) 

 

The size and concentration of equity in this one small, predominately suburban postcode 

reveals significant wealth creation, and supports industry perceptions that many of the “deals” 

 
39 ACT – Australian Capital Territory, SA- South Australia, QLD - Queensland 

https://www.asx300list.com/
https://www.asx.com.au/about/historical-market-statistics.htm#End_of_month_values
https://www.asx.com.au/about/historical-market-statistics.htm#End_of_month_values
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are done privately in a tightly woven ecosystem with a cluster of entrepreneurial investors and 

where reputations matter – a landscape befitting VC/PE!   

3.7 Summary and discussion 

We have analyzed the successful combination of localized financial ecosystems and early-stage 

ASX public equity listings in providing capital access for micro-cap firms, essentially a hybrid 

of VC financing and public listing. The localization takes shape as early-stage companies select 

the ASX office to file for listing by choosing the “best fit” ecosystem. For example, small 

mining and minerals firms dominate the listing applications filed in the Perth WA office. 

The local ecosystem consists of advisors, lawyers, technical expertise, brokers and industry. 

It performs a de facto VC function in Australia, which lacks major established VCs. By 

conflating the ecosystem and a public exchange listing, the ASX listing for small and micro-

caps has developed into a hybrid of a main board listing post-VC preceded by a prototypical 

VC incubation. Predictably, the overarching importance of the VC reputation morphs into 

reputation for the success of the early stage ASX listing, i.e., the ASX must juggle its VC-like 

small firm/high risk listings with institutional large firm/lower risk listings all together on its 

main board. If the ASX can successfully do this, micro-caps gain the potential advantage of 

generally wider public access to potential investors and better secondary market depth, and 

investors gain access to VC-stage prospects with a range of varying levels of information 

transparency.  

To do the screening and monitoring necessary to preserve reputation in this hybrid small 

and micro-cap listing process, and certainly to do it efficiently at scale, the ASX has needed to 

tap into the early-stage expertise in the listing companies’ respective ecosystems. We discussed 

how the ASX’s flexible governance via its “if not, why not” policy helped make it feasible to 

place micro-cap listings alongside large company listings on the main board. Yet, in our 

analysis of the major easing of the rules in 2003, resulted in no significant impact on the number 
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or size of new ASX listings. This is not surprising: easing of SOX governance rules in the 2012 

JOBS Act in the U.S., for example, has also been found to have little measurable impact on 

IPO rates (Rose & Solomon 2016).  Perhaps investors care more about results, i.e., returns and 

minimal “tech wrecks,” than in monitoring effort itself. This seems like an interesting avenue 

for more research.  

We examined the impact of company and investor location on choice of office to file for an 

ASX IPO among those in NSW, VIC and WA. With much literature highlighting the importance 

of IPO firms’ location next to financial centers, our results show that contrary to previous 

research, IPOs can be successful even if filed far from a large finance center like Sydney or 

Melbourne. The competitive advantage of choosing a filing location can be attributed to 

supportive local ecosystems with knowledge and infrastructure that provide a crucial edge in 

filing for a successful capital access. We argue that it is these local ecosystems that are the key 

to home bias in investing, and not headquarters location.  

We can see these local ecosystems evolve, as Silicon Valley has. The predominance of 

mining and tech in the sheer number of small IPOs, particularly in WA, illustrates how WA’s 

small/micro-cap IPO skills are synonymous with industry specialization. In WA, the 

accumulated skills and behaviors are applicable to other similar early-stage, speculative, pre-

revenue industries such as tech. The implication is that the cross-disciplinary skills could be 

expanded in scope to small/micro-cap listings that fill other equity funding gaps in those non-

mining firms’ early-stage business development. 
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CHAPTER 4: Segmented Financial Risk Tolerances within the 

Standardised Initial Public Offering Regulatory Environment of the 

Australian Securities Exchange (Paper Three)  

 

4.1 Abstract 

This study examines differentiated financial risk tolerance attitudes between three listing 

branches within the ASX’s standardized listing environment. WA’s concentration of earlier-

stage IPOs (51% of all ASX small, [predominately mining] IPOs) appears to reflect a localized 

‘entrepreneurial’ risk attitude towards smaller, higher-risk transactions, comparative to NSW 

and VIC. Our mixed method approach identifies that the concentration of small-cap, capital 

raising experiences that are (in)/formally shared through key ‘gatekeepers’, shape locally 

adopted funding capabilities, business processes, and risk attitudes. Underlying risk attitudes 

were influenced by the shared confidence in the recognition and management of risk, thereby 

increasing the propensity to participate in more speculative opportunities, and WA’s 

presumptive higher risk tolerance.  

4.2 Introduction  

Returns are analogous to risks, and so the perception of risk becomes fundamental to 

asset pricing (or mispricing), risk management, and the final investment decision.  Hard 

information, such as financial statements, credit ratings, regulatory policy, may inform the vast 

majority of lending and investment decisions.  Yet, tacit or soft information also play an 

important role, as evidenced in the weight banks and other financial intermediaries place on 

relational and mutual trust, reputation, and other intangibles when seeking access to finance 

(Peruta, Campanella & Giudice 2014). Underpinned by a  vast body of literature, this 

exploratory study focuses on financial risk tolerances; - an attitude that ultimately drives 

financial decision making (Fillbeck, Hatfield & Horvath 2005). Behavioural research suggests 

that risk tolerance is implicitly and explicitly influenced by an underlying assortment of 
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complex individual biases and collective heuristics (Hirshleifer 2001). However, while the 

notion of various financial biases guiding investment decision-making is not new in the 

financial literature, less attention has been paid to the interactive social factors shaping the 

evolution of the underlying guiding biases of investors.  

Our exploratory study thus differs from previous research by analysing the largely 

under-explored impact of the underlying social interaction and historical factors influencing 

risk tolerance bias. Specifically, we examine perceived diversified financial risk tolerance 

attitudes in the context of initial price offerings (IPO) between the three Australian Securities 

Exchange (ASX) listing offices.  Our study contributes to the literature in the following 

important respects.  

By examining differentiated IPO characteristics clustered by IPO size, industry sector 

and ASX listing locality, we first highlight a segmented risk-tolerant environment and provide 

insights into the unique concentration of WA’s higher-risk, speculative IPO capital-raising 

environment. We summarise IPO clusters as follows: over the past two decades to December 

2019, New South Wales (NSW) and Victoria (VIC) dominate in terms of total IPO amounts 

listed (47% and 33%, respectively). Western Australia (WA) dominated the three regional 

listing offices in the number of listed companies, undertaking 42% of all IPOs (95% of which 

are classified as small/micro sized IPOs), however with only 9.8% of the market capitalization, 

indicates a comparatively concentrated group of smaller, [predominately junior, early-stage 

mining] listed companies (Gilbey, Marsh & Purchase 2021a). Additionally, during the ‘dot-

com’ years, and from 2014 onwards, WA’s small-cap, early-stage tech sector raised similar 

amounts to junior mining, indicating that cross-disciplinary capital raising capabilities, or 

factors other than industry specialty might be at play. WA’s cluster of early-stage, smaller IPOs 

(51% of ASX small IPOs) raises the proposition of a perceivably higher financial risk tolerance 
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towards smaller, earlier-stage speculative capital transactions, which we predominately focus 

on within this study. 

Second, this study qualitatively explores the role that predominately social interactive 

processes and past experiences play in influencing underlying the individual biases and 

heuristics that guide risk tolerances (Cornelissen 2012). We are guided by an emerging 

paradigm in social economics and finance fields, termed social transmission bias, whereby in 

the absence of regulatory or industry specific factors, fundamentally social processes such as 

people observing and talking to each other, can shape the underlying economic thinking and 

intuitive investment economic behaviours (Hirshleifer 2020). This proposal is not without 

precedent, as Bruton et al. (2017) and Sorenson and Stuart (2001) find that ‘isomorphic 

pressures’ and high cooperative levels within early US VC markets also assisted initial 

institutional processes gain legitimacy and acceptance within industry practices (Sorenson & 

Stuart 2001; Bruton, Fried & Manigart 2017 p.738).  Social interactions can shape the reliance 

on the intangible determinants of behaviours within financial markets (Hirshleifer 2020; Hong, 

Kubik & Stein 2004). They have been found to directly and impalpably influence the 

communication and interpretation of shared knowledge, assist effective identification, assess 

and monitor risk enforcement, and continuously innovate and update management processes 

and operational norms (Allen & Babus 2008).   

Our interviews identify that WA’s historical associations with early-stage mining were 

integral in driving the initial development of the necessary physical and fixed infrastructure to 

fund speculative small cap exploration. The cooperation between ‘expert’ individuals and their 

associated firms, termed ‘gatekeepers’ (i.e. financial, legal, and technical capabilities), are key 

to the development of accepted capital raising behaviours and management processes for early-

stage firm activity within WA.  
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Third, we explore how shared experiences influence financial risk tolerance within a 

standardized regulatory environment. Regulatory impacts on IPO activity and in particular, on 

small-cap IPOs have been studied in detail within the finance literature, with varied outcomes. 

For instance, Doidge et al. (2013) and Loughran et al. (1994) agree that country-level laws and 

governance requirements influence general IPO activity, while Gao et al. (2014) identify little 

evidence that regulatory changes such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 encouraged increased 

small company IPO activity (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014; Doidge, Karolyi & Stulz 2017; Doidge, 

Karolyi & Stulz 2013; Loughran, Ritter & Rydqvist 1994). La Porta et al. (1997) find that 

weaker investor regulation can lead to a less developed capital market, while Friedman and 

Grose (2016)  appear to counteract this in their finding that an overly restrictive regulation 

environment may restrict capital supply (LaPorta et al. 1997; Friedman & Grose 2016).  As 

ASX’s standardized IPO regulatory environment removes explanations of regulatory overreach 

contributions to IPO clusters by risk tolerance, issue size or industry concentration, we consider 

the shared experience influences of historical origin, relationships, trust, and cooperative 

widespread industry support within local markets.  

Following Hirshleifer’s (2020) paradigm, we propose that risk-tolerant attitudes 

develop within an evolutionary process, where aggregate behaviour is affected by an indirect 

effect of social emergence or, simply, social, interactive process (Hirshleifer 2020 p.1781). The 

resultant alignment or ‘systemic modification of [individual and organizational] ideas or 

signals as they pass from person to person’ is essential for functioning, becoming a form of 

business logic within business networks, and a critical factor in is relative competitiveness 

(Hirshleifer 2020 p. 1780; Möller & Svahn 2004).  Local industry practices with a high level 

of cooperation are informally spread throughout the industry, shaping both institutional 

behaviours and localized funding attitudes and processes (Bruton, Fried & Manigart 2017).  

We find evidence of this within WA. Interviews disclosed that gatekeepers’ shared information 
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of past transactions informed future transactions and updated organizational and technical 

processes, thus providing confidence in the identification and management of early-stage IPO 

risks. The collaborative sharing of previous (non)/successful transactions underpinned the 

underlying investor increased confidence to undertake future speculative capital-raising 

investments. WA’s perceived higher financial risk tolerance attitude was attributable to the co-

operative behaviours influencing the shared confidence or beliefs in the industry.  

Finally, this paper is the first to examine differentiated risk tolerances within a 

standardized regulatory environment. We find that WA’s perception of early-stage IPO 

transactional risk pe se was not evidently different between listing offices, nor did standardised 

regulatory controls necessarily result in standardized capital-raising behaviours. The ‘dominant 

logic’ is the perception of capabilities within the localized ecosystem of specialist individuals 

and associated organizations to expertly identify, document, and manage a perceivably higher 

risk transaction, increasing confidence in allowing the transaction to proceed and leading to 

higher risk tolerance within the WA locality (Bruton, Fried & Manigart 2017 p.739). The 

finding of differentiated financial risk tolerance attitude within a standardized regulatory 

environment is important to recognise for both policymakers and investors alike: to ensure that 

risk regulation reflects the expected demands of the public and the political environment, and 

additionally provides the appropriate balance between regulatory oversight, cost and supply of 

capital.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines financial risk 

tolerance attitudes and heuristic simplification. Section 3 introduces the organizational 

sensemaking framework literature within a multi-layered financial ecosystem. Section 4 

presents an empirical review of listed company locations and identifies the concentration of 

IPO characteristics, alluding to the likely differentiated risk preferences for IPO size and 

industry sectors between regional offices. Section 5 reports on the qualitative elite interviews 
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to explore in depth the perceived higher-risk tolerance within the WA capital-raising 

environment and the underlying influencing factors. Section 6 concludes the study. 

4.3 Biases guiding financial risk tolerances attitudes 

4.3.1 Financial risk tolerance attitudes  

Financial risk tolerance is widely recognized as the driving force behind financial 

decision-making (Filbeck, Hatfield & Horvath 2005), integral to perceptions of risk, guiding 

household decisions at the individual level, organizational processes and procedures at the 

business level, and the management and enforcement of financial risk regulatory policies at the 

macro-environmental level (Hoffman, Post & Pennings 2015; Antonczyk & Salzmann 2012; 

Cox & Sinclair 1996; Massa & Simonov 2005; Grable 2008; Gowda 1999).  

However, risk tolerances are conceptualized under various literature streams. For 

instance, normative models typically examine how investors should optimally decide, whereas 

descriptive models attempt to explain how investors evaluate risk (Grable 2008).  Economists 

propose that investors’ financial risk tolerances are largely objective functions, where 

individuals’ risk levels are a stable and enduring psychological trait, which does not develop 

significantly and can be measured via calculations of risky asset levels relative to total wealth 

(Van de Venter, Michayluk & Davey 2012). As such, this notion aligns with neoclassical 

finance assumption of broad rationality, where investors unbiasedly assess and use all available 

information for profit maximization within an efficient market (Friedman 1953; Baker, Ruback 

& Wurgler 2004; Ross 2002). However, this situation does not necessarily reflect 

individualized risk preferences or adequately explain systemic or frequent departures from 

rational investment behaviours; therefore, it fails to capture variable individual investment 

behaviours (Baker & Nofsinger 2002; Bailey, Kumar & Ng 2011; Shefrin 2009).  
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Some risk tolerance definitions within psychology decompose the concept further by 

incorporating differences between risk perception and risk appetite, finding that the perception 

of benefits and risks influences the risk appetite or likelihood of engaging in risky behaviours 

(Weber, Blais & Betz 2002).  

Thaler and Johnson (1990) find generalizing risk tolerances challenging and easily 

influenced by reframing options or other motivational factors (Thaler & Johnson 1990). 

Therefore, following Thaler and Johnson (1990), this study adopts the behavioural finance 

theoretical premise of financial risk tolerance as a tractable and multidimensional concept 

influenced by investors’ varying, predisposed, and often subconscious motivational factors (i.e. 

underlying bias) that result in often changing and elastic attitudes (Grable, Lytton & O'Neill 

2004; Grable 2013; Thaler & Johnson 1990; Grable & Lytton 1999). Broadly defined as ‘the 

willingness to engage in behaviours in which the outcomes are uncertain with the possibility 

of an identifiable negative outcome’ (Grable, Lytton & O'Neill 2004 p. 142; Irwin 1993 p. 11), 

financial risk tolerance is an investor’s attitude or maximum willingness to accept risk, which 

varies widely, often along an arbitrary scale ranging from conservative to more speculative risk 

perception and acceptance levels.  

The following section addresses the diverse motivational factors (i.e. underlying biases 

and heuristics) underlying investors’ financial perceptions of risk and risk tolerances (De 

Bondt, Mayoral & Vallelado 2013).  

4.3.2 Heuristic simplification: Biases and heuristics underlying financial decisions 

Simon’s (1972) seminal work on bounded rationality and decisions using limited 

information on alternative opportunities first notes human intuition and limited cognitive 

processing abilities as important determinants of financial decisions (Simon 1972). Shiller and 

Friedman (1984) find that speculative investment is a social activity, where discussions with 
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experts, reading about opportunities, or gossiping about previous investment success or failures 

frequently inform investment decisions (Shiller & Friedman 1984). Novice investors want to 

imitate financial experts, yet experts exposed to the same information may seek different 

investment outcomes (De Bondt, Mayoral & Vallelado 2013).  

When faced with limited or complex information, experts and investors alike may use 

intuitive investment decisions, various rules of thumb, or cognitive shortcuts (biases and 

heuristics), which simplifies choices but makes them prone to variations in judgment (Schilirò 

2018; De Bondt, Pfiffelmann & Roger 2018). Therefore, investors have different processing 

abilities, which may result in fully equivalent information disclosures that influence investor 

perceptions differently (Hirshleifer & Teoh 2003; Baker & Nofsinger 2002). 

The phenomenon of ‘heuristic simplification’ is the base for unconscious biases and 

judgment heuristics, which despite being sometimes random, frequently include predictable 

over and under confidence errors, erroneous judgments, or systemic biases (Baker & Nofsinger 

2002 p. 100; Sahi, Arora & Dhameja 2013). The finance literature abounds with analyses of 

biases. For example, the projection bias is the expectation investors form about projected future 

investment trends by extrapolating current or past events (Grable, Lytton & O'Neill 2004; 

Shefrin 2000), while the recency bias is a cognitive bias where prior outcomes influence 

investor behaviour (Daniel, Hirshleifer & Teoh 2002). Investor overconfidence bias is another 

example in which traders’ overestimation of their abilities usually results in over-trading (De 

Bondt & Thaler 1995; Barber & Odean 2013). Extant studies find that, while trading 

aggressiveness is strongly associated with social interaction, such situations do not fully 

explain the attraction to high volatility and skewed stocks (Han, Hirshleifer & Walden 2021). 

Other psychological biases also include omission, hindsight, or incentive caused biases, whose 

interactive effects frequently affect regulatory level outcomes (Hirshleifer 2008). 
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We do not differentiate between the many biases in finance literature, nor we discuss 

their contributions to rational, objective investment decisions. However, when investors invest 

or divest en masse, often at odds with benchmark GDP or inflation trends, causing widely 

diverging bull and bear markets, market bubbles and market panics show something other than 

the notion that the efficient market and rational investors are driving investment behaviours 

(Bakker et al. 2010). Behavioural economists simply propose that investors’ psychological 

biases are at play and are almost certainly affected by the information received and behaviours 

of other trusted traders through each interaction (Bakker et al. 2010).  

4.4 Linking investor bias to multi-layered interactive sensemaking process 

Both the organizational sensemaking literature and behavioural finance theories 

accept that biases are deeply rooted, suggesting their systemic influences within the business 

environment. Sensemaking is a key framework often incorporated into other interdisciplinary 

research fields to investigate the interplay between learning cognition and action. It is explored 

via conversation within a seven-step sequential flow process to examine how people construct 

and interpret their social world, the effects of previous situations, social interactions, and shared 

experiences that provide information and learning from improbable events (Islam 2019; Maitlis 

& Christianson 2014).  

Using keyword searches in Google Scholar, this study employs the sensemaking 

process to investigate the capital-raising and behavioural finance literature. It does not aim to 

provide an exhaustive literature search on each theme. Rather, it seeks to use the sensemaking 

process to collate existing research and explore factors influencing underlying heuristics and 

biases affecting risk tolerance. We outline the sensemaking framework and link key finance 

themes to each process in Table 4.14. 
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Table 4.14 : Linking Key Finance Themes to Sensemaking Processes 
Sensemaking Process Behavioural Economics and Neo-Classical Finance Themes 

1. Identity 

Occurs at the individual level, but formed though 

interaction to develop sense of individual or 

collective self-perception of identity(Schepis, 

Purchase & Ellis 2014; Lowe, Purchase & Ellis 

2012; Eshraghi & Taffler 2015) 

• Individuals and organisations are often anchored in their own sense of self-perceptions and 

habits formed from self-imposed rules  (Daniel, Hirshleifer & Subrahmanyam 1998) 

2. Retrospection 

Past experiences influence future decisions 

processes. Learning from history, relies on 

previously developed beliefs when thinking of the 

future  (Carter & Colville 2003) 

• Psychological biases influence future investor decision making (Daniel, Hirshleifer & Teoh 

2002) 

• Investor behaviours and perceptions, affected by prior outcomes, drive behavioural 

motivations (Massa & Simonov 2005) 

3. Enactment 

Individuals enact their experiences according to 

stimuli to gain feedback, develop routines and 

reduce functional complexity (Weick 1988) 

• Investors act on objective or subjective financial risk tolerance, with a perception gap in risk 

tolerances and eventual investment decisions (Marinelli, Mazzoli & Palmucci 2017).   

• Investors financial biases and collective heuristics are influenced by public risk relation policy 

(stimuli) affecting financial behaviours (Gowda 1999) 

4. Social Activity 

Experience and stories are shared, creating 

consensual understanding and/or organisational 

processes  

• Individual’s in similar groups exhibit similar biases and heuristics with misconceptions often 

conveyed through social processes (Hirshleifer 2001; Pyles et al. 2016) 

• Speculative investment is a social activity (Shiller & Friedman 1984) 

• Risk transfer behaviours through interactions of traders with more of less optimist beliefs 

about future developments affecting price (Han, Hirshleifer & Walden 2021) 

• Social Factors (i.e. friends, colleagues etc) affect financial decisions (Baker & Nofsinger 

2002) 

• Social Transmission Bias, behaviour is socially emergent, a concept often forgotten in the 

finance field (Hirshleifer 2020) 

• Investors pay attention to information from conversation influencing belief formation 

(Hirshleifer & Teoh 2003). 

5. Ongoing Learning 

Ongoing flow of information, simultaneous 

shaping and reacting to the environment  

• ‘Experts’ play a role in supplementing interpretations of expert knowledge with local context 

(Sinclair 2000)  

• Speculative investors attitudes and confidence’s change through time and experience (Shiller 

2000). 

• Formal policy makers play integral part in knowledge dissemination, expectations and risk 

assessments, shaping financial risk behaviours (Brammertz & Clacher 2010; Kollman 2008). 

•  Policy regulations reflect local context and expectations (Gowda 1999) 

6. Use of Enacted Cues 

Noticed cues develop broader meaning, linking 

ideas to bigger networks or collective 

understanding, provide a form of stimulation or 

priming behavior, evoking nonconscious 

associational cues or behavioral preferences, 

which are as significant as conscious behavioral 

intent (Berger & Fitzsimons 2008; Chartrand & 

Bargh 1996; Kirk & McSherry 2012).  

 

• Many variables including socio-economic and psychological factors influence investors 

Financial Risk Tolerance’s (Sulaiman 2012) 

• Mental shortcuts change cognitions (beliefs, preferences), influencing financial behaviours 

(Dolan et al. 2012) 

 

7. Plausibility over accuracy 

Given the variety of conflicting views and 

complexity of information, actors rely on 

plausibility, over accuracy, to align the many 

cures received 

• Investors are guided by their biases, beliefs, preferences (Capon, Fitzsimons & Prince 1996) 

• Investors rely on bias shortcuts to understand complexity, increasing systemic investor 

miscalculation (Baker & Nofsinger 2002) 

• Emotion plays a role in influencing risk tolerance decisions (Cavalheiro et al. 2011) 

• Investors with higher risk tolerances are more likely to trade and hold riskier portfolios 

(Hoffman, Post & Pennings 2015) 

• Investor are more prone to use of bias in valuing securities when information is sparse 

(Hirshleifer 2001) 

• Investors trading and risk taking behaviour is affected by investors’ perceptions (Hoffman, 

Post & Pennings 2015) 

• Investors do not always act fully rationally (Ritter 2003; De Bondt, Pfiffelmann & Roger 

2018; Baker, Ruback & Wurgler 2004) 

• Investment choices may be justified with sayings such as “it just felt like the right thing to do” 

(Erb, Bioy & Hilton 2002 p. 252)  
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4.4.1 Micro-layer: Factors influencing individual biases 

Our qualitative interviews examine risk tolerances using the sensemaking processes 

within multi-layered, social, and business interactive processes, as shown in Figure 4.11 

(Möller 2010; Geels 2002). We review each layer below. 

Figure 4.11: Business Fields as a Layered System (modified from Geels 2002, Möller 2010) 

Sensemaking starts as an individual process: individuals perceive reality from each experience 

and develop plausible explanations to determine order and clarify different situations. 

However, each experience can be interpreted differently; individuals’ past successes, failures, 

emotions, or feelings might arguably influence perception, recognition, or assessment of future 

complex risk decisions or asset evaluations (Cavalheiro et al. 2011). No individual, investor, 

advisor, or financial intermediary (e.g., banks, brokers, and fund managers) works in isolation. 

Therefore, each interaction updates previous knowledge through shared experiences, ideas, and 

perceptions. Each interaction between individuals or their associated companies, seamlessly 

interacts within and between each layer within the multi-layered framework, iteratively and 

dynamically adjusting operational processes and expectations with each relationship activity, 

as shown in Figure 4.11. The ongoing sensemaking learning process thus becomes social, 
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contingent upon others and evolving at each interaction: a separate yet shared process (Islam 

2019).  

4.4.2 Meso-layer: Shared sensemaking influences organizational risk perceptions 

Moving to the business layer, collective or organizational sensemaking occurs when 

an individual’s thoughts are shared and develops into an agreed understanding, becoming 

embedded within the firm as an expected course of action or organizational process (Stigliani 

& Ravasi 2012; Maitlis & Christianson 2014; Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld 2005). Managers 

and leaders may try through social or more formal processes within their businesses and 

networks to influence or persuade others and create sectors of emerging collective alignment 

(Maitlis & Christianson 2014; Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld 2005). 

The formation of a bias cluster shared within a business network supports the 

development of common heuristic beliefs and biases that feed into and shape demand, 

management, and the implementation of systemic risk assessment and regulatory processes 

(Kirk & McSherry 2012; Cronqvist & Siegel 2014; Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman 2002; 

Gowda 1999; Medlin & Törnroos 2014). The recognized processes and common beliefs within 

the business network, organization, or group provide an acceptable way to interact, solve 

problems, and support innovation and decision-making processes, guiding the ultimate 

strategic direction (Gioia & Thomas 1996; Håkansson & Snehota 1995; Welch & Wilkinson 

2002). ‘Behaviour is socially emergent’ and small biases can have compoundingly large 

effects (Hirshleifer 2020 p.1780). 

Many studies find that investors within associated groups use similar individual biases 

and heuristics that conform to stereotypical behaviours shared through social processes (Baker 

& Nofsinger 2002). Therefore, bias clusters can be connected with shared interests within 

industry sectors and geographic locations, such as Silicon Valley (Saxenian 1994), with similar 

investment goals (retail or institutional) and financial markets via oligopolies or speculative 
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bubbles (Shiller 2000; Carvalho, Durand & Ng 2001), such as the 2001 dotcom era. Therefore, 

collective sensemaking can be described as a form of network logic.  

4.4.3 Macro-layer: multi-layer interactions shape risk policy management and enforcement  

Beyond the meso-layer, collective sensemaking operates at the macro ‘environmental 

sensemaking’ layer to shape overarching financial structures and risk behaviours via political, 

economic, cultural, or regulatory forces (Maitlis & Christianson 2014 p. 88). Governments and 

other governing bodies design regulatory systems to create structures and processes that 

influence local, regional, and global financial market behaviours (Sinclair 2000). Hence, 

regulatory systems identify, enforce, and reduce business risks to guide investment behaviours. 

Moreover, by its intended design, they effectively influence risk perceptions and identifiable 

bias up to the country level by purposefully establishing regulatory policies to promote same 

mindedness among individuals (Sinclair 2000; Brammertz & Clacher 2010; Antonczyk & 

Salzmann 2012).  

However, policies vary in terms of legitimacy over time and place (Cox & Sinclair 

1996). Each country’s culture is embedded into its respective regulatory framework, with 

expectations in one culture potentially violating the stereotypical understandings of another 

(Osland & Bird 2000). Therefore, policymakers are essential in addressing social expectations 

and behaviours in the knowledge dissemination, establishment, and risk assessment 

communicative process (Kollman 2008; Brammertz & Clacher 2010).  

4.4.4 Social interaction between layers influences risk policy interpretation 

In uncertain speculative opportunities or settings where financial information is 

unavailable during early-stage funding, expert guidance is frequently sought. Within business 

settings, regulatory context interpretations are often connected to individuals associated with 

financial intermediaries, such as law firms, technical advisors, and financial advisors (Sinclair 

file:///C:/Users/Avv.Giuseppe%20Pirozzo/Downloads/_ENREF_41
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2000). Such guidance identifies perceived risk and directs early-stage risk capital suppliers’ use 

of complicated contractual documents as to protect and manage investments within local 

financial market regulations, accounting regulations, legal systems, or the application of 

bankruptcy laws (Antonczyk & Salzmann 2012). In providing such guidance, financial 

intermediaries essentially validate common practices for service provision activities, shape and 

set standards of behaviour and codes of conduct, and supplement ‘expert knowledge with locally 

held’ norms and processes, aiding judgment determination (Sinclair 2000 p. 488, 490; Cutler, 

Haufler & Porter 1999). However, heuristics and biases are inherently human and subject to 

unique human influences. Therefore, this guidance may sway the priming of heuristic biases 

impacting systemic financial behaviours and risk tolerances. 

Regulatory debates are frequently influenced by personal stories, encompassing 

personal biases and social processes that amplify persuasions (Hirshleifer 2008). Systemic 

regulatory processes are thus influenced by local contexts, evolving structural biases and 

behaviours through actions, processes, and politics of influential individuals and organisations 

within a local community. These factors sway both conscious and nonconscious priming of 

heuristic biases (Clark & Geppert 2010). 

Risk regulation policies tend to reflect localized beliefs. They frequently advocate 

efficiency or ‘rational laziness’ within local boundaries, rather than normative standards of 

regulation or rational choices, as in expected utility theories (Gowda 1999). Therefore, 

policymakers must carefully manage public demand for risk regulation (Gowda 1999) against 

the inclusion of misguided heuristic and biased judgments, as their effect makes policy-

inefficient, risk-marginalizing, impractical, or irrational (Nigam & Ocasio 2010; Gowda 1999). 
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4.5 Empirical review: Australian Securities Exchange industry and IPO market 

characteristics 

Mixed methods are not widely used in finance. However, this approach provides greater 

validity and reliability of the findings, particularly in exploratory research, where the synergy 

of multiple methodologies can compensate for the weakness of individual ones (Abro, 

Khurshid & Aamir 2015). Here, we present empirical data to highlight the concentration of 

industry sectors and differentiated IPO capital-raising characteristics between each state and 

emphasize a concentration of early stage, potentially higher-risk, IPO activities within WA. 

Then, in Section 5, guided by the sensemaking process, we employ qualitative elite interviews 

to explore the posited higher financial risk-tolerant capital-raising environment within WA and 

capture the underlying biases and essential ‘human’ factors contributing to the differentiated 

characteristics. 

4.5.1 ASX Industry and IPO market characteristics 

The Australian private equity/venture capital (VC) markets are relatively young, 

providing a lower level of available funding40, in comparison to the U.S., European and other 

similarly developed countries (Suchard 2009).  The ASX is therefore an important capital 

raising option for many early stage, small/micro-cap firms.  

IPO capital raising listing and administration functions are centralized in Sydney, under 

the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and the Reserve Bank 

overseeing risk governance. Contrary to most (if not all) other major global exchanges, a 

company may choose to raise IPO capital in one of three ASX regional office subject to the 

same standardized capital-raising regulatory requirements, regardless of IPO size, industry 

sector, location of operations, or headquarters. Thus, IPO capital-raising behaviours, risk 

 
40 OECD: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=VC_INVEST (March 2021) 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=VC_INVEST
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tolerances, or expectation of IPO success in any regional location might assumed be relatively 

the same. NSW and VIC (together known as the Eastern States) dominate in terms of corporate 

headquartering for the largest and most industry sectors and, thus, are usually considered 

Australia’s prominent centres of economic power (Sigler 2013). This situation may increase 

the expectation that firms reasonably expect better IPO outcomes in terms of access to 

investors, advisors with greater expertise, and increased liquidity if they choose to be listed via 

these offices. Several studies note that financial-centre location matters guide this hypothesis; 

that is, proximity to financial expertise areas may reduce information asymmetry (Loughran & 

Schultz 2006; Loughran 2008), give better access to local investors (Nielsson & Wójcik 2016; 

Coval & Moskowitz 1999; Ibbotson & Ritter 1995), and encourage early listing (Wojcik 2009) 

or better pricing (Loughran 2008). 

We first review ASX-listed firm features by extracting all listed companies and their 

market capitalization directly from the ASX database.41 We then match each company to its 

Global Industry Classification Standard (GCIS) industry sector and ASX listing branch office 

using the Thompson Reuters Connect4 database.  

 4.5.2 ASX listed company characteristics  

As previously mentioned, listed company characteristics vary by locality. NSW and 

VIC dominate the ASX in terms of total market capitalization of companies (45.7% and 37.7% 

respectively), yet WA is home to the most firms; however, with a total market capitalization of 

only $179.02b, they are invariably small (Table 4.15(A)).  

 

 

 

 
41 https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx-listed-companies (7 April 2020) 

https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx-listed-companies
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Table 4.15: ASX Listed Companies by Branch Office 

(A) ASX Listed Companies (at 7th April 2020) 

($b) NSW VIC WA QLD * SA * EFT/Int Total 

Number of 

Companies 
704 345 786 109 52 212 2,208 

% of Total 31.8% 15.6% 35.6 4.9% 2.3% 9.6% 100% 

Total Market 

Cap 
$828.7 $682.5 $179.02 $52.49 $7.82 $60.8 $1,811.34 

% of Total 45.7% 37.7% 9.9% 2.9% 0.0% 3.3% 100% 

(B) Number of Listed Companies (Mining and Tech) 

 NSW VIC WA QLD* SA* Inter’al Total 

Mining 89 54 427 37 22 0 629 

Tech 105 71 93 10 5 1 285 

Total 194 125 520 47 27 1 914 

(C) Total Market Cap of Listed Companies (Mining and Tech) 

($b) NSW VIC WA QLD* SA* EFT/Int Total 

Mining  $18.49 $172.07 $82.19 $2.20 $1.15 0 $276.09 

Tech $67.15 $165.60 $3.11 $3.43 $1.17 $0.19 $240.64 

Total $85.64 $337.67 $85.29 $5.62 $2.32 $0.19 $516.73 

Data Source: Thompson Reuters Connect 4, and https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx-listed-

companies (7 April 2020)  

*Queensland (“QLD”) and South Australia (“SA”) ASX regional listing offices were additional 

listing branches for the majority of this data time period, but closed by the ASX in 2016.  They are 

included for completeness of data presentation but not discussed other than in passing.  

 

When viewed by industry sector, figure 12 clearly shows the banking dominance of the 

ASX in terms of market capitalization, with 18 firms holding 15% ($272 billion) of the ASX 

market capitalization.  However, with $276 billion market capitalization, 629 mining firms 

account for over one-third of all listed companies. WA is headquarters to over two-thirds of all 

ASX listed mining companies (Table 4.14(B)). As such, small mining companies are a 

prevailing feature of WA’s economy, comprising 54% of the listed companies (Marsh & 

Gilbey 2022).  

https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx-listed-companies
https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx-listed-companies
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The second largest group by number of firms is software, biotech, and technology 

(‘tech’),42 another often early-stage industry sector (Figure 4.12). 520 (56.7%) of all mining 

and tech firms are located in WA (Table 4.14(B)), yet with a market capitalisation of $337 

billion, VIC is home to the largest firms (Table 4.14(C)). Together, these two groups are 

invariably small cap, yet account for nearly half of all ASX listed companies. 

 

Figure 4.12: Top 15 Australian Listed Companies’ Industry Sectors (ranked by market 

capitalization) 

 

 

 

 

 
42 With no single definition for technology firms, Software and services, Pharmaceutical 

biotechnology & life sciences, and Technology hardware and equipment, as detailed under the GCIS 

used by the ASX are together defined as Technology. 
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4.5.3 ASX IPO characteristics 

However, mining companies are comprised predominately of early stage, small, and 

micro-cap exploratory mining companies (i.e., junior miners), often at pre-revenue 

development stages. Nearly one-third of all mining firms do not have any mining operations 

within WA or even Australia; instead, they operate in over 100 African, Latin American, and 

Asia-Pacific countries (Satchwell & Redden 2016; Australian-African Metals and Energy 

Group 2018). The following question arises: why do these smaller companies choose WA, a 

small capital city, away from the traditional finance centres of NSW or VIC instead of being 

closer to operations or a major financial centre? Industry discussions indicate that WA is felt 

to hold a higher risk appetite within the regional ecosystem for earlier stage, smaller companies 

that seek to be listed on the ASX.  

Therefore, to explore this proposition, we examined the IPO data sample of Gilbey et 

al. (2021), who identified 2,018 IPOs conducted on the ASX from January 1999 to December 

2019. Guided by Rose and Solomon (2016), Gilbey et al. (2021) divided the IPO sample into 

three sizes using the market capitalization of firms at IPO dates: i) small-cap IPOs: < $75 

million market capitalization upon listing; ii) middle-cap IPOs: $75–$700 million market 

capitalization upon listing; and iii) large-cap IPOs: > $700 million market capitalization upon 

listing (Rose & Solomon 2016). The results for IPO capital raised between 1 January 1999 to 

31 December 2019 are summarized in Table 4.16. 
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Table 4.16: IPO Capital Raised Branch Office (1999-2019) 

(A) No. of IPOs (1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019) 

 NSW VIC WA QLD* SA * Total % Total 

Small 384 212 812 107 74 1589 78.74% 

Mid 189 105 41 30 7 372 18.43% 

Large 29 23 2 3 0 57 2.82% 

Total 602 340 855 140 81 
2,018 100.00% 

% Total 29.83% 16.85% 42.37% 6.94% 4.01% 

(B) IPO Raised (AUD Billion) (1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019) 

 NSW VIC WA QLD* SA* Total % Total 

Small  $13.89 $6.39 $13.03 $2.88 $1.36 $37.56 17.52% 

Mid $40.32 $23.07 $8.60 $5.35 $0.86 $78.20 36.47% 

Large $47.28 $40.47 $1.56 $9.34 $0.00 $98.66 46.01% 

Total  $101.50 $69.93 $23.20 $17.57 $2.22 
$214.41 100.00% 

% Total 47.34% 32.62% 10.82% 8.20% 1.03% 

Mean IPO($M) $168.6 $205.7 $27.1 $125.5 $27.4 $106.5  

(C) WA based Mining and Tech IPOs (1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019) 

 Mining Tech Total (Mining, Tech)  

 
No of 

IPOs 

IPO Issued 

($b) 

No of 

IPOs 

IPO 

Issued 

($b) 

No of 

IPOs 

IPO Issued 

($b) 
 

Small  465 $5.53 81 $1.67 545 $7.20  

Mid 7 $2.00 1 $0.09 8 $2.09  

Large 1 $0.78 0 0 1 $0.78  

Total  473 81 81 $1.75 554 $10.06  

Data Source: Thompson Reuters Connect 4, (Gilbey, Marsh & Purchase 2021a) 

 

Tables 4.3(A) and 4.3(B) highlight that 1,589 (78.7%) of all IPOs are small cap, 

raising only 17.52% of total IPO capital, while 57 IPOs (2.82%) are large cap, raising 46.01% 

of IPO capital. Table 4.3(A) further shows that most (i.e. 51%) all small-cap IPOs are 

undertaken in WA.  

However, WA’s small cap IPO propensity extends beyond the mining sector, as alluded 

to earlier and discussed further in Section 5. During the ‘dot-com’ era and again from 2014 

onwards, tech raised similar amounts to mining indicating that factors other than industry 

specialities preferences are influencing IPO clusters by locality (Figure 4.13). Given the higher 

concentration of small-cap IPOs and early stage, higher-risk companies in WA, the empirical 
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findings support the proposition that the WA financial ecosystem furnishes an indicatively 

higher-risk capital-raising environment, signalling a higher risk tolerance propensity.  

Figure 4.13: Mining and Technology IPOs in WA (1999-2019) 

*2018: adjusted for the only large sized IPO of $778m during the two-decade period 

Data Source: Thomson Reuters Connect4   
 

Exploring the social factors impacting the differentiated financial risk tolerances and the 

underlying influencing biases in each ASX branch is beyond this study’s scope. Accordingly, 

the subsequent analysis will explore the determinants shaping individual and collective biases 

and heuristics within WA’s higher financial risk tolerance. 

4.6  Qualitative method, data analysis, and interview findings    

4.6.1 Elite interview method  

Elite interview analysis best supports the abductive process of theoretical innovation and 

construction from a grounded theory foundation (Timmermans & Tavory 2012). It is a 

qualitative method commonly used to explore data from domain experts when studying 

emerging theories (Pidgeon, Turner & Blockley 1991). Unlike random sampling, elite interviews 

are non-probabilistic and purposive, which helps corroborate information established by other 

sources and infer significant population characteristics or decision-making guidelines (Berry 
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2002). All 16 purposive sampling types identified help experts triangulate and corroborate other 

findings (Tansey 2007; Guest, Bunce & Johnson 2006; Miles & Huberman 1994).    

Given the empirical data findings, the elite interviews will examine the underlying social 

processes influencing the indicatively higher-risk tolerance within WA, gathering “rich details” 

from “elite” perceptions and thoughts on factors impacting underlying financial biases and risk 

tolerances. Guided by Ferrary and Granovetter (2009), which identifies network groups central 

to accessing finance for early stage, higher-risk firms within Silicon Valley, we also identified a 

diverse group of 11 WA-based advisors, company directors, and brokers who interact with, 

guide, or are integral to the dynamics or “robustness” of WA’s early stage, higher-risk capital-

raising financial environment (Ferrary & Granovetter 2009 p. 329). Interviewee 12, an NSW-

based senior executive in the ASX/ASIC regulatory layer, who advises on IPO listings across 

Australia, was included to provide macro-regulatory insight and further corroborate bias 

perceptions identified by interviewees 1 to 11. 43 

Each elite was purposely selected to provide a nuanced understanding of the capital-

raising processes of WA. Interviewees 1 to 11 provide advice predominately in WA via their 

investor, senior broker, company director, or company chair senior roles; however, they could 

additionally compare and discuss capital-raising experiences in other areas to ensure diverse 

 
43 The sample size follows Francis et al.’s (2010) principles of data saturation whereby an initial 

analysis sample of 10 appropriately diversified interviews was conducted, establishing the subsequent 

stopping criterion when no new themes emerged Francis, JJ, Johnston, M, Robertson, C, Glidewell, L, 

Entwistle, V, Eccles, MP & Grimshaw, JM 2010, 'What is an adequate sample size? Operationalising 

data saturation for theory-based interview studies', Psychol Health, vol. 25, no. 10, pp. 1229-45..  

Further support by Guest et al. (2006) who after conducting 60 interviews in successive sets of 

six, found that 92% of all new coded themes were identified after 12 interviews Guest, G, Bunce, A & 

Johnson, L 2006, 'How many interviews are enough?', Field Methods, vol. 18, no. 1, pp. 59-82., thus 

further supporting our sample size. Therefore, the sample size of 12 senior and expert (elite) interviewees 

is appropriate to discover coded themes and provide appropriate saturation in this exploratory study.  
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views across consultant experience, industry sector exposure, and regions of operation, as 

outlined in Table 4.17. Given the dominance of WA’s higher-risk mining sector, representative 

diversity across other predominant industry sectors was considered important to provide 

comparative insight across other WA-based capital-raising sectors.  

Table 4.17: Data Sample: Elite Interview Profile 

 Diversity of Interviewees 

Type of Consultant 
Industry 

Sector Adviser 

Region of 

Operation 

In
te

rv
ie

w
e
e 

 

Interviewee 

Position Title 
Size of Firm * 

  
 A

d
vi

so
r 

Q
u
a
li

fi
ca

ti
o
n
 

(A
F

S
L

/C
A

*
*
) 

 B
ro

ke
r 

 I
n
ve

st
o
r 

 M
in

in
g

 

  
  

T
ec

h
/B

io
 

O
th

er
 I

n
d
u
st

ry
  
 

S
ec

to
rs

 

 P
er

th
 

 A
u
st

ra
li

a
 

 I
n
te

rn
a
ti

o
n
a
l 

Int. A 
Chairman, 

NED 

Various, small to 

large 
X   X X    X X 

Int. B CEO Medium X    X   X X  

Int. C 
Executive 

Director 
Small X ASFL   X X X X   

Int. D Manager Micro X ASFL  X X X X X X  

Int. E 
Founding MD 

and Investor 
Medium X ASFL  X X X X X X X 

Int. F 
Founding 

Director 
Medium X ASFL X X X X X X X  

Int. G Director Small X ASFL  X  X X X X X 

Int. H Director 
Various, small to 

medium 
X    X  X X X  

Int. I 
Founding 

Director 
Medium X ASFL X X  X X X X X 

Int. J CEO Medium X CA    X  X X X 

Int. K Senior Broker Medium X ASFL X  X X X X X X 

             

Int. M 

Senior 

Executive 

Risk and 

Listings 

Regulator: 

(NSW) 
          

* Firm size: Micro enterprises (1–4 employees), small (5–19 employees), medium (20–199 employees), 

large (200+ employees(Swanepoel & Harrison 2015). 

**  Consultant qualification held by interviewee:  Australian Financial Services license (AFSL), or 

Chartered Accountant (CA) qualification     
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4.6.2 Data analysis 

Interviews employed semi-structured, open-ended questions to capture perceptions, 

biases, retrospective influences, and interactions at individual, business, and regulatory layers 

(Mandják, Simon & Szalkai 2011; Eisenhardt 1989). Each interviewee was asked about their 

perceptions of two key topics: how capital-raising was conducted within an industry or investor 

group and who might be approached when seeking information or access to equity capital, why 

it is so, and previous experiences. The first topic helped explore risk tolerance perceptions, 

micro-layer local norms, and biases that affect risk tolerances, macro-regulatory influences, the 

role of meso-layer expert advisors in capital-raising activities, and the influences of past and 

present behaviors of actors within WA-bounded business networks. The second topic provided 

insights into social relationship interactions, locational choices, access to advisors or social 

networks, perceived capital-raising capabilities (i.e., perceived biases and heuristics), and 

identified perceived differences in risk tolerance across regions.  

After transcription, common themes were coded using nVivo and identified upon 

replication. Within Australia’s overarching risk regulatory framework, different perceived risk 

groupings within capital-raising markets were descriptively identified across broad geographic 

groupings of WA, Eastern States, and Australia. Factors perceived to influence regional risk 

biases were reflected in the coded matrix, which aligned recurring interview themes to 

sensemaking frameworks within each layered business field (Table 4.18). 
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Table 4.18: NVivo Coding Structure Alignment to Sense-making and Business Fields 

Constructs 

        

 
Guiding   1.  Perceptions of Capital-Raising Risk Tolerances 

Questions       2.  Who they might or had previously approached? 

 

Macro 

(Policy/Environmental) 
Meso (Organisational/Business) 

Micro 

(Individuals) 

Emerging 

Themes 

Australia Western Australia Eastern States WA  

R
is

k
 

Id
en

ti
ty

 Economically stable, 

fewer listing regulations, 

strong resources sector. 
Wild west, higher risk, 

entrepreneurial 

Institutional, stable, 

large funds, and banks 

Cowboy, micro-cap 

skills, higher risk, 

entrepreneurial 

Descriptive risk 

tolerance identities by 

geographic grouping 

R
et

ro
sp

ec
ti

v
e 

Regulatory environment 

fills Australia’s gap in 

PE/VC funding for early-

stage mining requirement 

-governs overall risk 

tolerance expectations and 

enforcement behaviors 

Past mining experiences 

priming future patterns:  

WA’s historical roots, 

prospector history 

influencing risk 

perceptions 

Institutional industry 

focus primes more 

conservative risk 

tolerance behaviors. 

less tolerance of micro-

cap, speculative risk 

Prospector-mining-

roots-primed 

financial risk 

behaviors, local 

context 

Historical activities 

prime localized and 

country wide risk 

perceptions, attitudes 

and ultimately 

tolerances 

E
n

a
ct

 w
it

h
in

 

E
n

v
ir

o
n

m
en

t 

Regulatory system 

establishes overarching 

financial ecosystem 

management, adapting to 

localized expectations 

Iterative experiences 

establish routines or 

processes reflecting 

local context; expert 

knowledge with the 

higher risk mining 

sector 

Iterative experiences 

establish routines or 

processes reflecting 

local context; expert 

knowledge, with more 

stable institutional 

capital 

Each transaction 

iteratively updates 

risk expectations 

and processes; 

Access to local 

expertise adapts 

local activities 

Expert intermediaries 

hold knowledge 

networks; macro 

policy-setting 

facilitates diversity of 

multiple local 

contexts.  

S
o

ci
a

l 
a

ct
iv

it
y

 

Networks and reputational 

relationships extending 

between meso-layers and 

beyond Australia 

Social and business 

interactions influence 

biases and shared risk 

tolerances to make 

sense of complex 

assessments; trusted 

‘expert’ opinions 

Social and business 

interactions influence 

biases and shared risk 

tolerances to make 

sense of complex 

assessments; trusted 

‘expert’ opinions 

Earlier stage 

opportunities 

reliance on 

reputation and trust 

often gained 

through social 

interactions- 

informs investment 

decision  

Relationships, 

reputation, and trust 

often highlighted as 

critical 

O
n

g
o

in
g
 Regular updating of ASX 

regulatory policy-setting 

to reflect current market 

expectations – mining risk 

vs large institutional IPOs 

Individual risk biases 

are adapted/reflected 

through ongoing 

interactions and 

activities; fluid and 

transforming—shared 

perception of higher 

risk tolerance in WA 

Greater exposure to 

larger and more varied 

IPOs across industrial, 

banking, and fund 

management industry 

sectors; perceived lower 

risk tolerance and 

capacity for early-stage 

risk capital  

Ongoing exposure 

to mining shaped 

indicatively higher 

individual risk 

behaviors and 

norms 

Differences in meso’s 

perceived risk 

tolerances and 

underlying biases; 

macro policy-setting 

facilitates diversity of 

multiple local 

contexts 

E
x

tr
a

ct
ed

 C
u

es
 

ASX policy recognition of 

meso contexts feeds into 

regulatory policy-setting 

Mining evolved risk 

biases, tolerances, and 

capabilities, influencing 

expert advisors IPO 

capabilities in other 

sectors’ Cross-

disciplinary risk 

behaviors 

Local exposure to 

larger, mature industries 

guides risk behaviors 

across industry sectors 

Learned mining risk 

behaviors applied to 

other industry 

sectors 

Expert advisors’ 

critical role in linking 

cues between industry 

sectors 

P
la

u
si

b
il

it
y
  Iterative policy 

adjustments to maintain 

the plausibility–accuracy 

balance  

Shared complex risk 

assessment biases for 

higher risk IPOs; biased 

heuristics/ plausible 

accurate assessment of 

risk 

Shared complex risk 

assessment biases for 

different industry 

sectors’ IPOs  

Is risk accurately 

assessed? Use of 

personal investment 

bias preferences 

Local context, 

interaction, and 

environmental 

attitudes influence 

macro-layer risk 

governance  

Italics reflect interviewees’ comments  
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4.6.3 Interview findings and results 

From Table 4.5’s summary of the interview findings, we comment on pertinent 

common themes across each business layer.  

     Macro-layer: Institutional environment 

Commencing with an overview of Australia’s capital-raising macro-environment, the 

ASX provides a general mechanism supporting a diverse capital-raising environment, ranging 

from early-stage capital-raising requirements for specific industry sector groups to large IPO 

undertakings. The abundance of natural resources has been frequently discussed as 

fundamentally influencing financial infrastructure and capital access mechanisms within the 

Australian economy. Australia’s natural gas, oil, iron ore, and mineral reserves require 

exploration capital to develop, driving an inherent demand for the availability of early-stage 

capital options. However, given that venture capital options are less available for specific 

early-stage industry sectors, the role of the ASX was frequently considered the predominant 

mechanism to access early-stage capital for firms across all industry sectors. 

“Australia’s ASX [has] kind of ended up being a bit more like a listed VC, but it’s all 

early-stage things. Only because there is no private equity really in Australia, so 

you have to go to the market to raise money, anything decent anyway.”— Int. H  

 

Given the lack of early-stage venture capital (VC), particularly for exploration resource 

sectors, many firms are driven to be listed at earlier development stages than might otherwise 

be the case elsewhere. Comments acknowledged the ASX’s regulations as filling the early-

stage equity gap with the abundance of listed smaller, less developed companies, which is a 

recognized characteristic of the Australian public markets. 

   

“… the [Australian] VC industry is only really getting [started]… Not even 

significantly globally… it’s still quite nascent… the ASX has driven a lot of 
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companies to list early on the public markets… it’s a feature of our market. So, the 

lack of private money has driven the public listing.”— Int. M 

“There is really no private equity that I can see for resources anyway. It’s very 

limited. The ASX is the primary access to capital for resources.”— Int. F 

A major attraction of the ASX main board listing (as opposed to a secondary board 

exchange frequently used offshore for smaller-cap IPOs) was noted as providing greater 

liquidity access and earlier access to index benchmarks. Such factors are vital characteristics 

recognized by (and appear to attract) offshore firms and investors to list on the ASX (the 

empirical review also supports this observation, where one-third of ASX-listed mining firms 

were without Australian operations). 

   

“[Therefore], the majority of the transaction work I have done over the last three years 

has been in globally sourced technology and industrial applications. They use the 

ASX as an efficient capital market, which is much more liquid than what you see 

on TSX, New York, or London AIM.”— Int. K  

“There is a lot more private equity overseas than there is in Australia. People went to 

the ASX in Australia because it is easier to get finance earlier than in other 

countries... to get listed…”— Int. B  

The ASX’s regulatory policy and systems facilitate a diverse IPO capital-raising 

environment across industry sector specialization and location of operations. They enable 

capital access to the predominant volume of small-cap IPOs through to relatively fewer but 

capital-dominant large-cap IPO raisings. Therefore, established overarching financial policy, 

governance, and risk regulation structures might be proposed to reflect and satisfy the diversity 

of capital-raising requirements across different financial contexts and differently motivated 

investor decisions across Australia.  
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    Meso-layer: Segmented capital-raising risk attitudes at the business layer 

A standardized regulatory policy may impose that capital-raising outcomes are similar 

in each listing state. However, like the empirical findings, interview discussions also identified 

wide differences in capital-raising characteristics across the three regional offices of the ASX, 

suggesting that factors other than regulatory policy are guiding company listing and investor 

decisions. Interviewees often linked capital-raising features to differentiated financial risk 

tolerance attitudes, frequently interposing both terms when explaining perceived capital-

raising capabilities, investors characteristics (i.e., retail or institutional), and access to or 

expertise in financial intermediaries or advisors.  

The Eastern States’ capital-raising preferences and overarching risk-tolerant identity 

were viewed similarly to more traditional finance portfolio considerations, as might be 

expected in larger global exchanges. Collective capital-raising processes and capabilities were 

described using terms such as “institutional,” “more sophisticated,” “industrial,” and 

“corporate,” with a natural bias toward larger IPO capital raisings and less capability or 

preference toward early stage, higher-risk exploration capital raisings. The empirical review 

of NSW and VIC IPO market characteristics largely supports such factors. Investment banks 

are predominately located in the Eastern States and were more likely to advise on risks, capital 

structures, and IPO processes. Equity sources were predominately institutional investors and 

fund managers, and frequently restricted by investment mandates to invest predominately 

within listed indexes (e.g., ASX/200 or ASX/300 top companies). With 97% of domestic 

institutional investors in the Eastern States, the location of the ASX’s administration center in 

NSW, and less exposure to early-stage exploratory mining activities, the Eastern States were 

generally acknowledged as collectively biased toward larger, more established industrial, 

manufacturing, insurance, or banking industries. 
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However, WA was perceived to have a comparatively greater risk culture. With a 

regional dominance in speculative mining investments, higher-risk tolerance was highlighted 

as a unique characteristic of WA when describing differentiating capital-raising capabilities 

between WA and the Eastern States. WA was commonly considered “entrepreneurial” and 

capable of funding “riskier projects or generating abnormal returns outside of index 

movement” (Int. K), a distinction acknowledged by the regulatory layer interviewee.  

“Western Australia seems, on the face of it, to have a greater risk appetite when it 

comes to small caps… anecdotally, it feels like Western Australia has a certain 

higher-risk capacity or higher-risk appetite, or both, on the back of the junior 

mining boom.”— Int. M 

WA-based localized financial networks were perceived to hold advantageous micro-

cap raising skills providing access to the retail investor buy side through to the supply side 

networks.  The small-cap skill capabilities and retail investor networks were attributed to 

attracting interstate or international investors and firms to list strategically in WA for more 

speculative opportunities. Interviewees were cognizant that firms and investors appeared to be 

aware of each location’s capital-raising risk capabilities, preferences, and skill sets and 

strategically target listing locations based on factors such as IPO size, industry sector, risk 

profile, and access to preferred investor segments.  

“So, you get to a raising of $20 million plus… a decent level of institutional… so you 

almost need to segment the market. Those companies doing $5, maybe even $10 

[million] are mainly going to be retail money, and many of those smaller raises 

tend to be done by retail brokers in Perth.”— Int. M 

“I think we’ve just got better micro-cap skillsets than Sydney… Because WA-based 

brokers are dealing with exploration companies, they’re typically associated with 
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raising risk capital… There’s a flow of money that comes to Perth for specific risk 

opportunities.”- Int. K  

Associations to and relationships with individuals in specific financial intermediaries 

were highlighted as critical to understanding the processes required to invest in or be listed for 

higher-risk capital opportunities. Brokers frequently undertook much of the preliminary 

economic, financial, and management risk assessment process and deal structuring, sharing 

their research with potential investors through roadshows and social or more formal distributed 

investment recommendations. Similarly, certain legal firms and other advisors noted that 

concentrated frequencies of undertaken deals ensure that insight from previous issues 

encountered (e.g., regulatory, economic, technical, and financial) can help improve subsequent 

transactions. Knowledgeable individuals and their legal and brokerage firms were highlighted 

as pivotal connectors or gatekeepers. Their network knowledge was often considered valuable 

or helpful when guiding the listing process through regulatory restrictions, risk assessment 

advice, management, and documentation of early-stage capital transactions.  

“So, the players are all the [WA Law Firm] and [WA Broker Firm], and they’re 

unlocking the capital. The capital flows through them, or they assist the flows 

through the ASX into the mining sector; that is how the capital gets to those small 

mining stocks.”— Int. D 

The interviewees discussed WA’s higher-risk exploratory mining sector as effectively 

priming and legitimizing posited localized risk tolerances. The underlying “riskiness” of an 

opportunity was not perceived as altered. Rather, the speculative nature of the risk was 

frequently acknowledged, and the transaction proceeded based on the confidence in the 

underlying expertise and structural foundations to manage (e.g., legally, financially, and 

technically) more speculative opportunities. This underlying confidence, together with the 
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acknowledged higher risk, appeared to attract “speculative capital-investing” investors seeking 

higher-risk returns.  

As expected, trust and reputation were frequently considered fundamental in assessing 

and influencing risk opinions, with previous experiences affecting interviewees’ associations 

and how much reliance was placed on their risk assessment, advice, and management activities. 

Hence, when investing in or bringing an early-stage IPO opportunity to the market, 

interviewees noted they relied upon or brought in “people that they knew” (Int. B), and it was 

“very much about the individuals in those [advisory] companies” (Int. J).  

Reputation matters: If a firm or an individual was unknown or did not come from within 

the network, “from the point of view [that] they question your trust, whether they can trust you; 

they question you as an individual” (Int. A), it was considered as occasionally more challenging 

to engage the required broker. Individuals sought to be associated with network groups 

perceived to provide access to investment opportunities, as opportunities, information, and 

knowledge were shared through formal business and casual social situations. 

“They keep to a pretty tight group, and you have to [have been] around the industry 

for quite a few years, or had a success, to be part of, or to get into that group.”— 

Int. B 

“I found out that [at the] early stage…. If you do not have a track record, then it’s 

all on the people… The only reason they are going to invest is you have done it 

before… so let us replicate that… they do not really care about the technology or 

whatever.”— Int. H 

Capital-raising skills, financial ecosystem, infrastructure, processes, and risk tolerances 

learned from within the junior mining capital-raising sector seemed to be extracted and 

subsequently applied in other industry sectors. During downturns in mining activity, WA’s 
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capital-raising processes and capabilities were used to raise capital at similar levels to mining 

in other industry sectors, most notably the software and services industry sectors. Cross-

disciplinary expertise appeared to attract firms and investors who sought exposure to 

speculative risk capital rather than specifically the mining industry sector, showing that factors 

other than familiarity in the mining industry sector guided WA capital-raising capabilities and 

investment decisions. 

“[During the 2015 and 2016 mining downturn]… there was a steering away from that 

[mining] pool of potential risk capital…and it was choosing to focus on  technology 

listings, companies that had no revenue path, or [those that] were very much new 

[economic players]. At the end of the day, people were chasing leverage in a 

different sector of the market.”— Int. K 

“For whatever reason, that speculative, capital-investing appetite was there, in 

mining, and we are trying to take advantage of that, to put into other things 

[investment opportunities].”— Int G  

We now consider social and historical factors that influence underlying biases and 

heuristics, impacting risk tolerances within the micro-layer (from the perspective of the capital-

raising capabilities of WA). 

    Micro-layer: Individual sensemaking (WA Perspective) 

WA’s higher-risk capital-raising preferences within the small-cap sector were 

described as “the wild, wild west” (Int. I), alluding to possible historical origins. Australia’s 

prospecting history was frequently used to explain WA’s more entrepreneurial risk tolerance 

attitudes, with claims that initial settlers subconsciously seeded historical entrepreneurial 

biases and beliefs. Historical origins, ongoing exposure to early-stage mining risk, the 

concentration of junior miners in the WA economy, and recurring exploration capital 
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requirements reinforced and continually re-embed underlying risk biases, legitimizing an 

indicatively higher-risk culture through to current times. 

“I think it has a lot to do with culture, and in particular… post-European 

settlement; … people were attracted to Western Australia because of the opportunity 

primarily driven through prospecting and mining… They did so because of their 

risk appetite, and if they did not have that appetite for risk, they would stay in 

their safe community, wherever that is.”— Int H 

Once the [WA’s mining] “money flows started,” exploration operations attracted 

ongoing development of financial, structural, technical, and knowledge infrastructure process 

and policies to support WA’s exploratory mining industry requirements. Industry norms and 

process systems to document, manage, and communicate mining transactions interactively 

transformed to “progressively become more sophisticated” (Int. A).  

“I go right back to C.Y. O’Connor, so we had a massive pipeline of vast mineral wealth 

in WA… They knew there were goldfields out there… So, whatever was in the 

goldfields, it was their job to get the infrastructure and build the community there 

to then foster it, which we still have now, 100 years later. We can quantify [the 

infrastructure] and measure that risk in the small mining sector.”— Int D 

“It’s almost self-fulfilling, once the industries established themselves here, and once 

everybody else in technical or consulting have established themselves here, there’s a 

lot of convenience in having your headquarters here, even if your assets are on the 

other side of the world in South America.”— Int. B 

Therefore, it may be inferred that without similar exploratory mining, capital-funding 

necessity, the Eastern States' financial, technical, business processes, and other expert 

knowledge infrastructures evolved differently to support and reflect the heuristic features of 

firms within the respective localized environment.  
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The evolution of financial, infrastructural foundations ensured that the WA community 

remained closely connected to the mining sector by working in the industry, offering advice, 

reading, listening to local news, or conversing with friends and neighbors. Within WA, the 

ongoing exposure to the junior mining sector underpins a higher level of embedded 

understanding of early-stage mining risks and investment opportunities. Investment 

suggestions, developing deal opportunities, and stories of previous investment successes and 

failures were then shared through social proximity interaction. Investments in smaller, earlier-

stage IPO listed markets were frequently met through direct share investment by more risk-

tolerant retail investors seeking VC or speculative returns. In comparision to institutional 

investors, smaller-cap investors could more easily invest personal funds without investment 

mandate restrictions, and purportedly made investment decisions via intuitive knowledge or 

their perception of industry or transaction risk,  rather than a detailed analysis of the proposal. 

Thus, reliance on plausible stories shared at social interactions, family, school, sports, and other 

casual interactions potentially legitimized localized risk bias perceptions and frequently 

influenced investment decisions and risk assessments for some investors, instead of a more 

detailed analysis; - as indiciated in comments such as:  

“Because their milkman told them [to invest], or their neighbor had a chat and said 

get onto this… it’s a good thing! My brother told me that it was a good thing! My 

milkman told me it’s a great thing.”— Int. B 

 Discussions using terms such as “gambling” and “punting” show a probable 

overconfidence bias used for investment decision-making, motivated by potential higher 

returns, rather than a normative investment analysis process.  

“… [Individual investors] will pile back in to get their ‘10 bagger’ [10x return] on 

their share price.”— Int. B 
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“… that is the element of the retail trader or what have you, that sort of betting, 

gambling sort of thing.”— Int. E 

4.7 Discussion, implications, and conclusions  

4.7.1 Discussion 

This exploratory study addresses the anecdotal proposition of differentiated risk 

tolerances between the ASX listing offices in the context of raising IPO capital. ASX’s 

standardized regulatory listing environment effectively removes regulatory overreach 

contributions to the variations by industry clusters or issue size between branches, thereby 

providing an ideal environment to examine the influence of predominately social and historical 

factors on capital raising risk tolerance clusters by locality. 

Upon preliminary review of differentiated IPO characteristics clustering by IPO size 

and industry in each listing location, we highlight that NSW raised the greatest capital issues 

totalling $101.5 billion, (VIC: $70 billion and WA: 23 billion), but on average, the largest 

individual transactions were undertaken in VIC (average IPO: $206 million). Together they 

comprised 47% and 33% of all IPO capital raised over the past two decades, respectively, 

prompting ‘institutional-corporate’ capital-raising characteristics. In comparison, WA’s 

concentration of smaller, earlier-stage small-cap IPOs (average IPO: $27 million; 51% of all 

ASX small IPOs), highlights a localized preference towards earlier stage, higher-risk IPOs 

projecting a more ‘entrepreneurial’ attitude, and perceivable higher financial risk tolerant 

investment attitude. The findings disconfirm the similar-IPO-outcome expectation and cannot 

explain the segmented IPO preferences or characteristics in each listing location, thus requiring 

additional investigation.  

Therefore, guided by organizational sensemaking, qualitative interviews were used to 

investigate the social and historical factors influencing the differentiated capital-raising 

characteristics and fundamentally corroborate the empirical data’s presumption of a perceived 
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higher risk tolerance attitude within WA’s capital raising environment. We find that WA’s 

individual and collective capital-raising preferences were initially driven by historical 

prospecting origins, primed by initial prospector historical entrepreneurial biases and beliefs, 

thus fuelling the ongoing requirement to fund speculative small-cap exploration capital. 

Initial operations attracted the technical and financial infrastructure and expert 

individuals with micro-cap skills and capabilities to manage higher-risk opportunities, with 

capital raising facilitated primarily through the ASX because of the nascent VC industry. Such 

capabilities cluster in few specialized intermediaries (e.g. brokers and legal firms) and prove 

pivotal in legitimizing systemic risk management activities by operationalizing, documenting, 

and managing the higher risks associated with speculative investment. Associations to ‘experts’ 

were highlighted as key ‘gatekeepers’ to capital access, providing a fundamental advantage in 

guiding firms through regulatory guidelines, connecting investor networks, and providing 

additional intangible benefits to overcome information deficiencies arising from early-stage 

company development. 

We found no evidence of altered perceptions of investment riskiness. Rather, the 

acknowledged transactional risk could be managed via structural support, skills, and experience 

(e.g. legally, financially, and technically), which subconsciously ‘primes’ entrepreneurial risk 

to proceed with an early-stage capital investment. However, while the mere existence of 

specialist financial infrastructure or micro-cap skills appears to underlie an increased desire to 

undertake more speculative opportunities, it does not encourage aggressive speculative 

investment. Hence, structural buy- and sell-side foundations manage speculative opportunities 

shaped by social sharing and prime various financial biases influencing the resultant risk-

tolerant attitude in moving up the arbitrary scale toward a higher-risk acceptance level. 

Therefore, the financial risk-tolerant outcome is not just the collection of individual 
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propensities, but a collectively agreed product emerging from the combination of shared 

propensities. 

The sensemaking process highlighted the impacts of retrospective higher-risk mining 

experiences influencing future organizational processes, routines, and specialist skill 

development to reduce functional complexity. Investors’ social interactions and discussions of 

failure, success, and problems encountered and resolved were shared through social (formal 

and informal) interactions, thus shaping and adapting subsequent institutional trading 

strategies. Previous experiences, social interaction, and ongoing exposure to a speculative, 

exploratory mining industry sector influence the underlying structural capital-raising systems, 

which reflect the shared regional financial biases affecting risk tolerances. Together, the shared 

trading strategies formed a collective confidence within the broader network, evoking 

nonconscious cues (biases) that guide investment outcome. This shared confidence induced a 

greater predisposition to participate in speculative investments, giving rise to WA’s posited 

higher risk-tolerant environment.  

Finally, we posit no opinion on the implied rationality of financial risk tolerance in each 

listing location. However, we propose that normative policy directives cannot fully explain the 

diversity of ASX IPO characteristics and the identification of differentiated risk tolerances. The 

perception of capabilities within WA’s local ecosystem increases confidence, providing the 

dominant logic to proceed with perceivably higher risk transactions.  

 This study furnishes vital insights for academia and practitioners. Specifically, 

identifying the listing location where firms may perceive a supportive advantage from 

participants within the capital-raising environment may become a strategic consideration for 

firms or investors taking part in smaller, higher-risk capital raising. Further, policymakers’ 

recognition and incorporation of the local context into regulatory policy must ensure an 

appropriate balance between the capital supply and the effective regulatory framework. Such a 
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policy must encourage market growth for small-to-large-sized enterprises across varied stages 

of growth and risk profiles to reflect the diversified financial risk-tolerant attitudes and 

investment preferences of smaller firm and investors. 

4.7.2 Limitations and future research directions  

WA-based interviews may present biased individual accounts, opinions, or recollections 

affected by recentness of occurrence, memory lapses, or recanting of company lines. Bias was 

reduced via a multi-method research approach, with an empirical data review driving the initial 

propositions. Similar studies on other homogeneous networks in other locations could be 

conducted to reproduce and further validate or triangulate the findings on risk tolerances that 

affect access to IPO capital. Future research could also investigate the formation and different 

risk tolerances for investor and shareholder groups in each stage of company development. A 

comparison of risk perceptions in early versus late-stage funding would help industry groups, 

regulators, and policymakers design policies support the risk perception, assessment, and 

management processes.  
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CHAPTER 5: General Discussion and Some Conclusions 

With many global jurisdictions grappling with differing mechanisms to provide funding 

to small, early-stage firms, this thesis presents three papers that examine the success in listing 

early-stage, small cap IPOs together with large cap IPOs, on the main board of the ASX.  In 

this section we draw together a summary and discussion of the overall findings of the thesis, 

discuss the limitations and provide suggestions for future research. 

5.1 Discussion of key findings 

As the only major global exchange that provides a uniform listing environment across all 

IPO issues sizes and over three separate listing locations, the ASX provides a unique 

opportunity to address some gaps in the extensive body of IPO literature.  In particular, it 

provides an opportunity to contribute to the much-discussed topic on the suitability of small, 

emerging firms listing on a public main board exchange.   

The first paper in Chapter Two sought to introduce our subject matter and document the 

characteristics of firms listing on the ASX over the past two decades.  In doing so, this research 

provides a much-needed update on the Australian experience of first day discounts and long-

term performance returns of IPOs listed on the ASX.  Guided by an extensive backlog of 

existing research, this study provides a direct comparative to overseas evidence, and 

additionally expands discussions by including the impact of delisted IPOs on overall portfolio 

returns, and a direct comparison of large IPO performance to small IPOs, which are frequently 

excluded from calculations.  We understand this to be the first time this has been undertaken 

and thus provides a substantial contribution to large body of existing research.  

We find that in spite of a vastly different investor profile and IPO characteristics between 

the US and Australia, where 78 percent of all ASX IPOs are defined as small/micro, the overage 

all average first-day discounts of 18.45 percent are remarkedly close to Ritter (2019) findings 
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of U.S. IPOs 16 percent discounts over the past ten years to 30 June 2019. For VC backed IPOs 

the U.S. discount was even higher at 21 percent (Ritter 2019). When comparatively viewed on 

an annual basis over the twenty-one-year time series from 1999 to 2019, the ASX and larger 

U.S. counterparts largely mirror each other, year on year, with both evidencing high discounts 

in the beginning of the ‘dot-com’ boom in 1999 to lows in 2001 upon the tech wreck, and so 

on through the GFC through to gradual highs at the end of our period in 2019. While fluctuation 

in the US economy can spill over into macroeconomic and financial factors in other global 

economies (Bhattarai, Chatterjee & Park 2020; Kose et al. 2017), we might have expected 

greater volatility, given the commonly accepted proposition of small firm’s speculative 

performance which frequently results in the screening exclusion of small cap IPO issues in 

similar studies. With an average issue price of $2.93 for large firm IPOs, and an overall 

portfolio average of $0.65, all ASX IPOs, on average,  would fall within the small cap ‘penny 

stock/speculative’ exclusion in many previous studies. The strong positive correlation of 0.586 

however indicates IPO discount variances are not a sole single country phenomenon, despite 

the vast investor structural differences and IPO issue sizes between the U.S. and Australia. 

We then evidenced considerable issue size related discount variation ranging from a 

higher 19.45 percent for smaller IPOs through to 15.75 percent for mid-sized IPOs and 7.88 

percent for large IPOs.  We termed this issue size variability, the first day close IPO “Pop”.   

The higher discounts found for small/micro-IPOs is not surprising.  It remains consistent with 

greater uncertainty around the stock value prior to issue in the small/mid cap range, or possibly 

be explained by an implicit assumption of higher systemic risk requiring greater investor 

returns (i.e. discounts compensating for firm maturity, growth or risks of share liquidity).  

Another possible explanation might be that the composition of the ASX and the three large 

industry sectors of mining, tech and energy essentially span the Australian market, thereby 

serving as a proxy for benchmark returns over our period.  
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These closing price discounts increased further to 25.98 percent, 20.60 percent and 9.69 

percent for small, mid and large sized IPOs respectively upon the IPO being underwritten.  

Underwriting is a major component of U.S. markets and accordingly occupies a substantial 

body of research.  However, with approximately 63.9 percent of ASX not underwritten, our 

findings of larger discounts associated with underwritten issues, while consistent with earlier 

Australian evidence, are at odds with U.S. research which finds the signalling effect of a 

prestigious underwriter is associated with less short run under-pricing (Carter, Dark & Singh 

1998; Colombo, Meoli & Vismara 2019).   We find that discounts may be intertwined with the 

financial ecosystem that in Australia that appears to substitute for the formal underwriting of 

IPOs.  

We next examine discounts by industry sector.  Although mining is comprised 

overwhelmingly of small, junior minors, and occupies one third of ASX IPOs, we find mining’s 

discount 18.3 percent, is surprisingly similar to the overall 18.45 percent average.  This result 

is at odds with Ritter (1984) findings of high average findings during a hot issue period, being 

attributed to just the natural resources sector (Ritter 1984).  Our findings show no one industry 

sector is driving overall IPO discounts, rather we find greater swings around the mean overall 

discounts as the numbers of IPO decrease, and therefore propose reasons of information 

asymmetry and small sample results drive the ASX variability in discounts. 

On moving to long term IPO performance, the overwhelming majority of extant literature 

reports a single portfolio performance finding from a limited one to three-year period after 

issue.  In this our study substantially extends existing research.  Our use of a dynamically 

adjusting weighted geometric return over the duration of the IPO issue until the earlier of 

delisting or 31 December 2019, for all ASX IPOs includes the impact of both small and delisted 

IPO performance.   
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Our findings of an average 1.25 percent portfolio return for all IPOs over the twenty-one-

year period 31 December 2019, plus large, listed IPO underperformance of -6.39 percent are 

generally consistent with findings of longer-term IPO underperformance on average (Ritter 

1991; Aggarwal, Leal & Hernandez 1993; Brav & Gompers 1997).  However, we document 

that this result masks a size related discrepancy not previously identified in the literature. 

Further investigation by ASX issue size finds long term performance improves to 4.54 percent 

for mid-caps and a strong 12.04 percent for small IPO still listed at 31 December 2019.   

We next consider the impact of delisted IPOs on portfolio returns for the first time in 

long term IPO performance literature.  With 63 percent of all ASX IPOs delisting over our 

period, and a common occurrence within public markets, the impact on portfolio performance 

is important to IPO investor expectations. In doing so, we also address the often-raised 

proposition of small cap unprofitably and high delisting rates being due to failure, which may 

ultimately reflect on the reputation of the listing exchange.  Our finding evidences an overall 

portfolio return increase from 1.25 percent to a marked 12.95 percent upon inclusion of delisted 

IPOs, indicating that firms may be delisting for positive reasons; - such as upon a mineral 

discovery and subsequent take over by a larger firm, conversion from a risker no liability (NL) 

mining company to Limited (Ltd), merger and acquisition or listing on another global 

exchange.  This positive improvement on portfolio performance was found to persist across all 

issue sizes as evidenced by portfolio performance increasing to a positive 2.28 percent return 

for large caps, 17.4 percent for mid-caps and a strong 18.62 percent for small caps – 

“highlighting a wrinkle that has largely been missed in current literature’ (Gilbey, Marsh & 

Purchase 2021a p.22).  We find this size-based differential persists across different industry 

sectors 

We acknowledge the often-encountered discussion of small cap, high delisting rates 

representing failure and negative performance and put forward three arguments on the variance 
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in our finding.  Firstly, the perception of small cap failure in previous research may be due to 

the use of unweighted arithmetic average returns for the predominately negatively skewed 

issues.  Secondly, we propose that rather than small cap firms are frequently restricted to listing 

on a second board exchange, whereas the ASX suggests that small/cap benefit from a main 

board listing. The ASX proposes it is optimised for ‘early stage growth companies’, and while 

not expanded upon, this proposition is not without merit (Australian Securities Exchange 

2020).    Acedo-Ramirex et al. (2018) evidence finds less under-pricing on the London Stock 

Exchange, in comparison to the second market, regardless of whether the listing firm meets the 

requirements for a main board listing (Acedo‐Ramírez, Díaz‐Mendoza & Ruiz‐Cabestre 2018).  

We put forward the ASX main board ‘optimisation’ assists early-stage growth firms in ways 

of earlier access to benchmark indices, standardised governance at earlier stages of 

development and probable access to main board investor liquidity and visibility.  

Finally, we consider the ASX IPO return performance  against 1,085 North America VC 

funds formed between 1985-2010, and found ASX small cap IPOs performed similarly to US 

PE/VC return performances and outperformed ASX large-cap IPOs (Harris, Jenkinson & 

Kaplan 2014).  Our results showed remarkable similarity to Bessembinders (2018) findings of 

‘the best-performing 4 percent of listed companies explain the net gain for the entire US stock 

market since 1926, as other stocks collectively matched Treasury bills… more than half of the 

[US] stocks have negative returns since 1926  (Bessembinder 2018 p. 440)  

We next examine the financial ecosystem support provided for small-cap IPOs that 

contributes to the growth of ASX listings in Paper Two.  This paper explores the ASX’s 

structure of uniform listing requirements, aided by a specialised and supportive localised 

regional ecosystem within a flexible governance system, which we find resembles a hybrid 

early-stage venture capital structure within a mature public-listings exchange.   
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Australian VC funding provides a low fraction of equity capital for small and mid-sized 

companies in comparison to many other global economies 44.  As such, the ASX is an important 

source of early-stage funding across all industry sectors.  Stock exchanges are an important 

capital source, yet small firms performance on second board exchanges have been less 

successful than for main board IPO listings for a myriad of issues, such as low small firm bid-

ask spreads, less analyst incentive to cover small firms, overbearing compliance systems or 

high costs (Gao, Ritter & Zhu 2014; Rose & Solomon 2016; Amini, Keasey & Hudson 2010; 

Vismara, Paleari & Ritter 2012).  The ASX’s overarching standardised regulatory system 

across the three ASX listing offices, provides an ideal ‘field environment” to examine the 

financial ecosystem without confounding regulatory issues.   

Grounded in literature which examines the (closer) proximity of early-stage issuer to the 

financial listing centres, (the less) investor information asymmetry and therefore (increased) 

likelihood of equity issuance (Loughran 2008; Cichello & Lamdin 2014), we found that each 

ASX regional financial centre was characterised by size of capital issued, industry 

concentrations, and supportive broker and legal infrastructure. This result was consistent with 

Amini et al.(2010) research that found IPO activity generally reflects the vibrant activity of the 

local economy rather than proximity major markets (Amini, Keasey & Hudson 2010).  Coval 

and Moskowitz (1999) suggest clustered investment preferences are the result of a ‘local home 

bias’ phenomenon, as seen in U.S. investment portfolios, where local and non-local investment 

managers demonstrate a strong preference to invest close to home, thereby driving 

geographically proximate investment (Coval & Moskowitz 1999).  Similar findings are found 

in individual investors, who also demonstrate a strong preference to invest in local holdings 

 
44 Source: https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=VC_INVEST (March 2021) 

 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=VC_INVEST
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due to ease of information access and an opportunity to exploit local knowledge (Ivkovic & 

Weisbenner 2006).   

We analysed the major easing of ASX governance requirements for small firm listings 

upon the introduction of the 2003 ‘if not, why not’ guidelines, and found the regulatory easing 

provided no significant increase or decrease on the number or size of IPO issues.  The non-

significant regulatory effect effectively removed theories of regulatory overreach, and was an 

anticipated result given the similar experience of little evidence of increased small firm IPO 

activity upon a similar easing of SOX governance rules in the 2012 JOBS Act in the U.S. (Rose 

& Solomon 2016).   

Our focus on the WA small, emerging firm IPO concentrations saw that proximity to a 

major financial centre is not critical, rather proximity to a supportive infrastructure of financial 

ecosystem advisors such as technical, legal and financial advisors make the ASX listing viable.   

Particularly within the WA early-stage mining sector, the localised ecosystem of advisors, legal 

and brokers perform a defacto venture capital, supportive governance function, regularly taking 

equity holdings and board seats to control direction and seeking effectively VC returns through 

the earlier public market listing, rather than the usual VC/PE route.  The competitive advantage 

of WA’s financial ecosystems was evident in the analysis of legal costs of taking a firm to IPO 

listing. WA based legal firms completed 51 percent of all ASX IPO small firm listings, at an 

average cost of one third of fees charged in other states, evidencing the posited economies of 

scale.  WA-based lawyers cite their knowledge of systems, more frequent interaction with small 

firm issues and boiler plate documentation enable a cheaper and easier listing through WA law 

firms, comparative to the Eastern Stages.   We thus confirm that proximity to a financial 

ecosystem with competitive advantages differs from proximity per se to a financial center, an 

important refinement to existing literature.  
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Last, guided by the previously discussed local investor home bias theoretical findings, 

we examined structural investor composition, for evidence of local investors home bias 

investment preferences.  A granular look at a sample of shareholders in WA based firms found 

31 percent of capital originated from WA with the remaining two thirds originating from NSW 

and VIC.  Our findings proposes that the WA choice of listing location is less likely to be due 

to investor access, rather it reinforces the presumption of listing location choice based on access 

to the supportive ecosystems.   The sheer number of firms concentrates the accumulated skills 

and behaviours.  We also see the importance of local ecosystems evolve as Silicon Valley has 

(Saxenian 1994).   

Finally, in Paper Three we extend the discussion on accumulated skills and behaviours 

within the local financial ecosystem by examining the influence of social interaction and 

historical events on biases influencing differentiated financial risk tolerances between each of 

the three listing offices. In this we contribute to emerging theory on the social transmission 

bias, a bias inducing systemic shifts in economic processes and behaviours that are shared 

through social interactions within financial markets (Hirshleifer 2020; Han, Hirshleifer & 

Walden 2021).  Financial risk tolerance attitudes are a driving force integral to the investment 

decision making process and implicitly and explicitly influenced by an underlying assortment 

of individual bias and collective heuristics (Hirshleifer 2001).   

We continue to focus more deeply on the concentration of early-stage IPOs in WA 

which appear to reflect a localised ‘entrepreneurial’ risk attitude towards smaller, higher risk 

transaction in comparison to NSW and VIC.  We find investors’ social interactions, collective 

discussions of failure/success, and problems encountered and resolved were shared through 

social (formal and informal) interactions, thus shaping and adapting subsequent institutional 

trading strategies. Previous experiences, social interaction, and ongoing exposure to a 

speculative, exploratory mining industry sector influence the underlying structural capital-
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raising systems, which reflect the shared regional financial biases affecting risk tolerances. 

Together, the shared trading strategies formed a collective confidence within the broader 

network, evoking nonconscious cues (biases) that guide investment outcome. This shared 

confidence induced a greater predisposition to participate in speculative investments, giving 

rise to WA’s posited higher risk-tolerant environment.  

The ‘dominant logic’ is the perception of capabilities within the localized ecosystem of 

specialist individuals and associated organizations to expertly identify, document, and manage 

a perceivably higher risk transaction, increasing confidence in allowing the transaction to 

proceed and leading to higher risk tolerance within the WA locality (Bruton, Fried & Manigart 

2017 p.739).  

The finding of differentiated financial risk tolerance attitude within a standardized 

regulatory environment is important to recognise for both policymakers and investors alike: to 

ensure that risk regulation reflects the expected demands of the public and the political 

environment, and additionally provides the appropriate balance between regulatory oversight, 

cost and supply of capital.  

5.2 Conclusions 

In comparing returns of IPOs by ASX listing locality, size of issue and industry sector 

variables, this study contributes to literature in many ways.  Our findings of the size related 

discrepancies, and evidence of firms delisting for positive reasons raises the proposition of the 

‘main board’ listing providing important supporting functions for small caps.  Our research 

evidences that a standardised regulatory listing environment, does not encourage standardised 

listing behaviours and the expertise and capabilities of the local ecosystems are the key to 

successfully IPO and early stage capital access.  In this we concur with Lakhal et al.’s (1999) 

research into the networked economy’ where:  ‘it is the networks that compete, and competitive 
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advantage in such a scenario is largely determined by the competitive advantage to the 

network, to which the firm belongs.’ (Lakhal et al. 1999) 

We do not discuss whether private or public equity funding models are better for early 

stage, emerging firms, rather present evidence of a successful public equity model, thereby 

raising the theoretical debate that private equity is the only/best predesignated early-stage 

funding model. The immediate industry interest in the application of this research is 

demonstrated by a news editorial in Business News on Paper One, reporting in the Wall Street 

Journal, Barron’s Marketwatch sector, and data from Paper One being presented at an 

upcoming WA Government Innovations forum. This thesis has important conclusions and 

implications for academics and policy makers, and additionally useful for industry application 

by regulators, investors, and IPO firms. 

5.3 Limitations and Future Research  

Limitation of these papers were discussed separately in each paper; however, we now 

discuss limitations as whole and provide some proposals for future research.     

5.3.1 Data Limitations 

Data within this research was obtained from different data bases, collated, and reconciled 

across each paper.  Each data base obtains data from different underlying base sources and 

holds the data in different formats resulting in occasionally different definitions and 

presentation of the data.  For example, when an IPO has merged or been acquired, some data 

bases appeared to assume the historical share prices of the new entity rather than retain the 

original IPO data.  Caution was therefore taken to specifically review each data source and 

ensure the data drawn from different sources correctly reconciled with the Base Data.  

However, we note this limitation is also a mitigation. Whilst presenting issues of ensuring 

correct reconciliation across different data bases, the collation of data from multiple data bases 
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also provided additional triangulation and reconciliation of data results and served to highlight 

inconsistences, thus improving the reliability of results.  Further information on specific data 

bases used is provided in Appendix A.  

5.3.2 Managerial and Industry Limitations 

We initially focused on the short and long term returns of all ASX IPOs over 21 years 

and in subsequent papers, we particularly drilled into findings on the small/micro-cap clusters 

in WA.  In using the empirical data to initiate our discussions before incorporating qualitative 

interviews, we more deeply investigate the fundamentally human factors of interactions, past 

historical evolution feeding into the development of localised ecosystems. However, while 

multi- method approach was used, driven by empirical findings, and replicated by multiple data 

points to further validate and triangulate findings, this study focused primarily on one regional 

area: WA.  It was beyond the scope of this study to incorporate the other two listing locations, 

their regional ecosystems and underlying integration and historical factors driving the IPO 

cluster characteristics. We sought to reduce any bias clusters initially through the multi method 

approach and additionally triangulated findings when investigating in all three papers.   

5.3.3 Future Research 

Although listed as limitations above, the three papers provide an important base from 

which future research avenues have been identified, thereby presenting opportunities for future 

research.  First, Paper One’s contribution to research identified gaps in the inclusion of delisted 

IPO, small cap IPOs and the relatively short three to five year ‘long-term’ performance after 

IPO issue.  The inclusion of these factors highlights that delisting’s are not always a negative 

event for a stock exchange, questioning the theoretical debate that private equity is the only/best 

predestined early stage funding model.   
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Upon presentation of the initial findings of parts of this research to the Review of Pacific 

Basic Conference in September 2021, positive feedback was received resulting in a subsequent 

request from the journal to submit an article for publication in the Review of Pacific Basic 

Journal.  The proposed objective outlines that a similar research study will be undertaken on 

the Japanese Stock Exchange who presently segment their IPO listing exchange across 5 

separate public equity markets (i.e., TSE: First Section, TSE: Second Section, Mothers, 

JASDAQ and TOKYO PRO market) categories, and will reduce this to three categories of 

Prime, Standard and Growth in April 2022.   

Secondly, our research identified that IPOs are delisting for positive reasons, a new 

finding within long term IPO performance literature.  Initial research has identified 17 percent 

of ASX delisting’s over the past twenty-one years have stated the delisting was for negative 

reasons such as non- trading or business failure.  However further research is required on the 

majority of reasons of merger and acquisition, to determine which acquisitions occurred due to 

firm growth or failure: - the results of which will increase this initial failure result and further 

contribute to literature on effect of delisting’s on a public exchange.  

Third, Paper Two obtained preliminary results of capital locations of shareholder 

investments for primary WA based companies finding that two thirds of capital investment in 

WA based companies originates from outside WA, thereby contribution to conversations of 

‘home bias’, and proposing reasons other than IPO location encourage capital investment. 

Further research is required on a larger sample of shareholder locations within WA, and 

additionally comparative studies on east coast locations. This research will both update limited 

Australian research, and contribution to conversations of IPO success upon closer location to 

financial areas.  

Finally, Paper Three found WA’s presumptive higher financial risk tolerance arose from 

the concentration of small cap IPOs, located in WA to access the underlying financial 
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ecosystem of specialist experts in early-stage, small cap investment.  Similar research into the 

driving factors of IPO risk tolerances in other listing offices, such as the underlying social and 

historical determinates of IPO cluster characteristics in NSW and VIC, would further 

triangulate these findings.   
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APPENDIX A: Research Methodology  

The exploratory nature of this research utilised a multi-phased research methodological 

approach, incorporating both qualitative and quantitative approaches to examine our identified 

research gaps. The research methodology used is independently addressed within each paper, 

with data sourced from different databases and progressively reconciled in across all three 

papers as deemed appropriate.   The use and findings from multiple data sources can be used 

to address the lack of depth from one method, guide initial findings or strengthen the use of 

another methodology, thereby triangulating and supporting reliability of findings (Abro, 

Khurshid & Aamir 2015). 

The following sections discuss the progression of this thesis, detail why a particular data 

source was chosen and additional insight into each data sample collection, cleaning and 

analysis methodology used in each paper, as follows:  

A.1 Qualitative Research Methodology 

A.1.1 Elite Interview – Paper Three 

Paper Three is an exploratory study that uses a quantitative and qualitative mixed 

methodology to explore the social factors influencing a perceivable differentiated financial risk 

tolerance between each of the three ASX listing offices, within a standardised ASX regulatory 

environment.    

In an exploratory study, ‘elite interview’ methodology is used to support the abductive 

process of theoretical and emerging theory innovation from a grounded theory foundation 

(Timmermans & Tavory 2012).  Elite interviews are commonly undertaken to explore data 

from domain experts when studying emerging theory (Pidgeon, Turner & Blockley 1991).  

They are used to corroborate information established from other sources, to infer significant 

population characteristics or decision making guidelines (Berry 2002).  
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Thus, our paper commenced with a preliminary quantitative review of ASX-listed firm 

characteristics across each ASX listing office, which highlighted concentrations of listed firm 

clusters and IPO capital raising by industry sector and size raising.   We sought to explore 

firms’ decision-making processes when undertaking a capital raising.   A purposely selected, 

non-probabilistic sample of eleven WA based advisors, company directors and brokers who 

interact with the WA capital raising system and were considered widely and sufficiently 

experienced, across a range of industry sectors capital raising localities were selected to be 

interviewed.  Each interview was transcribed and forwarded back to the interviewee for 

confirmation of accuracy.  Common themes were coded using nVivo, identified upon 

replication, presented in a data table and discussed within the findings.   

The interviews in paper three were used to corroborate the initial findings from the 

empirical data.   Interviews initially highlighted the perceived segmentation of risk tolerances 

within the ASX’s standardised capital raising environment and an observation of a higher 

financial risk tolerance with the WA financial ecosystem toward early-stage capital raisings.   

The interviews further identified observed perceptions of a wide variation of small-firm 

performances, ranging from failures through to comments of ‘fortunes made’ by investors 

participating particularly within the small cap mining sector. Much discussion focused on the 

capabilities of WA’s key advisors in guiding a small firm through the IPO arising from the 

concentration of small firm IPOs being undertaken in WA.  

The key observations arising from the initial interviews were expanded upon in the 

subsequent papers, such as addressing the wide variation in (un)/successful performance of the 

IPOs (Paper One) , and the role and capabilities of the experts within the ecosystem formed the 

basis of (Papers Two and Three).  
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A.1.2 Additional Qualitative Elite Interviews – Papers One, Two and Three 

 In addition to the abovementioned elite interviewees, as the thesis progressed and 

additional clarifications on research topics in each paper were required, a further 30 interviews 

were progressively undertaken with CEO’s, directors and Chairs of mining and software 

companies who have raised IPO capital in the last 5 years, plus six WA based legal, and five 

WA based broker firms who were identified as most prominent advisors in this space.   

Again, each interview was recorded, transcribed and forwarded back to the interviewee 

for confirmation of accuracy.  These interviews were used to explore specific aspects of the 

WA based business networks, such as the role of lawyers and brokers assist in accessing IPO 

capital, the interactions with the ASX regulatory requirements and then perceptions from 

individual mining and software companies who had gone through the process.  The interviews 

were not specifically refenced in this research but were used to clarify procedures and 

perceptions, or provide a greater understanding of both social, and regulatory interactions, 

thereby further corroborating the exploratory findings.   We now discuss the empirical 

qualitative data sources as follows.  

A.2 Quantitative Research Methodology – Empirical Examinations 

Quantitative data analysis is used in all three papers and drives the majority of finding 

discussed within this thesis.  Quantitative data was obtained from multiple data bases to gain 

different perspectives as required by each paper.   For the purposes of this overall thesis, the 

data obtained from each database was manually reconciled back to the original data, to ensure 

consistency and integrity of the data used across each of the three papers presented.  This cross 

checking and reconciliation of data highlight some inconsistencies between each data and thus 

serves to further replicate and triangulate each papers findings, thereby providing additional 

depth of understanding and comfort in the findings.   All data was progressively reconciled into 
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one consolidated master data base.  The data bases used, and the reasons they were chosen are 

discussed as follows:  

A.2.1 ASX Database:  Listed company characteristics - Paper Two and Three 

We first examine the differentiated characteristics of listed companies, within the 

standardised ASX listing environment to identify concentrations of listed companies by 

industry sector, size of industry sectors by total market capitalisation, and to identify listed and 

delisted IPOs.    

The list of currently trading companies was downloaded from the ASX website data 

base45, which provided details on the market capitalisation, GCIS industry sector and current 

share price on 17 April 2020.  All listed companies were then manually reviewed to identify 

head office location.   The data was examined and filtered to identify firm clusters by industry 

sector and location within the standardised ASX environment, thus serving to guide the initial 

direction of this research. 

A.2.2 Thompson Reuters Connect4 Database: IPO Capital Raising Characteristics 

(‘Base Data’)- Paper One 

A list of all capital raisings undertaken between 1 January 1999 and 31 December 2019 

was obtained from Thompson Reuters Connect4 (Connect 4) Initial Listings data base and 

formed the empirical data base that was analysed in Paper One.  The data obtained included 

information on the date of IPO issue, issue share price, closing share price, closing share price 

3 months after issue market capitalisation at issue, total amount issued, ASX listing branch and 

industry sector.  The data was checked for duplicated, filtered for ordinary share IPOs, and 

removed equity placements, rights issues, convertible notes and IPOs that did not proceed 

 
45 https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx-listed-companies 
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resulting in a final data sample of 2,018 IPO’s.  This time frame chosen based on availability 

of data from Connect4.     

Additional information on the underwritten status of each IPO was also obtained, such 

as if each IPO was partially, fully or not underwritten, together with the name of the advising 

legal firm, broker, investment bank, underwriter and their respective fees, as recorded for each 

IPO (‘Additional Data’).  The Additional Data was reconciled into the Base Data and used to 

form commentary around the concentration of firms within the capital raising ecosystem in 

Paper Two.   

The ASX provides no definition for large or small companies, and a review of finance 

literature provides no further clarification regarding absolute size classification as each country 

has different listing requirements for their respective exchanges 46.  Thus, guided by Rose and 

Solomon (2016), the combined data sample was then filtered into three size classification of 

small/micro, mid and large IPO size categories in terms of the initial market capitalization of 

IPOs upon listing (Rose & Solomon 2016) as follows:     

 
46 In the UK, a small firm is defined under section 248 of the Companies Act as satisfying two of the 

following criteria: a turnover of less than GBP2.8 million; balance sheet of less than GBP1.4 million; 

or less than 50 employees.  A median firm is defined as satisfying two of: turnover of less than 

GBP11.2 million; balance sheet of less than GBP5.6 million; or less than 250 employees Amini, S 

2013, 'The amount of raised capital by small IPOs: Spatial effect on the UK Alternative Investment 

Market', International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behavior & Research, vol. 19, no. 3, pp. 344-358, 

ibid..  

 

In the US, Gao et.al (2012) defined small IPO firms as firms with sales <$50 million, noting that 

smaller firms were often prevented from listing due to IPO listing rules   Gao, X, Ritter, JR & Zhu, Z 

2014, 'Where have all the IPOs gone?', Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, vol. 48, no. 6, 

pp. 1663-1692, Doidge, C, Karolyi, GA & Stulz, RM 2013, 'The U.S. left behind? Financial 

globalization and the rise of IPOs outside the U.S', Journal of Financial Economics, vol. 110, no. 3, 

pp. 546-573.   
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 Small market IPO’s with market cap of less than $75 million upon listing  

 Middle market IPO’s with market cap $75-$700 million upon listing 

 Large market IPO’s with market capitalization >$700 million upon listing 

This data base was established to enable additional filtering for each of the variables, 

such as by ASX listing branch, industry sector and dates of listing, to delve more deeply into 

the data findings.  This data base formed the primary data base used across all three papers. 

Delisted IPOs 

We used the ASX listed company data to identify IPO firms who were no longer listed 

subsequent to their IPO, by reconciling our data of 2,018 IPOs, with the ASX listed company 

data.  To identify delisted IPOs, we matched all IPO ASX ticker codes and names over the past 

two decades against the Official List of currently listed ASX company codes and names47.  The 

ASX does reuse ASX ticker codes after a period of delisting. The remaining firms still listed 

were therefore manually reviewed to ensure the listed company names matched company 

names at IPO.  

As the listed company data was downloaded on 17 April 2020, past our data sample date 

of 31 December 2019, some additional firms may have delisted in this interim period.    

Accordingly, all IPO delisted dates were separately investigated using the Investogain 

Australian Company data base (see A.2.3). If the IPO delisted after 31 December 2019 and 

before 17 April 2022, the IPO was adjusted to be recorded as listed (at 31 December 2019).  

This methodology identified a total of 1,268 IPO’s (62.9 percent of all IPOs) that had 

subsequently delisted on the ASX, during our sample period.   

 

 
47 https://www2.asx.com.au/markets/trade-our-cash-market/directory 
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A.2.3 Investogain Database: Daily ‘Closing Share’ (CP ) price listed and delisted 

IPOs - Paper One 

Paper One examined the first -day discounts and long-term performance for all 2,018 

IPO’s identified over the period from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019.  Accordingly, the 

daily closing price was extracted from both listed and delisted IPO’s.  The Investogain 

Australian Company data base48 (‘Investogain’) was utilized to obtain two pieces of 

information as follows: 

i) Daily, historical closing share price: An examination of larger data bases such 

as Bloomberg, Thompson Reuters DataStream and Standard and Poor’s Capital IQ 

identified inconsistencies with much of the historical delisted IPO share prices, resulting in 

daily historical closing share price data unable to be obtained for most of the delisted IPO 

companies.  Thus, daily historical closing share price data from issue date to either delisting 

or 31 December 2019 was individually downloaded from Investogain for all listed and 

delisted IPOs.   

ii) Delisted IPO’s:  where an IPO was identified as delisted in accordance with 

section A.2.2, the delisted IPO was manually examined on the Investogain database 49 as 

follows:  

a. We reviewed each of the 1,268 delisted IPOs to identify the date of delisting and 

delisted reason.  

b. The IPO was recorded as delisted if undertook a merger or acquisition and changed 

its name, listed on another exchange, privatized, failed or delisted before 31 December 

2019.   

 
48 https://www.investogain.com.au/ 
49 https://www.investogain.com.au/ 
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c. As the listed company data was downloaded on 17 April 2020 (i.e. after the end of our 

31 December 2019 sample period), the data was examined to identify any IPOs  who 

delisted after 31 December 2019 but before 17 April 2020.  The data was manually 

adjusted to record that IPO as still-listed at 31 December 2019.  

d. Delisted IPOs sometimes stopped trading up to three years prior to formal delisting 

(with the recorded delisting reason being ‘non-trading).  Consequently, share prices 

were included up to the date of the last available price, with no adjustments made if 

delisting occurred at a later date 

Tableau software was used to order the data sample, with IPO company names on the 

vertical axis and each IPO issue date and historical closing price data aligned to the dates across 

the horizontal axis (1 January 1999 to 31 December 2019).    

The Investogain initial issue price and issue date data for each listed and delisted IPO 

was compared against the Connect4 Base Data, to reconcile ASX listing branches, market 

capitalization, industry sector, issue dates and issue prices.  Where inconsistencies between the 

databases were identified, and could not be subsequently verified, the issue was deleted from 

the sample, to result in a final sample daily historical closing prices for 1,926 IPOs comprising: 

i) 723 still listed IPOs at 31 December 2019, and  

ii) 1,203 IPOs that had delisted prior to the data end date of 31 December 2019. 

A.2.4.  Standard and Poor’s Capital IQ database: Daily ‘Dividend-adjusted’ (DA) still-

listed IPOs – Paper One 

It was important to account for dividend yield return disparity.  Adjustment for dividend 

returns was considered important given the disparity between the large company potentially 

sizeable dividend payments, and small/micro companies who frequently list at pre-revenue 
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cashflow-negative stages of development where share price capital gains growth is the 

anticipated return, 

Investogain does not provide dividend adjusted share prices.  Thus, daily historical 

dividend adjusted closing share price data was obtained from Standard and Poor’s Capital IQ 

data base.  As previously highlighted above, some inconsistences were identified between the 

Investorgain and Capital IQ database, resulting in exclusion of dividend adjusted data for 

delisted IPO firms from the research, for reasons we now explain.  

Firms frequently delist for reasons of merger and acquisition. Extensive discussions with 

Standard and Poor’s Capital IQ revealed that upon takeover, the acquiring company’s daily 

trading data was frequently overlaid over the original IPO firm, thus resulting in a loss of the 

primary IPO’s trading data for all delisted firms.  This became obvious upon reconciliation of 

data between the Connect4, Investogain and Capital IQ data bases, when for example, an IPO 

issued at $0.20 yet recorded a closing day share price of many multiples of this (up to over 

$600 in some cases), or share data was recorded prior to the firm’s original listings. Extensive 

discussions with S&P Capital IQ resulted in S&P teams being tasked to manually source this 

data over a 6-week period, however the inconsistences were unable to be clarified, and 

historical dividend adjusted data unable to be obtained for delisted firms.   Therefore, dividend-

adjusted data was obtained for a sample of 676 still-listed IPOs at 31 December 2019.  

Our research thus provides a long term IPO performance result for both ‘listed’, and 

‘total’ (listed and delisted) portfolio performance to capture the effect of delisted IPOs as 

discussed within the papers, using the 1,926 IPOs from Investogain Closing Price data.   

 S&P Capital IQ’s  “Dividend Adjusted” closing price return calculations for (still) listed 

IPOs (at 31 December 2019) is provided for comparative purposes against Investogain’s 

closing price ‘listed’ IPOs, to demonstrate the influence of dividend returns on listed IPOs.  For 
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example, Table 5 documents that overall long-term IPO performance increased from 1.25 

percent to 1.66 percent for (still) listed IPOs upon the inclusion of dividend returns.   

 As detailed in methodology in Paper one, we then calculated the simple Unweighted 

Average Return (UAR) and Weighted Geometric Returns (WGR) on both the Investogain 

“Closing Price” and S&P Capital IQ’s  “Dividend Adjusted” price data.  The documented 

returns were then reconciled to the Connect4 Base Data, to allow analysis of returns by ASX 

Listing Branch, industry sector, date of issue and size of IPO as classified by market 

capitalisation at issue date. 

A.2.5 Shareholder locational distribution - Paper One and Paper Two 

Paper Two discusses investor composition supporting the early-stage funding 

ecosystems, and is guided by Coval and Loskowitz (1999) seminal research into investors 

‘home bias’  as an explanation to clusters by industry sector and IPO size.  It was important to 

examine the location of shareholder investors and specifically, to address the question of if WA 

IPOs are predominately funded by WA based investors.  

 All major share registries were approached and requested to provided de-identified 

shareholder postcode location data.  Orient Capital, the investor relations division of Link 

Group and largest analyser of share registers globally, provided a list of shareholdings at 

custodian/shareholder level for WA listed companies - their data accounting for 38 percent of 

all WA listed companies and data was provided showing the post code, and total shareholdings 

for that postcode.   
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APPENDIX B:  Newspaper Reports 

 

B1: Business News Report: “  Small-cap stocks deliver top returns”  

 

By Mark Beyer 

31/01/2022 - 09:30 

  

 

 

 

New research analysing 2,000 ASX listings over 20 years has upended some conventional 

thinking. 

Kylie Gilbey discovered some huge gaps when she started researching the returns from stock 

market listings. 

Most of the research comes out of the US and only looks at large initial public offerings (IPOs). 

In the US market, IPOs that issue shares at less than $5 are considered ‘penny’ stocks under 

the Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990 and are therefore speculative. 

The existing research is usually restricted to companies that are still listed, with any delisted 

stock assumed to be a failure. 

The research is also limited to relatively short periods, typically three to five years. 

Ms Gilbey, who is working towards a PhD at the University of Western Australia, has 

undertaken an ambitious research project to fill the data gap. 

Kylie Gilbey (left) has been working on her study with Sharon Purchase from 

UWA Business School. Photo: David Henry 

 

https://www.businessnews.com.au/Author/Mark-Beyer
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Company/University-of-Western-Australia
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With guidance from co-authors Sharon Purchase at UWA Business School and Terry Marsh at 

the University of California Berkeley Haas, Ms Gilbey has analysed the returns from every 

IPO on the ASX between January 1 1999 and December 31 2019. 

That’s a total of 2,018 listings. 

She believes it’s the first study to directly compare the long-term returns from all stocks: from 

those with a large market capitalisation on listing (above $700 million) through to small and 

micro-cap stocks (valued at less than $75 million). 

The results are stark and very positive for Western Australia. 

The researchers found that returns from small- and micro-cap IPOs have on average been much 

stronger than for large-cap IPOs. 

The inclusion of delisted IPOs in the analysis had a major impact; it greatly boosted returns, 

defying the perception that a delisting equates to a failure. 

This was particularly important, as 63 per cent of the companies in the survey ended up 

delisting during the 20-year period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
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Ms Gilbey carved up her analysis to capture two types of return: the ‘stag’ profit on the first 

day of listing and the long-term buy-and-hold return. 

An investor who was able to buy into every small- and micro-cap IPO on the ASX at the issue 

price and sell the shares after the price ‘pop’ on the first day of trade would have made a 19.45 

per cent average one-day gain. 

Investors who did the same for every large IPO would have achieved a much smaller stag profit 

of 7.88 per cent. 

There was an even bigger differential for buy-and-hold investors, who invested in every new 

IPO on the day of listing and held their shares right through to December 31 2019 (or until the 

date of delisting). 

The study used a ‘dynamic rebalancing’ approach, where profits were taken on successful IPOs 

to fund investments in new IPOs. 

This matched the ‘backtesting’ methodology adopted by many ASX investors. 

The annualised average return on a market-weighted portfolio of small- and micro-cap IPOs 

was 18.62 per cent. 

For large IPOs, the weighted average return was just 2.28 per cent.   In keeping with this pattern, 

IPOs filed in WA delivered the best returns. 

The 855 WA IPOs during the 20-year study period had an average value of just $27.1million, 

reflecting the large number of listings by junior explorers. 

They delivered an average return of 20.86 per cent, more than any other state. By sector, metals 

and mining, energy and software delivered the best returns. 

Ms Gilbey said the historical record conflicted with the widespread ‘higher risk/less 

profitable/failure to grow’ perception of the ASX small-cap IPO market. 

https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
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“Taken together, the results are at odds with much of the existing literature and some of the 

financial press, purporting to document negative small-cap IPO returns on average,” she said. 

Ms Gilbey said the common perception may stem from the fact that most IPOs delivered 

negative returns. 

Like a diversified venture capital portfolio, however, the average return is boosted by 

spectacularly positive returns from some of the success stories. 

Copper and goldminer Sandfire Resources, for instance, listed in 2004 at 20 cents per share 

and is now worth $7.37 per share. 

Credit Corp Group listed in 2000 at 50 cents per share and is now trading at $35.45 per share. 

A third example is diversified miner and contractor Mineral Resources, which listed at 90 cents 

in 2006 was trading at $16.67 on December 31 2019.   The stock has rallied much further since 

then, currently trading at $65.97. 

B1:  Global context 

The researchers recognise the big differences between the ASX and overseas exchanges. 

In comparison with 20 years ago, fewer public corporations were listed in the US and many 

other countries and tended to be, on average, larger, older and less profitable. The trend in ASX 

listings is an exception. 

“They have grown, mainly on account of small/micro caps, which have constituted 

approximately 78 per cent of all new ASX listings over the last two decades,” Ms Gilbey said. 

The researchers emphasised that the ASX was the only major exchange that allowed small- 

and micro-cap stocks to list on the main board with large companies, with the same regulatory 

requirements. 

https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Company/Sandfire-Resources
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Company/Credit-Corp-Group-0
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Company/Mineral-Resources
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
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Other exchanges require small/ micro IPOs to list on a second board exchange, such as 

London’s Alternative Investment Market or Canada’s TSX Venture Exchange. 

The second board exchange IPOs frequently underperform, for reasons including lack of 

liquidity or visibility, poor governance and lack of analyst exposure. 

“So, current literature states that small-cap IPOs generally underperform in the long run,” Ms 

Gilbey said. 

The ASX’s standardised listing rules allowed the researchers to disprove that perception. 

“By listing all IPO sizes on one market under the standardised regulatory listing environment, 

the ASX allows a direct comparison of small/micro to large IPO performance returns,” Ms 

Gilbey said. 

B2:  Hybrid VC market 

She said the ASX had two other traits that distinguished it from its international counterparts. 

One was the role it played as a source of early-stage equity, in the absence of a large or mature 

venture capital industry. 

“Venture capital and private equity funding has been particularly low in Australia in 

comparison to many other countries with similar economic structures, such as Canada, the US 

or the UK,” Ms Gilbey said. 

“It’s important for the ASX to understand that it is an important source of funding for small 

caps, which are critical for economic growth.” 

While many observers see the ASX and venture capital as starkly different, Ms 

Gilbey characterises the Australian market as a hybrid. 

“Public listings are supported with VC-like and angel-investor skills supplied by a localised 

financial ecosystem of brokers, lawyers and other technical advisors,” she said. 

https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
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“They play roughly the same role as a general partner in the traditional VC business, with the 

qualification that they face more retail investors, whereas the latter deals predominantly with 

institutional clients.” 

Nonetheless, the small size of Australia’s VC market drives a high rate of early-stage listings 

by entrepreneurs seeking risk capital. 

Another distinguishing feature of the ASX is that individual investors hold a higher fraction of 

equities than typically seen globally. 

Some 62 per cent of all Australian equity ownership is held as ‘free float’, which Ms 

Gilbey defines as retail and other investors who directly hold shares but whose holdings are 

not large enough to trigger the 5 per cent public disclosure requirements. 

This is one of the highest retail ownership rates globally, standing in sharp contrast to 19 per 

cent in the US, 39 per cent in Germany and 22 per cent in the UK. 

“Both the sell and buy sides arguably contribute to the ‘Wild West’ perception of small- and 

micro-cap IPOs,” Ms Gilbey said. 

B3:  First-day premiums 

Ms Gilbey’s research found that stag premiums varied by size of company in Australia. 

It was 19.46 per cent for the small IPOs, 15.75 per cent for the medium sized and 7.88 per cent 

for the large offerings. 

This was consistent with extensive research finding larger IPO premiums reflect the higher 

uncertainty about the value of small stocks prior to their listing. In reality, a premium for an 

investor is a discount for the business owner selling shares. 

Accordingly, the academic research in this field typically refers to discounts rather than 

premiums, as this amount represents an opportunity loss incurred by the vendors. 

https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
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Ms Gibney has calculated that the discount on all the IPOs she studied equated to $24.6 billion 

left on the table by the companies being floated. 

She also found that, despite the predominance of small IPOs in Australia, the average stag 

premium on listing day was remarkably like that for larger US exchange IPOs. 

In the US, the average first-day premium was 16 per cent between July 1 2009 and June 30 

2019. 

“Therefore, the IPO discounts do not appear to be driven by Australia’s distinctive industry 

composition,” Ms Gibney concluded. 

The research found the first-day premiums varied over time in both Australia and the US. They 

were highest in 1999, during the dot.com boom. 

IPO numbers and premiums in both markets then hit a low around 2001, following the tech 

wreck, before steadily climbing with the bull market until the GFC. 

That prompted another dip in IPO activity and premiums, followed by a gradual recovery up 

to 25 per cent discounts in 2019. 

B4:  Buy-and-hold returns 

The returns for buy-and-hold investors were calculated in three ways. 

The first was to look just at price movements for stocks still listed at December 31 2019; that 

generated a return of just 1.25 per cent when small, medium and large stocks were combined. 

The second was to add dividends by the 676 companies that actually paid a dividend and were 

still listed; that lifted returns a little, to 1.66 per cent. 

The third step made all the difference. 
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After including returns from companies that had delisted – 63 per cent of the 2,018 companies 

in the sample – returns jumped 12.95 per cent.   This effect was seen across all IPO size 

categories: small, medium and large. 

Putting it modestly, Ms Gilbey said this highlighted a ‘wrinkle’ that had been largely 

overlooked in current literature. 

She added the research results highlighted that delistings should not be deemed failures. 

“Companies delist for various reasons that do not necessarily represent company failure, such 

as a restructuring, takeovers, mergers, privatisation or relisting on another international 

exchange better suited for the company’s purpose,” Ms Gilbey said. 

She said a common occurrence was junior miners intentionally delisting for positive reasons, 

such as a successful exploration outcome and pursuant to acquisition by larger mining groups. 

It has also been common for companies to convert from the riskier no liability (NL) status to 

limited liability (Ltd) upon reaching desired profitability levels. 

Ms Gilbey said the average return from large IPOs during the past 10 years was heavily 

influenced by two very successfully delisted firms. 

Trade Me Group was bought by UK-based private equity firm Apex Partners for $NZ2.56 

billion, and Vega Group was acquired by US company Equifax Inc for $US1.9 billion. 

Ms Gilbey’s preliminary research on delisted companies has found that only 17 per cent of 

IPOs should be categorised as straight failures. 

A large number has entered schemes of arrangement and she is yet to conclusively establish 

their success rate.    That is a topic for her next research project. 

  

https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
https://www.businessnews.com.au/Person/Kylie-Gilbey
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B2: Wall Street Journal, Barron’s Marketwatch: “What Australia can teach the 

U.S. about private equity” 

MARKETS| BARRON'S TAKE 

By Mark Hulbert, Feb 16, 2022 4.30am ET 

The number of publicly traded U.S. companies keeps dwindling. 

More and more young firms are waiting longer and longer before going public, if at all. Many 

public companies are going private. The net result is that, since the late 1990s, there has been 

a 47% drop in the number of publicly listed companies, according to the World Bank. 

Is this clear evidence that private ownership is inherently superior to public ownership? 

We're referring to the distinction between companies whose shares trade publicly, such as on 

the NYSE or the Nasdaq, and those whose shares trade privately. The private equity (PE) 

category includes buyout and venture-capital funds, which historically have been almost 

exclusively the providence of institutional investors and very wealthy individuals. Many retail 

investors have developed FOMO over PE, believing that they have been missing out in a big 

way by not being able to invest in such funds. 

The reality is far more complex. As we wrote two years ago in Barron's, there is widespread 

disagreement among researchers over whether PE actually beats public markets on a risk-

adjusted basis. At a minimum, it's fair to say that the historical performance data tells a story 

sufficiently ambiguous that it's unclear which is superior. 

Some PE cheerleaders have a comeback: Just look at their industry's sheer growth over the past 

couple of decades in the U.S. 

A just-completed study says, in effect, 'Not so fast. " Entitled "Funding Innovation with Earlier 

Stage IPOs or Venture Capital: Australia Compared with the U.S.," the study was conducted 
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by Terry Marsh, an emeritus finance professor at the University of California, Berkeley, and 

Kylie Gilbey, a Ph.D. candidate in finance at the University of Western Australia. 

The researchers focused on Australia because, unlike in the U.S., private equity hasn't grown 

there over the past couple of decades. If PE were inherently superior, wouldn't you expect it to 

catch on as much in that country as in the U.S.? 

Until the late 1990s, the two countries' financial markets were largely similar in structure and 

IPO activity. Young firms in both countries followed a relatively similar path to eventually 

going public via an inital public offering. But since the late 1990s, the two countries' 

experiences have significantly diverged. In Australia the number of publicly traded companies 

has continued to climb, while in the U.S. the number has plunged, as you can see in the 

accompanying chart. 

 

Diverging: Change in the number of publicly listed companies in Australia and the U.S. since 

1990 
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The divergent growth rates of PE in Australia and U.S. are starkly illustrated by several relevant 

statistics. In Australia, there has been a three-year average interval between receiving a 

business name registration and going public. In the U.S., the comparable interval is nearly three 

times longer. In Australia over the past 15 years, IPOs have been the source of 23.1 times as 

much financing to start-ups as PE. The comparable ratio in the U.S. is just 0.6. 

What accounts for the divergence that began in the late 1990s? No doubt there have been many 

causes, Marsh tells Barron's. But his and Gilbey's ongoing research points to a number of 

factors that greased the skids for PE in the U.S., including changes in the tax code, laws and 

regulations. 

One change that seems to have played a big role was the October 1996 passage of the National 

Securities Markets Improvement Act in the U.S. This act made it easier for both private start-

ups and investors in those start-ups to raise capital. This had a cascading effect, with an influx 

of new capital leading to progressively higher valuations of private start-ups. That, in turn, 

created a powerful incentive for venture capitalists to postpone an IPO as long as possible. A 

favourable tax code - particularly the favourable treatment of so-called carried interest in the 

U.S. but not in Australia - fuelled the fire. 

The key thing about all these U.S. specific factors, Marsh adds, is that they have nothing to do 

with whether private equity is inherently superior to public equity. While he doesn't believe his 

and Gilbey's research will resolve that theoretical debate, he says that it nevertheless should 

lead us to question the narrative that private equity is predestined to triumph over public equity. 

Ironically, that means we should be less eager to invest in private equity - ironic because, after 

years of the PE arena squeezing out small investors, it's just now opening up to them. Our 

column of two years ago was occasioned by Vanguard's announcement that it was about to 

launch a private-equity fund. 
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The firm closed that fund within its first year, having attracted twice as many assets as 

originally targeted. It subsequently launched a second such fund. Given Vanguard's success, it 

seems a good bet that more such funds are on the way. 

 

Mark Hulbert is a regular contributor to Barron's. His Hulbert Ratings track investment 

newsletters that pay a flat fee to be audited. He can be reached at mark@hulbertratings.com 

 

Barron's Article is available at: https://www.barrons.com/articles/publicly-traded-companies-

are-vanishing-does-private-equity-have-an-edge-51645003355?refsec=markets 

Journal Research is available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4035834 
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